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PREFACE
This handbook is intended to provide detailed information about the University's
requirements for the approval of new academic programmes and of modifications to
existing academic programmes. It covers all types of programme approval activity for
taught programmes leading to qualifications of the University and external bodies,
including those delivered off-campus.
There are two routes to approval, as follows:
A. Route A is where a proposal is considered by the University Standing Panel, at one
of its scheduled meetings on the Senate Calendar of Meetings.
B. Route B is where a proposal is considered by a specially convened Programme
Approval Panel and Event
For proposed new or modified on campus programmes:
• Route A is the standard route, normally
• Route B is chosen by exception.
For proposed new or modified off campus programmes:
• Route A is chosen by exception,
• Route B is the standard route, normally.
For proposals about new or modified on-campus programmes that include an offcampus franchise arrangement:
• Route A of Route B may be chosen, as required to manage, mitigate or monitor
risk associated with the proposal.
Appendices contain detailed information, protocols/ procedures, guidelines, templates.
Mandatory Items are marked with an asterisk. For ease of use, the Appendices to this
handbook are available as individual files on the Standards and Enhancement Office
webpages labelled ‘Programme Design and Approval/ Programme Approval Handbook’
Questions about the process can be addressed to members of the Standards and
Enhancement Office (SEO), see Appendix 2.
Academic Registrar
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Introduction
All proposed new and amended academic programmes of study are required to gain Academic
Approval and Programme Approval (Appendix 3) before design and development begins. Where
a programme either requires significant investment in resources or is intended for off campus
delivery, then it is required to gain Strategic Approval before being submitted for Academic
Approval (Appendix 3)
Strategic Approval is the formal process by which the University’s Strategic Planning and Resources
Development Committee (SPRDC) grants permission for the development of any of the following
proposals:
• New partner organisations
• New programmes with a new or existing partner organisation
• Significant changes to the nature and academic level of provision with an existing partner
organisation (e.g. a change from research to taught programmes; or a change from HE
levels 4-6 to HE levels 7-8)
• On Campus developments that require significant investment in learning resources
including staff.
Academic Approval is the formal process by which the University’s Programmes Committee gives
permission for the development of any of the following proposals:
• All new programmes
• Major modifications to an existing programme, for example change to the programme
and/or module learning outcomes, programme title, programme structure and/or
assessment. This includes both on campus and off campus programmes.
Programme Approval is the formal process by which the University’s Senate gives permission
that a programme may be offered for study. Senate is responsible for information about and the
standards and quality of all programmes that lead to a University qualification. The Standards
and Enhancement Office (SEO) manages Programme Approval and reports the outcomes of this
quality assurance process as a recommendation to the Senate, for ratification. The normal
period of programme approval is five years or until the next periodic review and reapproval.
The Programme Approval process includes confirmation that a proposed new or changed
programme meets the University’s expectations of standards, quality and information. The
University has specified criteria for approval of programmes, which are based on the UK Quality
Code for Higher Education (Appendix 5) and meet the regulatory requirements of the Office for
Students. Where relevant, the approval process will consider the requirements of any relevant
Professional Statutory and Regulatory Body and external awarding body/organisation.
Programme Approval relies on peer review by approved University staff and student reviewers
as well as external advisors (subject specialists) and reviewers. Approved programmes normally
operate in accordance with University regulations, unless otherwise stated.
All proposed modifications to programmes that are delivered on campus, which have an offcampus version that is delivered by a partner organisation under a franchise agreement, must be
made simultaneously. This is to ensure that the franchise version of a programme remains
identical to the version taught on campus at the University.
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Choice of approval route
As shown in Chart 1, there are two possible routes to Programme Approval, as follows:
1. Route A: the standard route is through an iterative process of design and development that
ends with consideration of a Proposal Development Record (Appendix 6) at a meeting of the
University Standing Panel (Appendix 7);
2. Route B: is the standard route for Off Campus programmes and by exception for on campus
programmes. It uses an iterative process of design and development that ends with
consideration of a Proposal Development Record (Appendix 6) by a Programme Approval
Panel (Appendix 8) during a virtual event1.
An SEO Officer is assigned to manage each programme proposal and convene a Virtual Planning
Meeting at which detailed arrangements are confirmed (Appendix 9).
The choice of detailed arrangements will reflect the level of complexity of a proposal. Factors to be
considered include:
• The number of programmes and complexity of the proposal
• The level of experience in programme design & development amongst the proposing team
• Whether the proposal is in a new or an existing subject area
• Any requirements for learning resources which are subject to confirmation
• The involvement and preferred approach of a PSRB
• Location of programme delivery
• Involvement of an off-campus partner organisation
The arrangements for Academic Approval and Programme Approval take account of the revised
UK Quality Code for Higher Education, UKSCQA/02, March 2018 (www.qaa.ac.uk).

1

During the Covid-19 pandemic such meetings are being held virtually
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Table 1: Programme approval process in detail: all proposals undertake Steps 1-11
Step

Activity

Description

Appendix

Step 1

Programme Proposer to secure
approval from SPRDC and/or
Programmes Committee

The Programme Proposer and Academic Coordinator (SELE) discuss the proposal at subject
level and/or with any relevant partner organisation and then seek approval from the
University. University level approval is required to confirm that the proposing team may
proceed with a programme development.
To seek approval, the Programme Proposer and Academic Coordinator (SELE) should complete
one or more of the approval forms, which can be obtained from the relevant SEO webpage.
The form(s) should be submitted to the Secretary of the relevant Committee, at least five
working days before the Committee meeting (Appendices 2 and 3) and include:
• For SPRDC, proposer completes the Strategic Approval Form (SAF), if development
requires investment or if there is a new partner organisation or partnership programme(s)
Meeting Dates: 16/09/21; 14/10/21; 09/12/21; 10/02/22; 07/04/22; 09/06/22.
• For Programmes Committee, proposer completes the Programme Approval Form (PAF);
Apprenticeship Approval Form (AAF) or Change Approval Form (CAF). Meeting Dates:
23/09/21; 04/11/21; 20/01/22; 17/03/22; 19/05/22.

Step 2

Standards and Enhancement Office
(SEO) Scoping Meeting.

Appendices 2
and 3

Once a proposal gains approval to proceed, the Standards and Enhancement Office (SEO) will:
• assign an SEO Officer to manage the process
• assess required level of academic support
• +/- assigns Internal Advisor
• refer the Programme Proposer and Academic Coordinator (SELE) to the List of TIRI
Professors who are willing to advise on University requirements, as critical friends.
The SEO Officer will
• convene a Virtual Planning Meeting,
• set up the Proposal Development Record (PDR) on Moodle and notify the Programme
Proposer and AC (SELE)
• issue Course Code(s) to the Programme Proposer and AC (SELE)
• create blank Programme Specification template(s) in the Programme Database for use
by the Programme Proposer and AC (SELE)
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Appendix 9
Appendix 6a

Appendix 2

•

•

Step 3

Virtual Planning Meeting

Step 4

Programme Design & Development

advise that the Programme Proposer and Academic Coordinator (SELE) contact a
member of Student Data Management (Appendix 2) for the Module Codes and the
creation of blank Module Specification templates in the Module Database.
record decisions/ outcomes of the Planning Meeting.

Appendix 6a
The Proposal Development Record (PDR) is a virtual folder that contains evidence of the
design, development and approval of a programme. Access is given to key participants in the
process to enable them to submit items of evidence to the folder.
The contents of the PDR-folder comprise the formal record of the process of design,
development and consultation - including all final programme documents.
Once the provision is approved, the access rights to the folder will be restricted to members of
SEO and the PDR will become the definitive set of programme documents.
Invitees: Academic Coordinator (SELE); Programme Lead; Head / Ops Lead; +/- OfCD
Appendices, 0, 1, 4,
6a, 9, 10c
SPM/APM; Chair.
Items for consideration include:
• Completed Nomination form and CV for new External Advisor (EA) or Member(s) of EA
Pool
• Programme Design and Development Slides
• List of critical friends for consultation
• Dates for development milestones and of the target University Standing Panel (Route
A) or of the Programme Approval Panel (Route B).
AC (SELE) and Programme Proposer consult the information in Appendices 6 and 13, that from
Appendix 12
any PSRB for guidance on programme design, consultation and development, as follows:
• Programme design, consultation and development
• Alignment with the OfS Regulatory Framework including the Core Practices in the
Revised UK Quality Code for Higher Education
• University regulations
• Setting academic standards, designing a good quality student experience and ensuring
that information for students is clear and accurate
• Securing the views of students, employers and any relevant PSRBs
• Securing the views of any partner organisation(s) which currently or in future will
franchise the programme(s)
• Taking account of any relevant Apprenticeship Standard and End Point Assessment
7

•

that has been published as approved by the Institute for Apprenticeships (IfA)
Writing the module specifications and programme specification.

Meeting the University requirements:
• The UoB Curriculum Philosophy (Appendix 13)
• UoB Graduate Attributes Matrix for Employability (Appendix 13)
• Operational aspects of programme design, consultation and development
• How to build in alignment with the University’s TIRI agenda (Appendix 13)
• How to reflect the requirements of the Learning, Teaching and Assessment Strategy
and the Student Experience Strategy.
• How to ensure the proposal addresses the University’s enhancement priorities.
Writing the Programme documents and the Process documents for the PDR (Appendix 6)
AC (SELE) and Programme Proposer begin to complete draft programme specification &
module specifications, with early input on programme design from the External Advisor.
Advice from the SEO Advisor about any of the above is available on request. The Proposer
notifies the SEO Advisor about any training needs amongst members of the programme/
proposing team. The SEO Advisor arranges bespoke training for the team members.
Step 5

Step 6

Stakeholder consultation: employers
+/- PSRB

Stakeholder consultation: Students

Proposing team consult stakeholders with an outline of proposed new/modified programme
via email and upload the relevant Consultation Report (Appendix 12a) with other relevant
communications to PDR. The following documents contain an outline of the new/modified
programme:
• Draft marketing information (course leaflet/ prospectus entry)
• Draft programme specification.
It is a formal University requirement that programmes meet the needs of:
• Employers/ professionals – e.g. members of the Industry Advisory Panel for each School
• Any relevant Professional Statutory, Regulatory Body (PSRB)
• The Trailblazer Group for any relevant Apprenticeship Standard and End Point Assessment
• Partner organisation(s) that plan to offer the programme. A record of the discussion to be
uploaded to the PDR.
It is a formal University requirement that programmes are developed in consultation with
8

Appendix 13

Appendix 13

Appendix 6

Appendix 12

Appendix 12

students.
Proposing team use comments from employers/ PSRB to complete programme documents.
Proposing team consult student in one or more virtual meeting(s) and upload the relevant
Consultation Report (Appendix 12a) with any other communications to PDR. The following
documents contain an outline of the new/modified programme:
• Draft marketing information (course leaflet/ prospectus entry)
• Draft programme specification.
Step 7

External Scrutiny and Finalising
Programme Documents

Consulting the approved External Advisor (EA) or PSRB representative is a formal requirement
and the External Advisor is asked to complete a Consultation Report (Appendix 10d.)

Appendix 10

Proposing team +/- AC (SELE)
• refer the External Advisor /PSRB representative(s) to the documents in the PDR;
• upload the EA’s Consultation Report to PDR,
• use the comments to update and finalise all documents in the PDR, taking advice as
required.
The SEO Officer invites the External Advisor to complete and submit a claim for the fee and
expenses and arranges payment.
Step 8

•

•

Academic Coordinator (SELE) to
confirm documents ready for
Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny
SEO Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny

•

Proposing team present all documentation to AC (SELE) who assists with the finalising the
PDR and confirms that all documentation in PDR is ready for SEO scrutiny, by placing a
note in the ‘Forum’ on the PDR.

•

SEO Officer completes scrutiny of Programme Specification(s) and Module Specifications
annotating documentation with amendments and suggested changes. Annotated
documents are uploaded to ‘Scrutiny Feedback Section’ on the PDR. In complex
situations, the SEO Officer/AC SELE can refer items for scrutiny to the SEO Advisor (LC/HB),
if necessary. In complex situations a meeting between the SEO Officer and Proposing
team may be necessary to clarify any issues.
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Appendix 10e

Step 9

Proposing team finalise PDR and AC
(SELE) submits Report and signs off
PDR

Proposing team use annotated documents from Step 8 to finalise all documents and upload
them to the PDR, clearly identifying the School Approved (finalised) versions of all documents.
If Proposing team decides not to adopt proposed amendments, written justification must be
provided in PDR.
AC (SELE) completes a Consultation Report (Appendix 11b) within which s/he signs off the PDR
as ready for University level scrutiny.

Step 10

PDR Completion Check

SEO Officer undertakes completion check including sample audit of requested amendments to
documents (STEP 8). SEO Officer advises proposing team whether proposal can progress to
the Panel or returns the proposal to the AC (SELE) and proposing team, if PDR found to be
incomplete.
Where PDR is complete, SEO Officer opens PDR to members of the Panel, at least 3 weeks
before it meets.

Step 11

SEO Officer's Overview Report

SEO Officer writes an overview report on design and development of the proposal and uploads
to PDR.
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Appendix 11b

Appendix 14

Programme Approval Route A
(standard for on campus and by exception for off campus programmes)

Step
Step
12

Activity
University Standing
Panel members (USP)
consider PDR, submit
comments by
correspondence, prior
to virtual meeting.

Description
The University Standing Panel ONLY considers programme proposals with a complete Proposal
Development Record that has been confirmed as ‘ready for’ at Step 11.
The USP Secretary provides members of the University Standing Panel with access to the PDR containing
the relevant documents for consideration by the USP. Prior to the meeting of the University Standing
Panel, members review the Proposal Development Record.

Appendix
Appendix 7

Appendix
1b

The date and location of meetings of the University Standing Panel are given in the annual Senate
Calendar that is published on the SEO webpage for Committees. The dates for meetings of the University
Standing Panel are included in Appendix 1.
The terms of reference and membership of the University Standing Panel (USP) are given in Appendix 7a.
The role of USP is to confirm that due process has been followed in programme design and development.
Step
13

Virtual Meeting of USP
Proposer/AC SELE (+/OfCD SPM/APM) to be
on standby to join
meeting, if necessary.

Step
14 A

USP decides whether to
recommend approval of
the proposal to Senate

USP Secretary convenes the meeting. Panel decides whether to recommend approval of the proposal to
Senate and the nature of that recommendation.

Appendix 7

The USP determines whether:
• due process has been followed;
• a complete and acceptable set of final programme documents has been produced;
• the programme is ready for recruitment and delivery.
A Report of the USP Proceedings is produced by the USP Secretary.
Where USP decides to recommend approval of the proposal (normally without any conditions or
recommendations) the Chair of USP signs off the programme and the PDR. USP Secretary completes USP
Report and uploads it to the PDR and places a note in the forum to disseminate the outcomes to all
involved simultaneously.
NB: For Off Campus programmes the relevant signed contract must be available to the Chair of USP to
enable sign-off. For Apprenticeship programmes the EPAO must be appointed to enable USP sign-off.
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Appendix 7

Step
14 B

USP decides NOT to
recommend approval of
the proposal to Senate

If USP chooses NOT to recommend approval of the proposal, the proposal is returned to the appropriate
previous step. The USP Secretary records detailed reasons for non-approval and requirements to be
completed in the USP Report. The USP report to specify either that the modified proposal can be resubmitted to USP or, exceptionally, considered under Chair’s action (Appendix 7d).

Appendix 7

Once the Report has been approved by the USP Chair, the USP Secretary uploads it to the PDR and places a
note in the PDR Forum to disseminate the outcomes to all involved simultaneously.
Step
14 C

Step
15

Step
16

Following a decision by
USP to NOT recommend
approval, proposing
team responds to
conditions, and when
conditions have been
met, USP Chair
completes Programme
Approval Sign Off form.
After Step 14A, the USP
Report is submitted to
Education Committee
and Senate.
Once approved
programme has been
signed-off by the Chair,
SEO Officer sets it up on
SITS; Proposing team/
AC (SELE)/ SEO Officer
complete progression of
programme & module
specifications on the
databases ready for
recruitment.

Proposer and AC (SELE) to respond to USP requirements and generate required information and an
annotated version of the requirements to indicate whether the action has been completed or not. The
completed response is signed off by the AC (SELE) who uploads it to the PDR-folder and places a note in
the PDR Forum to alert the USP Secretary that the response has been approved by the School and is ready
for University level scrutiny. Normally a subsequent USP reviews the revised proposal at its next meeting.
Exceptionally the USP Chair and USP Secretary consider the response to the USP requirements under
Chair’s action.
Where USP decides to recommend approval of the revised proposal the Chair signs the Programme
Approval and Sign-Off Form.
USP Secretary submits the USP Report to Education Committee, which is invited to consider and endorse
the USP Report under delegated authority from Senate. Senate is invited to accept and approve the USP
Report. NB Reports only go to Senate when there are no conditions and/or when any conditions have
been met and any required contract has been signed.
Once the proposal has been approved and confirmed as such, the PDR becomes the definitive record of
programme documentation (at this point write-access to the PDR is restricted to SEO). For off-campus
provision, the written agreement is signed for the University.
The SEO Officer activates the programme(s) on SITs after receipt of the completed Programme Approval
and Sign–Off Form, (Appendix 7d); and, for off-campus provision, the signed Annex to the written
agreement. ONLY THEN can students be recruited and commence to study the programme(s).
If either document is missing, the provision retains subject to validation (STV) on SITs and the programme
cannot commence. The SEO Officer activates the programme in SITS, by removing STV and sends out the
SRL. This action will activate the web-based course database that is used for marketing the programme(s)
and STV references will be removed from the web content (this may require further input from the
Proposal team/Academic Coordinator and/or Head of School).
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Appendix 7

Appendix 7

Programme Approval Route B
(standard for off campus and by exception for on campus programmes)

Step
12

Programme Approval
Panel reviews PDR
completes and submits
lines of enquiry form to
SEO Officer. Lines of
enquiry sent to Proposing
Team via PDR Forum.

The Programme Approval Panel ONLY considers programme proposals with a complete Proposal
Development Record that has been confirmed as ‘ready for’ at Step 11.

Appendix 8

The terms of reference and membership of the are given in Appendix 8. The SEO Officer will convene a
Programme Approval Panel and arrange an event in accordance with decisions taken at the Planning
Meeting (STEP 2). Normally the External Advisor appointed for STEP 8 is invited to serve as external
panel member.
The SEO Officer provides members of the Programme Approval Panel with access to the PDR containing
the relevant documents for consideration by the Panel. Prior to the virtual meeting of the Programme
Approval Panel, members review the Proposal Development Record and submit lines of inquiry through
the PDR Forum.
The SEO Officer, in conjunction with the Chair of the Panel, collates the lines of inquiry and any
requests for additional evidence. The SEO Officer sends them to the Proposing team for information
and action with a copy to the Panel. This is very important in ensuring the transparency of the process
and is intended to enable the proposing team to prepare for the Event.

Step
13

Virtual Meeting (Zoom) of
Programme Approval
Panel with Proposing
Team, Head/Ops Lead, AC
(SELE), (+/-OfCD
SPM/APM).

The Programme Proposer is invited to share lines of inquiry with the programme team and may be asked
to submit any required additional evidence by an agreed date in advance of the Programme Approval
Event.
Virtual meetings are held to enable the Panel to meet staff and students and discuss the proposal in
detail. A sample schedule for a Programme Approval Event is given in Appendix 8b and the precise
details for a given event will be agreed at the Virtual Planning Meeting (Planning Meeting Notes). The
Panel decides whether to recommend approval of proposal to Senate, and if so, Chair completes
Programme Sign Off form.
NB: For Off Campus programmes the relevant signed contract must be available to the USP to enable
sign-off. For Apprenticeship programmes the EPAO must be appointed to enable final sign off.
If the Panel decides to NOT to recommend approval of the provision, until completion of conditions +/recommendations, a date is set for completion of the necessary action.
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Appendix 8

Appendix 9

Step
14A

Summary Report

SEO Officer generates summary report, within five working days which, when approved by Panel Chair, is
sent to Proposing team and AC (SELE). The summary report is submitted to Senate.

Step
14B

Completion of any
conditions and
recommendations

If Panel has specified conditions of approval, proposing team completes follow up action on conditions.
Proposer uploads response to any conditions to PDR and alerts SEO Officer via PDR Forum.
Proposer and team complete any required action on conditions and recommendations and provide
evidence of meeting such conditions and recommendations.

Step
14C

Panel Chair considers any
required response to
conditions.

Step
15

Full Report

The Proposer submits the revised documents to the PDR folder by the designated date and places a note
in the forum to alert the SEO Officer that revised documents are ready for scrutiny.
Panel Chair considers any required response to conditions and, when conditions have been met, completes
Programme Approval Sign Off form. For Off Campus programmes the relevant addendum to the contract
must be available to enable sign off. For UoB Apprenticeship programmes the EPAO must be appointed to
enable sign-off. If the Chair confirms that the required action has been completed satisfactorily, the
proposal proceeds, if not, the proposal is returned to the appropriate earlier step. For Off Campus
programmes the relevant addendum to the contract must be available to enable sign-off.
SEO Officer generates full report within 20 working days. Chair approved report is sent to the proposing
team and AC (SELE) and submitted to Education Committee. Education Committee is invited to consider
and approve the Full Report, under delegated authority from Senate.

Step
16

Programme Set Up

Once approved programme has been signed-off by the Chair, the Proposing team/ AC (SELE)/ SEO
Officer complete progression of programme and module specifications on the databases ready for
recruitment.
In order to activate the programme in SITS, the SEO Officer removes STV and sends out the SRL. This
action will activate the web-based course database that is used for marketing the programme(s) and
STVreferences will be removed from the web content (this may require further input from the
Proposal team/Academic Coordinator and/or Head of School).
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Appendix
8d

Appendix
8e

Appendix 0: Chart 1. Programme Approval Process, at a glance.
Step 1
-22 weeks
Programme Proposer to secure approval from SPRDC and/or Programmes Committee
SPRDC approval: if development requires investment or if new partner organisation or programme(s)
16/09/21; 14/10/21; 09/12/21; 10/02/22; 07/04/22; 09/06/22.
Programmes Committee – 23/09/21; 04/11/21; 20/01/22; 17/03/22; 19/05/22.
Step 2
-18 weeks
SEO’s Scoping Meeting, to include risk assessment of required level of academic support for proposing team
and set up of Proposal Development Record (PDR)
SEO assigns Officer to manage the process; assesses required level of academic support +/- assigns Internal
Advisor; assigns Chair of Planning Meeting. SEO Officer sets up: the proposed programme(s) on SITs; the
PDR; programme specification ‘stubs’ in the database; and convenes Virtual Planning Meeting.
Step 3
-17 weeks
Virtual Planning Meeting
Invitees: Academic Coordinator (SELE); Programme Lead; Head / Ops Lead; +/- OfCD SPM/APM; Chair.
Items for consideration include: Nomination form and CV for Member(s) of EA Pool; Programme Design and
Development Guide; List of critical friends for consultation (new); development timeline & Panel date.
Step 4
-17 weeks
Programme Design & Development
AC (SELE) and Programme Proposer consult the information in Appendices 6 and 13, from any PSRB and
draft programme specification & module specifications, with early input on programme design from the
External Advisor. Advice from the SEO Advisor is available according to level of risk and on request.
Step 5
-16 weeks
Stakeholder consultation: employers +/- PSRB
Proposing team consult employers (e.g. Industry Advisory Panel), relevant PSRB(s) with outline of proposed
new/modified programme via email and upload completed report with comms to PDR.
Step 6
-14 weeks
Stakeholder consultation: Students
Proposing team use comments from employers/ PSRB to complete programme documents. Team capture
students’ views about Programme Specification and upload report of students' views with comms to PDR.
Step 7
-10 weeks
External Scrutiny of Draft Documents & finalising of Programme Documents
Proposing team +/- AC (SELE) makes available draft programme documents in PDR for consideration by
External Advisor (EA)/PSRB representative(s) for subject specific advice and comments in the EA Report.
Proposing team upload the EA Report to PDR, using the comments to update and finalise all documents in
the PDR, taking advice as required from the AC SELE, +/- advice from a critical friend on UoB requirements.
Proposing team indicate on the EA Report how they have responded to comments.
Step 8
-8 weeks
Academic Coordinator (SELE) to confirm documents ready for Curriculum Design and Specification Scrutiny
Proposing team present all draft documentation to AC (SELE) who assists with finalisation of the PDR and
confirms that all documentation in PDR is ready for SEO scrutiny in a note in the ‘Forum’ on the PDR.
SEO Curriculum Design and Specification Scrutiny
SEO Officer completes scrutiny of Programme Specification(s), Module Specifications and key programme
documents, which s/he annotates with any required amendments. Annotated documents uploaded to ‘PDR
Scrutiny Feedback’ section on the PDR. In complex situations referral by the SEO Officer/AC SELE to an SEO
Advisor can be arranged, if necessary. In complex situations a meeting between the SEO Officer and
Proposing team may be necessary to clarify any issues. SEO Advisor to review the assessment strategy and
advise, as required.
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Step 9
-6 weeks
Proposing team finalise PDR and AC (SELE) submits Report and signs off PDR
Proposing team use annotated documents from Step 8 to finalise all documents and complete the PDR,
clearly identifying the School Approved versions of all documents. If Proposing team decides not to adopt
proposed amendments, written justification must be provided in PDR. AC (SELE) completes a Report within
which s/he signs off the PDR as ready for University level scrutiny.
Step 10
-5 weeks
PDR Completion Check
SEO Officer undertakes completion check including sample audit of requested amendments to documents
(STEP 9). SEO Officer advises proposing team whether proposal can progress to the Panel or returns the
proposal to the AC (SELE) and proposing team, if PDR found to be incomplete.
Where PDR is complete, SEO Officer opens PDR to members of the Panel, at least 3 weeks before it meets.
Step 11
-4 weeks
SEO Officer's Overview Report
SEO Officer writes an overview report on design and development of the proposal and uploads to PDR.
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Programme Approval Route A

Programme Approval Route B

standard for on campus and by exception for
off campus programmes

standard for off campus and by exception for
on campus programmes

Step 12: -3 weeks
University Standing Panel members (USP)
consider PDR, submit comments by
correspondence, prior to virtual meeting.

Step 12: -3 weeks
Programme Approval Panel reviews PDR
completes and submits lines of enquiry form
to SEO Secretary. Lines of enquiry sent to
Proposing Team via PDR Forum.
Step 13: Week 0
Virtual Meeting (Zoom) of Programme
Approval Panel with Proposing Team,
Head/Ops Lead, AC (SELE), (+/-OfCD
SPM/APM). Panel decides whether to
recommend approval of proposal to Senate,
and if so, Chair completes Programme Sign
Off form.
Step 14 A: up to +1 week
SEO Officer generates summary report,
within five working days which, when
approved by Panel Chair, is sent to Proposing
team and AC (SELE). The summary report is
submitted to Senate.
Step 14 B: up to +4 weeks
If Panel has specified conditions of approval,
proposing team completes follow up action
on conditions. Proposer uploads response to
any conditions to PDR and alerts SEO Officer
via PDR Forum.
Step 14 C: up to +4 weeks
Panel Chair considers any required response
to conditions and, when conditions have been
met, completes Programme Approval Sign Off
form. For Off Campus programmes the
relevant addendum to the contract must be
available to enable sign off. For UoB
Apprenticeship programmes the EPAO must
be appointed to enable sign-off.
Step 15: up to +4 weeks
SEO Officer generates full report within 20
working days. Chair approved report is sent
to the proposing team and AC (SELE) and
submitted to Education Committee.
Step 16: up to +5 weeks
Once approved programme has been signedoff by the Chair; Proposing team/ AC (SELE)/
SEO Officer complete progression of
programme and module specifications on the
databases ready for recruitment.

Step 13: Week 0
Virtual Meeting of USP
Proposer/AC SELE (+/- OfCD SPM/APM) to be
on standby to join meeting if necessary.
Panel decides whether to recommend
approval of the proposal to Senate.
For Off Campus programmes the relevant
addendum to the contract must be available
to the USP to enable sign-off. For
Apprenticeship programmes the EPAO must
be appointed to enable USP sign-off.
Step 14 A: up to +1 week
Where USP decides to recommend approval,
the Chair of USP signs off the programme and
the PDR. USP Secretary completes USP
Report and notifies the SEO Officer of
outcome. SEO Officer sends USP Report to
the proposing team & AC (SELE).
Step 14 B: ideally +1, up to +4 weeks
If USP chooses NOT to recommend approval,
the proposal is returned to the appropriate
previous step.
The USP Secretary records detailed reasons in
the USP Report which, once approved by the
USP Chair, is passed to the relevant SEO
Officer, for onward communication to
proposing team and AC (SELE).
Step 14 C: ideally +1, up to +4 weeks
Following a decision by USP to NOT
recommend approval, proposing team
responds to conditions, and when conditions
have been met, USP Chair completes
Programme Approval Sign Off form.
Step 15: ideally +1, up to +4 weeks
When approval is recommended, the USP
Report is submitted to Education Committee
and Senate.
Step 16: ideally +1, up to +5 weeks
Once approved programme has been signedoff by the Chair; Proposing team/ AC (SELE)/
SEO Officer complete progression of
programme & module specifications on the
databases ready for recruitment.
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Appendix 1: Timelines for Programme Approval
The following dates enable the University to achieve essential compliance with national regulatory
requirements about timeliness of information for applicants. There is some flexibility where programmes
are intended for closed client groups and for international off campus partnerships. Questions about
scheduling should be addressed to the Head of Quality Systems or the Academic Registrar.

Deadlines for proposals scheduled to start in September 2022/January 2023
Any programmes that recruit students through UCAS and the University’s standard
procedures must:
• receive Strategic Approval (from SPRDC) by February 2021
• receive Academic Approval (from Programmes Committee) by March 2021 and
• receive Programme Approval/Validation by end of June 2021

Deadlines for proposals scheduled to start in September 2023/ January 2024
Any programmes that recruit students through UCAS and the University’s standard
procedures must:
• receive Strategic Approval (from SPRDC) by February 2022
• receive Academic Approval (from Programmes Committee) by March 2022 and
• receive Programme Approval/Validation by end of June 2022

Important Note:
SEO conducts programme approval activity during the months September to June, ONLY.
This is because required staff and student participants are not available during July and August.
Hence SEO does not schedule meetings about programme approval activity during July and August.
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Timelines for the University Standing Panels/ Programme Approval Panels in 2021-2022
Target month for approval event
Oct-21

Nov-21

Common initial steps – all proposals

Dec-21

Jan-22

Step 2: SEO’s Scoping Meeting, risk
assessment of academic support
for proposing team; set up Proposal
Development Record (PDR)
Step 3: Virtual Planning Meeting
incl. approval of External Advisor
nominated by proposing team
Step 4: Programme Design and
Development briefing/ slides

Step 6: Stakeholder consultation:
students
Step 7: External Scrutiny and
finalising Programme Documents
Step 8: Academic Coordinator (SELE) to
confirm documents ready for
Curriculum Design and Specification
Scrutiny followed by SEO Curriculum
Design and Specification Scrutiny

Mar-22

May-22

June-21

Due date for completion of activity
-22 weeks

-22 weeks

-22 weeks

-22 weeks

-18 weeks

By
2-Sep-21
-18 weeks

By
23-Sep-21
-18 weeks

By
25-Nov-21
-18 weeks

By
13-Jan-22
-18 weeks

By
2-Sep-21

By
30-Sep-21

By
21-Oct-21

By
13-Jan-22

By
10-Feb-22

Step 1: Programme Proposer to
secure approval from SPRDC and/or
Programmes Committee

Step 5: Stakeholder consultation:
employers +/- PSRB

Feb-22

-17 weeks

-17 weeks

-17 weeks

-17 weeks

-17 weeks

-17 weeks

-17 weeks
By
29 Jul-21

By
26-Aug-21
-17 weeks
By
26-Aug-21

-16 weeks

-16 weeks

-16 weeks

By
7-Oct-21
-17 weeks
By
7-Oct-21
-16 weeks

By
28-Oct-21
-17 weeks
By
28-Oct-21
-16 weeks

By
20-Jan-22
-17 weeks
By
20-Jan-22
-16 weeks

By
17-Feb-22
-17 weeks
By
17-Feb-22
-16 weeks

By
15 Jul-21
-14 weeks

By
5-Aug-21
-14 weeks

By
2-Sep-21
-14 weeks

By
9-Sep-21
-17 weeks
By
9-Sep-21
-16 weeks
By
16-Sep-21
-14 weeks

By
21-Oct-21
-14 weeks

By
11-Nov-21
-14 weeks

By
27-Jan-22
-14 weeks

By
24-Feb-22
-14 weeks

By
22 Jul-21
-10 weeks

By
12-Aug-21
- 10 weeks

By
16-Sep-21
-10 weeks

By
30-Sep-21
-10 weeks

By
4-Nov-21
-10 weeks

By
25-Nov-21
-10 weeks

By
10-Feb-22
-10 weeks

By
10-Mar-22
-10 weeks

By
19 Aug-21
- 8 weeks

By
9-Sep-21
-8 weeks

By
30-Sep-21
-8 weeks

By
28-Oct-21
-8 weeks

By
2-Dec-21
-8 weeks

By
6-Jan-22
-8 weeks

By
10-Mar-22
-8 weeks

By
7-Apr-22
-8 weeks

By
2-Sep-21

By
23-Sep-21

By
14-Oct-21

By
11-Nov-21

By
16-Dec-21

By
20-Jan-22

By
24-Mar-22

By
21-Apr-22
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Step 9: Proposing team finalise PDR
and AC (SELE) submits Report and
signs off PDR
Step 10: PDR Completion Check

-6 weeks
By
9-Sep-21
-5 weeks
By
16-Sep-21

Step 11: SEO Officer's Overview
Report

-4 weeks
By
23-Sep-21

-6 weeks
By
7-Oct-21
-5 weeks
By
14-Oct-21
-4 weeks
By
21-Oct-21

-6 weeks
By
28-Oct-21
-5 weeks
By
4-Nov-21
-4 weeks
By
11-Nov-21

Route A: University Standing Panel

1

-6 weeks
By
6-Jan-22
-5 weeks
By
13-Jan-22
-4 weeks
By
20-Jan-22

-6 weeks
By
3-Feb-22
-5 weeks
By
10-Feb-22
-4 weeks
By
17-Feb-22

-6 weeks
By
7-Apr-22
-5 weeks
By
14-Apr-22
-4 weeks
By
21-Apr-22

-6 weeks
By
5-May-22
-5 weeks
By
12-May-22
-4 weeks
By
19-May-22

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

Due date for completion of activity

Step 12: University Standing Panel
-3 weeks
members (USP) consider PDR and
30-Sep-21
comment by correspondence.
Step 13: Virtual Meeting of University
Week 0
Standing Panel (USP) on Zoom
22-Oct-21
Step 14A: USP reports approval
Step 14B: USP reports non-approval
Step 14C: Proposing team begin
response to report for agreed date1
Step 15: USP Report to Committees
Step 16: Programme Set Up

-6 weeks
By
25-Nov-21
-5 weeks
By
2-Dec-21
-4 weeks
By
09-Dec-21

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

28-Oct-21

18-Nov-21

16-Dec-21

27-Jan-22

24-Feb-22

28-Apr-22

26-May-22

Week 0

Week 0

Week 0

Week 0

Week 0

Week 0

Week 0

19-Nov-21

10-Dec-21

21-Jan-22

18-Feb-22

18-Mar-22

20-May-22

17-June-22

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

29-Oct-21

26-Nov-21

17-Dec-21

28-Jan-22

25-Feb-22

25-Mar-22

27-May-22

24-June-21

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

+1 week

29-Oct-21

26-Nov-21

17-Dec-21

28-Jan-22

25-Feb-22

25-Mar-22

27-May-22

24-June-21

Date for completion of remedial action to be set by USP, and the Chair +/- members sign-off the revised documentation prior to Steps 15 and 16
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Route B: Programme Approval Panel
Step 12: Panel reviews PDR, lines of
enquiry to SEO Officer & Proposing
Team
Step 13: Virtual Meeting of Programme
Approval Panel on Zoom.
Step 14 A: Summary Report
Step 14 B: Up to +4* weeks
(*normally)
Step 14 C: Chair reviews response to
conditions +/- completes Programme
sign-off form (*normally)
Step 15: Full Report
(*normally)
Step 16: Programme set up
(*normally)

Due date for completion of activity
-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

-3 weeks

Sep-21
Week 0
Oct-21
+ 1 week

Oct-21
Week 0
Nov-21
+ 1 week

Nov-21
Week 0
Dec-21
+ 1 week

Dec-21
Week 0
Jan-22
+ 1 week

Jan-22
Week 0
Feb-22
+ 1 week

Feb-22
Week 0
Apr-22
+ 1 week

Apr-22
Week 0
May-22
+ 1 week

May-22
Week 0
June-22
+ 1 week

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Up to +4*
weeks

Up to +4*
weeks
Nov-21
Up to +5*
weeks
Nov-21

Up to +4*
weeks
Dec-21
Up to +5*
weeks
Dec-21

Up to +4*
weeks
Jan-22
Up to +5*
weeks
Jan-22

Up to +4*
weeks
Feb-22
Up to +5*
weeks
Feb-22

Up to +4*
weeks
Apr-22
Up to +5*
weeks
Apr-22

Up to +4*
weeks
May-22
Up to +5*
weeks
May-22

Up to +4*
weeks
June-22
Up to +5*
weeks
June-22

Up to +4*
weeks
July-22
Up to +5*
weeks
July-22
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Appendix 2: Key contacts
•

Secretary to Strategic Planning & Resource Development Committee (SPRDC) and for
general advice on process: Hilary Birtwistle, (Head of Quality Systems)
H.Birtwistle@bolton.ac.uk

•

Secretary to Programmes Committee and for general advice on Programme
Approval process: Angela Nuttall, (Standards and Enhancement Senior Officer)
A.Nuttall@bolton.ac.uk

•

Secretary to the University Standing Panel (USP): Danyaal Atcha,
(SEO Administrator) D.Atcha@bolton.ac.uk

•

SEO Advisor: Dr. Lisa Cove, Head of Standards and Enhancement (Taught Provision)
L.A. Cove@bolton.ac.uk

•

SEO Officers who manage programme design development & approval:
o Magdalen Faulds M.Faulds@bolton.ac.uk
o Angela Hale A.Hale@bolton.ac.uk
o Jill Provan J.Provan@bolton.ac.uk
o Angela Nuttall A.Nuttall@bolton.ac.uk

•

For module codes: Alison Broadbridge A.Broadbridge@bolton.ac.uk in Student Data
Management (SDM).

Your comments on any Standards and Enhancement Office processes and documents are welcome
and should be addressed to the Standards and Enhancement Office seo@bolton.ac.uk.
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Appendix 3: How to get Strategic Approval and Academic Approval for new or
modified programme(s) – incl. links
Can be located on the SEO web pages at this link and looks like this:
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Appendix 4: List of TIRI Professors willing to advise on good practice
The following colleagues have agreed to be available for informal discussion with programme
proposers on their knowledge of good practice in meeting University requirements in
learning, teaching and assessment; blended learning; or the TIRI curriculum.
Name
1. Brennan Tighe
2. Andrew Williams
3. Duncan Cross
4. Sarah Telfer
5. Gill Brown
6. Andy Baldwin
7. Jo Smith
8. Russell Gurbutt
9. Tom Sutton
10. Neil Dougan
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Appendix 5: Programme Approval criteria
The criteria against which to evaluate academic proposals are as follows:
1. Rationale for the programme, market demand and employment prospects for
graduates
a. Alignment with the strategic priorities of the University. To include any of:
Curriculum Philosophy; either the undergraduate or postgraduate version of the
Graduate Attribute Matrix for Employability (GAME); Teaching Intensive and
Research Informed (TIRI) nature of the curriculum; Learning, Teaching and
Assessment Strategy.
b. Market research and other evidence of demand, including findings from
consultation with current and prospective students.
c. Demonstrable employment prospects for successful graduates including
findings from consultation with employers and professionals.
2. The programme meets the Expectations3 for Standards (UK Quality Code for Higher

Education):
a. The academic standards of programmes meet the requirements of the relevant
national qualifications framework.
b. The value of qualifications awarded to students at the point of qualifications and over
time is in line with sector-recognised standards
3. The programme meets the following Core Practices4 for Standards (UK Quality Code for

Higher Education):
• The threshold standards for the qualifications are set and maintained at a level
consistent with the relevant national qualifications frameworks [S1].
• Those who study the programme will have the opportunity to achieve standards
beyond the threshold level that are reasonably comparable with those achieved in
other UK providers [S2].
• Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, the
standard of the qualification(s) is credible and secure irrespective of where or how
delivered or who delivers the provision [S3].
• The programme team uses external expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners, employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable, fair and transparent [S4].
4. The programme team works toward achieving the following Common Practice5 for

Standards (UK Quality Code for Higher Education):
a. The programme team uses the University’s annual monitoring and periodic review
processes to regularly review how effectively the programme meets the Core
3

Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their
awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
4 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result
in positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
5 Common practices - focus on enhancement. They are mandatory requirements for all providers in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. In England, providers may wish to work towards these, but are not required to do
so as they are not regulatory requirements and will not be assessed as part of the OfS's regulatory framework.
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Practices for Standards and uses the outcomes to drive improvement and
enhancement.
5. The programme meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK Quality Code for Higher

Education)
a. Programmes are well-designed, provide a high-quality academic experience for all
students and enable a student's achievement to be reliably assessed.
b. From admission through to completion, all students are provided with the support
that they need to succeed in and benefit from higher education.
6. The programme meets the following Core Practices6 for Quality (UK Quality Code for

Higher Education):
a. The programme has reliable, fair and inclusive admissions arrangements [Q1] that
enable the University's policy on widening access and participation.
b. The programme is designed to deliver a high-quality educational experience for
students [Q2].
i.
Aligns with the University’s curriculum design philosophy and TIRI agenda
ii.
Demonstrates a blended and flexible learning environment
iii.
Promotes an inclusive, diverse and relevant assessment strategy
c. The programme team comprises sufficient appropriately qualified and skilled staff to
deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q3].
d. The provider has sufficient and appropriate
i.
facilities, learning resources and
ii.
student support services
to deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q4].
e. The programme team actively engages students, individually and collectively, in the
quality of their educational experience [Q5].
f. There are fair and transparent procedures for handling complaints and appeals which
are accessible to all students [Q6].
g. Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, it has in
place effective arrangements to ensure that the academic experience is high-quality
irrespective of where or how courses are delivered and who delivers them [Q8].
h. The programme team supports all students to achieve successful academic and
professional outcomes [Q9].
7. The programme team works toward achieving the following Common Practices7 for

Quality (UK Quality Code for Higher Education):
a. The programme team uses the University’s annual monitoring and periodic review
processes to regularly review how effectively the programme meets the Core
Practices for Quality and uses the outcomes to drive improvement and enhancement.
b. When evaluating the effectiveness of their management of the quality of the
students’ educational experience, the programme team uses external expertise (i.e.
6

Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result
in positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
7 Common practices - focus on enhancement. They are mandatory requirements for all providers in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. In England, providers may wish to work towards these, but are not required to do
so as they are not regulatory requirements and will not be assessed as part of the OfS's regulatory framework.
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consults external advisors, professional bodies, external examiners, employers etc.,)
c. The programme team engages students individually and collectively in the
development, assurance and enhancement of the quality of their educational
experience.
There are additional University requirements for the approval of the following types of
provision:
• That offered in partnership with other organisations, see below.
•

Qualifications awarded in conjunction with another degree awarding body or
awarding organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for Edexcel awards).

•

That which involves accreditation by a Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Body
(PSRB).

Further information on the additional requirements is available on request from the
Standards and Enhancement Office.
Additional University requirements for the approval of programmes offered in partnership with
other organisations:
1. The University commits appropriate levels of resources (including staff) to

academic oversight of its Off Campus (OfCD) provision.
2. The University’s policies and procedures provide adequate safeguards against financial

impropriety, conflicts of interest that might compromise academic standards of quality
of learning opportunities.
3. The University uses appropriate and proportionate due diligence procedures to

evaluate proposed arrangements for academic partnerships.
4. The University considers the business case for provision with others separately from

approval of the academic proposal.
5. The University assesses the risk of each partnership arrangement

a. at the outset
b. through academic oversight by meetings of the Partnerships Panel
c. at the point of periodic review
d. annually through the Annual Review of Partnership Operations.
6. Following risk assessment, the University introduces suitable and proportionate

safeguards to manage risk.
7. There is a written and legally binding agreement, setting out the rights and

obligations of the parties, which is regularly monitored and reviewed. It is signed
by the head of the partner organisation and the University (or nominee) normally
before the relevant activity commences.
8. The University conducts due diligence checks periodically to ensure that each partner
organisation can continue to fulfil its obligations. This includes the Annual Review of
Partnership Operations.
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9. The University takes responsibility for ensuring that it retains proper control of the

academic standards of learning delivered through collaborative partnerships.
10. The University does not permit serial arrangements.
11. In the event of termination of a collaborative partnership, the University retains

responsibility for ensuring that enrolled students can complete their studies.
12. The University maintains records (by type and category) of its collaborative partnership

arrangements (i.e. the Registers of Collaborative Partnerships, Progression Agreements,
and of Articulation Agreements).
13. The University Senate retains ultimate responsibility for the academic standards of all

credit and qualifications granted in its name. This responsibility is never delegated.
14. The University ensures that there are equivalent academic standards and quality of

educational experience in it’s on and off campus provision.
15. The University uses QA processes for the approval of on and off campus provision that

are rigorous, secure and open to scrutiny.
16. The University has clear arrangements for determining which of the following

management functions are the responsibility of the University, the partner
organisation or a shared remit. A responsibilities checklist is used to present this
information, which is included in the contract.
a. Use of external expertise in maintaining academic standards
b. Course design and/or delivery
c. Setting assessments
d. First marking of student work
e. Moderation or second marking of student work
f. Giving feedback to students on their work
g. Student recruitment
h. Student admissions and registration/ enrolment
i. Widening access
j. Selection or approval of teaching staff
k. Facilities, learning resources and student support services
l. Student engagement
m. Responding to external examiners and other third parties
n. Annual monitoring
o. Student complaints and concerns
p. Student appeals
q. Managing relationships with other partner organisations (such as
placement providers)
17. Admission arrangements for OfCD provision should be consistent with the University’s

admissions policies.
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18. OfCD partnerships should adhere to the University assessment regulations.
19. The University has clear arrangements for determining whether the partner

organisation adopts the University’s requirements such as the Learning, Teaching
and Assessment Strategy.
20. For any joint, dual/double or multiple awards, the University will agree with the

partner the division of assessment responsibilities and the assessment regulations and
requirements which apply.
21. The University retains ultimate responsibility for the appointment, briefing and functions

of external examiners. The University uses consistent external examining arrangements
for its on and off campus provision. The external examiner for an OfCD programme will
normally examine the equivalent on campus provision.
22. All OfCD modules and programmes are subject to the same or equivalent University

monitoring and the same review arrangements as on campus provision.
23. The University ensures that it has effective control over the accuracy of all public

information, publicity and promotional activity relating to learning opportunities delivered
with others which lead to University awards
24. Delivery organisations or support providers are provided with all information necessary

for the effective delivery of the learning or support.
25. The University retains authority for awarding certificates and issuing detailed records of

study in relation to student achievement.
26. The University qualification certificate, transcript and/or Higher Education Achievement

Record (HEAR) states that the principal language of instruction and/or assessment is
English, with only two exceptions.
27. Subject to any overriding statutory or other legal provision in any local jurisdiction, the

certificate and/or transcript (the record of achievement) records the name and location of
any other higher education provider involved in the delivery of the programme of study
28. Where information relating to the language of study or to the name and location of the

delivery organisation or partner is recorded on the HEAR only, the certificate refers to the
existence of this formal record.
29. It is unusual for a University OfCD partnership to involve recognition by a PSRB. In such

cases the provision should adhere to the requirements of the PSRB in relation to
aspects of delivery and any associated formal agreements. The status of an OfCD
programme in respect of any PSRB recognition should be made clear to prospective
students.
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Appendix 6a: Proposal Development Record
a). Required contents of the Proposal Development Record (PDR)
(*mandatory items)
PDR Heading:
A list of ALL proposed programmes*, using exact title(s) together with the target
qualifications (e.g. BSc (Hons) Consumer Behaviour; MSc Consumer Psychology).
Programme documents:
1. Pdf of Programme Specification(s)* from the Database (Appendix 6c) incorporating
learning outcomes map and assessment methods map for the programme(s)
2. Pdfs of Module Specifications* from the Database (Appendix 6b)
3. Programme Handbook* (Appendix 6d)
4. Staff CVs and module/ leadership responsibilities*
5. Curriculum Mapping* as relevant, e.g. for Degree Apprenticeships
6. Placement handbooks, as relevant.
7. Any PSRB accreditation requirements*.
8. Off-Campus Partnership Operations Manual*, as relevant.
Process documents:
1. Evidence of Strategic and/or Academic Approval*.
2. Notes of the Virtual Planning Meeting* (Appendix 9) containing the relevant Minute
from SPRDC and /or Programmes Committee.
3. Written confirmation from the Dean of Faculty/ Division of the availability of staff
and learning resources, when required
4. Record of the course code(s) and module code(s)*
5. The Report of stakeholder consultation with employers and professionals*(Appendix
14a); and with students* (Appendix 14b).
6. Report from the External Advisor* and/or PSRB representative(s) (Appendix 10d).
7. Evidence that the proposal meets University requirements (Appendices 13 a and 13 b)
8. Report from Academic Coordinator (SELE) (Appendix 11b).
9. SEO Officer’s Report* (Appendix 14).
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Appendix 6b

Guidelines for Preparing a Module Specification, July 2021.
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August 2021
DATABASE SCREEN SHOT:

Guidelines for Preparing a Programme Specification
GUIDANCE NOTES:
Programme Code: The Programme Code is generated by the Standards and Enhancement
Office, together with the Programme Specification “shell”, following the planning meeting.
Programme Title: Enter the name of the programme – with (Hons) as a prefix if the programme
specification relates to an honours degree. Do not include the qualification letters e.g. FdSc,
BDes etc. or the place of delivery in the title.
Examples of titles: (Hons) Business Management, (Hons) Business Management (HE6 Top Up)
(Hons) Business Management with Foundation Year.
Awarding Institution: This will usually be the University of Bolton
Delivering Institution: This will be the University of Bolton unless the programme is delivered at
a partner.
UCAS Code: Please contact Recruitment and Admissions (Off-campus partners will need to
contact OfCD)
HECOS Code: See: https://www.hesa.ac.uk/collection/c18061/a/hecos
Academic Year: Add the start year for the programme
Language of Study: This will automatically be filled in as “English”
Fitness to Practice: Yes or N/A
Professional Accreditation: If the programme is accredited by a professional body then click on
“Add New” and select from the drop down menu. If the relevant PSRB is not on the drop down
menu, then please contact SEO.
Programme Awards: Some standard structures are displayed on the table in Annex 1.
Benchmark Statements: Ensure the most up to date QAA Subject Benchmark Statement is
identified. See: https://www.qaa.ac.uk/quality-code/subject-benchmark-statements as well as
QAA Characteristics Statements. See: https://www.qaa.ac.uk/en/quality-code/supportingresources
Internal and External References: Select UK Quality Code for Higher Education and The
University of Bolton Awards Framework. Add any PSRB references if applicable.
Other: If there are aby other references, select “Add New” and identify these.
General Entry Requirements: Select the appropriate statement for the programme level and any
specific “A” levels and/or GCSEs. If no specific subjects are required, enter “any subject” in the
blank boxes.
Additional Criteria: Identify any non-standard criteria – see left for an example.
Additional Admissions Matters: Select one or more from the following options: DBS, Attend
Interview, Portfolio and Industry Experience.
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August 2021

Guidelines for Preparing a Programme Specification
Aims: Ensure these reflect the nature of the programme. Write in clear and engaging
terms. Include necessary content to meet the learning outcomes specified on the
Programme Specification and Module Specifications. Start each aim with a verb as these
will be displayed under the tag: The principal aims of the programme are to……
+ Refer to the University’s Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design and Delivery.
Distinctive Features of the Programme: Consider the programme’s unique selling points
(USPs). Include Career and Life Skills development (refer to GAME attributes)
Whilst an honours degree with Foundation Year or HE6 Top up is likely to have similar
USPs to a standard honours degree programme, you may wish to add to the following HE6 Top-up: This is a Top-up programme designed to allow you to progress from a prior
approved qualification to an honours level degree.
A programme of workshops/induction will support you in the development of honours
degree level research approaches and skills.
Honours with Foundation Year: A Foundation year provides you with a firm grounding in
academic and xxx skills/underpinning knowledge.
Learning Outcomes (LOs): Specify between 4 and 6 LOs for each category. Refer to the
QAA Subject Benchmark Statements and the University’s Best Practice Guide to
Curriculum Design and Delivery. Ensure Programme LOs are reflected/covered in the
intended Module LOs.
Knowledge and Understanding: Identify theories, practices and the nature of the work
environment. These LOs should not contain any verbs as they follow the following tag:
On completion of the programme successful students will be able to demonstrate
systematic knowledge and understanding of:
Cognitive, Intellectual and Thinking Skills: These should reflect the level descriptors
QAA Frameworks for HE Qualifications - see: https://www.qaa.ac.uk/en/qualitycode/qualifications-and-credit-frameworks
Start each LO with a verb which is appropriate to the level of the final award. Examples:
Level 3 and HE4: explain, describe, discuss.
HE5: Analyse, appraise, compare and contrast.
HE6 and HE7: Critically appraise, critically evaluate, synthesise.
HE7 also include: Solve complex problems, develop creative or innovate
solutions/recommendations.
Practical, Professional and Subject-specific Skills: These should be appropriate for the
nature of the programme and subject.
Transferrable, Key and Personal Skills: Consider life skills, such as, resilience and initiative,
as well as reflection on academic, professional and personal goals.
The following document contains some further useful guidance on learning outcomes:
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/writing_learning_outcomes.pdf
2
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Guidelines for Preparing a Programme Specification
Programme Structure
An explanation of the programme structure is required for the HEAR (Higher Education
Achievement Record). This section should include: Differentiation between core and any
option modules – together with credit requirements for each level including fall-back
awards.
Example:
This bachelor’s degree programme comprises 360 credits in total, with 120 credits
awarded at each level (HE4, HE5 and HE6). All modules at HE4 and HE5 are core. At HE6
there are 3 core modules and a choice of 2 from 3 options. Fall-back awards are given to
those students who do not gain the full 360 credits required for the BSc (Hons), as
follows: Certificate of Higher Education -120 credits minimum, Diploma of Higher
Education -240 credits minimum.

Module List
Add modules in the order you wish them to be displayed on the programme spec. Insert
the module code and select whether the module is core or optional. As it is not possible
to modify a module once it has been input (it can only be deleted), it is a good idea to
rank the modules using odd numbers only. In this way any additional modules can be
inserted in the correct place at a later date using an even number.
N.B. The title of the module will only appear once the module specification has been
edited on the module database. Do not progress the programme spec until all module
titles are displayed.
Learning and Teaching Strategies:
A broad statement here will allow tutors the flexibility to adopt diverse learning and
teaching approaches which are stimulating, personalised and inclusive – and which are
informed by reflection, evaluation and scholarship.
Also refer to the University’s Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design and Delivery.
Learning Activities (KIS entry)
Here you will manually need to calculate the % of scheduled learning and teaching
activities, guided independent study and placement learning drawing on the Module
Specification hours. Ensure the totals at each level add up to 100%.
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Guidelines for Preparing a Programme Specification
Summative Assessment Strategy: Here a brief summary of the programme’s assessment
strategy is provided. To allow for flexibility, it is advised to provide general details on
formative and summative assessment, as well as assessment feedback.
Also refer to the University’s Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design and Delivery
Assessment Methods (KIS entry): Here you will manually need to calculate the % of
written exams, coursework and practical exams/assessments by drawing on the Module
Specification percentages. Ensure the totals at each level add up to 100%.
Assessment Regulations: Select one from
• Assessment Regulations for Undergraduate Programmes
• Assessment Regulations for Postgraduate Programmes
• Other Regulations*
*If there are supplementary regulations, for example from professional bodies then
select “Other Regulations” and provide a web-link to the regulations.
Grade Bands and Classifications: Select the type of programme from the menu.
Role of External Examiners: The text here is pre-entered.
Support for Student Learning:
General Support: Select the support mechanisms which apply from the list presented
(normally everything listed). A different list for On- and Off-campus courses is generated.
Programme Specific Support: Any other support should be added here. Ensure this
support will be available year-on-year – and that it is explained in the Programme
Handbook.
Methods of Evaluating and Enhancing the Quality of Learning Opportunities:
General Methods: Select the methods which apply from the list presented (normally
everything listed).
Programme Specific Methods: Any other methods should be added here.
Sources of Information:
Generic Sources of Information: Select the methods which apply from the list presented
For On-Campus programmes this is normally everything listed. For Off-Campus
programmes, some options might not be relevant.
Custom Sources of Information: Add any other sources of information, together with a
web-link. For Off-Campus programmes, add the partner website as a minimum.
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Annex 1: Programme Awards: Examples of Standard Programme Structures
Foundation Degree
Award

Foundation Degree
FdA/FdSc

Title
Type
Level
Award

Subject only
Final Award
HE5
Certificate of Higher
Education
Cert HE
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE4

Title
Type
Level
Award

Title
Type
Level
Award
Title
Type
Level

Standard honours degree

Honours degree +
Foundation Year
Honours Degree
Honours Degree
BSc/BA/BSc/LLB/BEd/BEng BSc/BA/BSc/LLB/BEd/BEng

Honours degree – HE6 Topup
Honours Degree
BSc/BA/BSc/LLB/BEd/BEng

Subject only
Final Award
HE6
Diploma of Higher
Education
Dip HE
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE5
Certificate of Higher
Education
Cert HE
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE4

Subject only
Final Award
HE6

Subject only
Final Award
HE6
Diploma of Higher
Education
Dip HE
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE5
Certificate of Higher
Education
Cert HE
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE4
Foundation Certificate
FndCert
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
Fd Year/Access/Level 3

5

Master’s Degree
Master’s Degree
MA/MSc/MBA/MEd/LLM/
MMath/MDes
Subject only
Final Award
HE7
Postgraduate Diploma
PgDip
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE7
Postgraduate Certificate
PgCert
Subject only
Exit or Fall-back Award
HE7

Appendix 6c

Guidelines for Preparing a Programme Specification, July 2020.
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DATABASE SCREEN SHOT:

Guidelines for Preparing a Module Specification

GUIDANCE NOTES:
Module Codes: Module codes are generated by Student Data Management (Off-campus
partners should contact the OfCD). You should not ask for a code to be generated until the
programme/change has been given academic approval. The 3 letter prefix should be taken from
the host programme name. The first number after the prefix indicates the level. Once a module
code is generated, you will be able to populate its fields on the database.
Module Type, Size and Duration: You can choose from the following module types on the drop
down menu: Standard, Dissertation, Fieldwork, Independent Study, Placement, Practical,
Project, Work-Based Learning and Other.
ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) are equivalent to half the CAT credit
value and are automatically calculated by the database.
The duration of a module is usually one or two semesters. If opting for a two semester delivery
of a standard module, a rationale and assessment plan is likely to be required at approval.
Pre-Requisites, Co-requisites and Barred Combination: Pre-requisites and co-requisites should be
used sparingly with justification provided at approval.
Marking Scheme: Options on the dropdown menu are:
- Numeric mark scheme i.e. mark of 0-100
- Grade mark scheme i.e. P, F, L or I grade
- Combination of numeric marks and grades
If a numeric mark scheme is selected, then the pass mark needs to be specified. This is usually
40% for undergraduate modules and 50% for postgraduate modules. Some programmes and
modules will deviate from the standard due to professional and/or practical requirements.
Academic Year: Select the year in which the programme will start from the drop-down menu.
Module Outline: It is recommended that this section is written after the Learning Outcomes
have been finalised. The Module Outline will need to reflect what is specified in the Module
Contents and module Learning Outcomes. Clear, student-friendly terminology is advised.
Additionally for undergraduate programmes, you will need to indicate which Graduate
Attributes will be focussed on in the module (up to 2 attributes for a 20 credit module, 3
attributes to for a 30 credit module etc.)

1
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Guidelines for Preparing a Module Specification
Indicative Content: Identify the subject areas and skills which need to be covered in the delivery in
clear and simple terms. Ensure these include the necessary content to meet the learning outcomes
specified on the Module Specification. Include the relevant Graduate Attributes in the list.
Learning Outcomes (LOs): Specify 3 LOs per 20 credit module and between 4 and 5 LOs per 30 credit
module.
Start each LO with a verb which is appropriate to the level. Examples:
Level 3 and HE4: explain, describe, discuss, outline. HE5: Analyse, appraise, compare and contrast.
HE6 and HE7: Critically appraise, critically evaluate, synthesise. HE7 also include: Solve complex
problems, develop creative or innovative solutions/recommendations. See:
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/quality-code/qualifications-and-credit-frameworks
Ensure learning outcomes are specific, measureable, valid and fair.
Specific: Avoid including LOs which repeat general expectations, such as those laid out in the General
Assessment Guidelines e.g. “Demonstrate effective Harvard referencing”, “Use appropriate learning
resources to conduct secondary research” etc.- unless these relate to a skills module.
Measureable: Avoid starting with verbs such as “appreciate” and “understand”. How can these be
easily measured?
Valid: Avoid LOs which don’t challenge the students to the required expectations e.g. “Demonstrate
xxx practical skills”. Alternative: “demonstrate effective xxx practical skills in response to a given
brief”.
Fair: Avoid LOs which are reliant on factors outside a student’s control e.g. “demonstrate effective
team outcomes” ALTERNATIVE: “contribute effectively to a team event” and “critically reflect on your
team-working skills”
Other considerations: Do not specify the assessment type in the LO, e.g. “produce a portfolio”, “write
an essay”. However it is important that the LOs can be assessed by the assessment type.
Also refer to the University’s Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design and Delivery.
Learning and Teaching Strategy: This section might include general text which is relevant to standard
modules within a programme. E.g. This module will be delivered through a combination of a number
of learning and teaching methods including: lectures, seminars, workshops and tutorials. Delivery will
be supported by online discussions and activities posted on the VLE. You will be expected to attend all
scheduled sessions and prepare for these in advance by undertaking relevant research and
background reading.
A general statement will allow a module tutor to tailor-make deliveries, which can be outlined in
more detail in the Module Guide. N.B. Such text will not exclude TIRI activities such as flipped
classrooms, visits, guest speakers etc. However, if such learning opportunities are specified in the
strategy statement, then these MUST be provided in every delivery of the module.
In some cases, the learning and teaching strategy will need to be more specific because of the nature
of the module – particularly in relation to project and work-based learning modules.
Also refer to the University’s Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design and Delivery.
2
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Guidelines for Preparing a Module Specification
Learning and Teaching Methods: Please refer to the standard hours document
issued by SEO. The total of the scheduled, independent and placement hours
should equate to 10 hours per unit of credit, e.g. 300 hours per 30 credit module.
Formative Assessment Strategy: The QAA (2016) defines formative assessment as
assessment for which feedback is provided to help students “learn more
effectively and find ways to maintain and improve their progress. It does not
contribute to the final mark, grade or class of degree awarded to the student.”
Examples of formative assessment could include presentations of work in
progress, quizzes, phase test, proposals and assessment plans.
The formative assessment strategy section might include general text which is
relevant to standard modules within a programme, e.g. Formative assessment is
employed to support your learning on the module, allowing you to reflect on
feedback on your progress from your tutors and peers. It takes a variety of forms
including xxxx and does not contribute to the final module mark. Such a statement
will allow flexibility in in formative assessment, which can be outlined in more
detail in the Module Guide. In some cases, the formative assessment strategy will
need to be more specific because of the nature of the module.
Summative Assessment Strategy: Here a brief summary of the module’s
assessment methods is provided. It is important that the summary matches the
descriptions in the Summative Assessment section below and reflects the LOs
being assessed. There should normally be a maximum of 2 pieces of assessment
per 30 credit module. However, exceptionally more may be permitted
(particularly if a PSRB or apprenticeship standard dictates). If a number of small
items of assessment are required, it is recommended that these are compiled in
one portfolio assessment. When writing the strategy, be careful not to be too
specific about the assessment required – Details can be provided in the Module
Guide.
Summative Assessment: You should ensure that assessments are relevant to the
programme, varied and where possible allow for some flexibility e.g. written
piece, verbal assessment (see TLA Strategy). It is also important here to consider
the range of assessments on the programme as a whole and ensure consistency
across a level. The following word count is recommended for written
assessments: Level 3: 4000 words per 30 credit module. HE4: 5000 words for 30
credit module. HE5: 6000 words per 30 credit module. HE6: 6000 words for 30
credit module. HE7: 7000-8000 words for 30 credit module.
3
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Guidelines for Preparing a Module Specification
Learning Resources
List text books and websites in University standard referencing – see
http://www.bolton.ac.uk/bissto/Finding-Information/Referencing/Home.aspx
Include journal titles for HE5- HE8 level modules.
Ensure most recent editions of text books are included.
Feedback to Students:
Here standard text can be inserted:
Formative and summative assessment feedback will be made available both
verbally and in written form. Feedback will be provided within the terms of the
University’s guidelines.
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Insert Partner logo here if Off-campus
Please delete all red highlighted guidance text
Please import programme information into the new template rather than changing last year’s handbook as
sections have been updated and added.
Please make available to all students on the programme (not just new students)
Insert relevant pictures and images throughout

Programme Handbook
Programme Name
Partner Name

(if Off-Campus)

Full-time/Part-time

2021-22
Cohort X

(if Off-Campus)
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Frequent reference is made throughout this Programme Handbook to University of Bolton policies, procedures,
regulations and guidance which apply to you. Parts of these are sometimes summarised here for your benefit.
In all cases, these summaries are subject to the full University versions referred to. In the case of any conflict
between the latter and any summaries presented here, it is the full University versions which apply.

Note – The table of contents below can be updated by right clicking the mouse. Ensure that all headings are
given “Heading 1” status and all subheadings are given “Heading 2” status under Styles on the Home tab to
ensure these appear in the contents.
Table of Contents
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Welcome
Welcome to the 2021-22 academic year at the University of Bolton
This Programme Handbook has been produced to provide you with useful information which you will need
during your studies. It includes details about your programme, key contacts, the support available, as well as
information about how you can help us to improve your University experience.
As a teaching intensive, research informed University, we aim to provide you with a unique curriculum
that is contemporary, stimulating, employment-focused and informed by the latest research in your
discipline. Student success is at the heart of everything we do at this University. You will receive customised
support ranging from study skills development to personalised assignment feedback. You will be presented
with opportunities to pursue your areas of interest, develop employability skills and achieve your life goals.
We have created an environment which is designed to enable you to excel and succeed. Your tutors are
well qualified and committed to your success. This is an excellent opportunity for you to realise your
potential in partnership with the University and its staff. This will require you to make the time to
engage in scheduled sessions and undertake independent learning activities, as well as take advantage
of the wide range of support available and participate in extra-curricular activities.
I would like to wish you every success in your studies.
Dr Julian Coleman
Chair of the Committee of Deans
Assistant Vice-Chancellor (Academic Operations)
A Welcome from the Head of School/Area/Partner Centre
To insert
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1. Programme Details, Calendar and Timetable
1.1 Programme Overview
Copy programme overview text over from marketing materials
Add the relevant link to assessment regulations for your programme
This undergraduate degree is delivered and assessed at levels 3, HE4, HE5 and HE6 (delete whichever does
not apply) and complies with the Assessment Regulations for Undergraduate Programmes. These are
accessible via the Student Information-Policy Zone on the web:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022

OR
This postgraduate qualification is delivered and assessed at level HE7 and complies with the Assessment
Regulations for the Postgraduate Programmes. These are accessible via the Student Information-Policy Zone
on the web:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022

1.2 Programme Aims
Copy over from Programme Specification: See - programmes.bolton.ac.uk
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1.3 Programme Structure and Module Tutors
Please complete the table below for your programme
Module
No.

Core/
Option

Credits

XXX4001

Core

30

The XXX Industry

XXX4002

Core

30

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX4002/201718
XXX Law

XXX4003

Core

30

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX4003/201718
Contemporary Issues

XXX4004

Core

30

Work-related Research Project

XXX5001

Core

30

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX5001/201718
XXX Management

XXX5002

Core

30

Core

30

Core

30

Core

30

Core

30

Core

60

Module and Weblink

Module Tutor*

HE4
Professional and Academic Skills
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX4001/201718

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX4004/201718
HE5

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX5002/201718
XXX Operations

XXX5003

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX5003/201718
Leading and Managing Teams

XXX5004

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/RBM5004/2017
-18

HE6

Strategic XXX
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX6002/201718

XXX6002

Project Management

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX6009/201718
Dissertation/Independent Project
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/XXX6008/201718

XXX6009
XXX6008

* Please see section2.3 for Module Tutor contact details

1.4 Programme Calendar
If standard Bolton-based programme, provide a link to the 2021-22 academic calendar:
A link to the University’s Academic Calendar is provided below:
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https://www.bolton.ac.uk/staff-area/academic-calendars/
- Otherwise, provide an overview of programme delivery dates for 2021-22 here.

1.5 Programme Timetable
If Bolton-based programme, provide a link to the timetables page
A link to your timetable is provided below:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/Timetables/Home.aspx

1.6 Teaching and Learning
This academic year, the University is adopting a blended delivery approach, whereby campus-based
teaching sessions are supported by online activities. Students should refer to their timetable and
Module Guides to determine the mode(s) of delivery for a specific week.

Where students are required to engage in live sessions online, they are expected to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

write their full name and student number in their Zoom/Teams profile in advance of the session;
find a quiet workspace where they are less likely be interrupted for the duration of session – and/or
wear a headset to reduce background noise disruption;
ensure their appearance and surroundings are appropriate for the online classroom (or use an
appropriate background picture);
be prepared for the session and join punctually;
keep their cameras on to show engagement with the session (and agree with the tutor beforehand if
this is not possible);
keep their microphones on mute when they are not speaking in the session to ensure background
noise does not disrupt the session;
stay seated, be present and participate during the live session, as well as in breakout room
discussions;
use the chat function to ask questions and raise points;
ensure what they write in the chat is relevant to the session and courteous;
use the hand up/wave icon if they wish to raise a point verbally.

1.7 Assessment
Please see below an outline of assessments this academic year and the planned submission dates.
Provide Assessment Plans for each level. Ensure assessment deadlines are spread out. Try and set
one piece of work early on in a semester to give an early feedback opportunity.
Example 1: HE4 One semester in length modules
Semester
Module
XXX4001 Professional and
Academic Skills

S1

XXX 4002 The XXX Industry

Assessment

Submission Deadline

001 Written piece

Week 3: date

002 Portfolio

Ongoing throughout S1

S1

001 In-class Assessment

Week 7: date

XXX4003 Law

S2

002 Poster
001 Written Piece

Week 14: date
Week 5: date

XXX4004 Contemporary
Issues

S2

002 Presentation
001 Project

Week 12: date
Week 8: date

002 Role play

Week
50 14: date

Example 2: HE4 Two semesters in length modules
Semester
Assessment
Module
XXX4001 Professional and
Academic Skills

S1 & S2

XXX 4002 The XXX Industry

Submission Deadline

001 Written piece

S1 Week 3: date

002 Portfolio

Ongoing throughout S1 &2

S1 & S2

001 In-class Assessment

S1 Week 10: date

XXX4003 Law

S1 & S2

002 Poster
001 Written Piece

S2 Week 12: date
S2 Week 1: date

XXX4004 Contemporary
Issues

S1 & S2

002 Presentation
001 Project

S2 Week 13: date
S1 Week 7: date

002 Role play

S2 Week 14: date

1.8 Professional Body Recognition, Personal Development, Graduate
Attributes Development
Identify any relevant PSRBs
Highlight any personal development opportunities/modules
Include text for either undergraduate (GAME) or postgraduate (NEW - GAME+) employability attributes
UNDERGRADUATE - delete section below if not relevant
Graduate Attributes Matrix for Employability (GAME)
Graduate attributes are the personal qualities, skills and academic abilities that are valued by the University of
Bolton community, and that a student should acquire during their time at the University. Graduate attributes
can be developed as part of a programme of study, as well as through the wider student experience.
Graduate attributes are:
• Expressive of what it means to be a University of Bolton graduate
• Not simply taught in the classroom but fostered through meaningful experiences and as a result of
continuous learning and reflection
• Unique to every student – in terms of his or her starting point, experiences, development and
comprehension.
Graduate attributes provide a platform for engaging with the world of work. They act as a point of reference
for a student’s personal development and support the articulation of employability and transferable skills. In
this context, the following 10 core graduate attributes are embedded in each programme of study and serve
as the fundamental skills framework for University of Bolton students:
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POSTGRADUATE - delete
section below if not relevant
GAME+
Building on the University of Bolton’s undergraduate GAME model, postgraduate students are supported to
develop higher-level skills and attributes. In order to provide a framework for enhanced career velocity, all
postgraduate students will work towards GAME+.
GAME+ is uniquely focused on preparing high-performing postgraduate students, ready for any context in the
world of work. The application of the Graduate Attributes Matrix for Employability at Post graduate level
builds on the pedagogical model for the Matrix at undergraduate level, but explicitly relates to Master’s level
outcomes consistent with Level 7, within the Framework of Higher Education Qualifications.
The five strands of GAME+ are:

•
•
•
•
•

Influence and impact
Critical self-management
Critical Creativity and innovation
Professional identity
Skills mastery

A key part of the postgraduate learning experience is about acquiring the attributes in different contexts,
which will allow further demonstration of the ability to quickly adapt and apply critical skills to different
situations. GAME+ provides a mechanism for planning, promoting and supporting the personal, professional
and career development of postgraduate students in higher education.

1.9 Higher Education Achievement Record (HEAR)
The HEAR is an extended degree transcript, providing students with a comprehensive record of their
University learning and experience – both academic and co-curricular. Students will have a HEAR if they are
aiming for an undergraduate degree, a taught postgraduate degree, or a range of additional certificate and
diploma qualifications. Students eligible for a HEAR will receive an invitation email from Gradintelligence
(accountregistration@gradintel.com), the University’s technology partner which provides the web portal
where students can view and share their HEAR. The Gradintelligence account must first be activated before
use.
The HEAR includes a student’s programme aims and objectives; module marks and grades; qualification
result; grading and classification scheme; plus any professional, statutory and regulatory body recognition. It
also includes any University, School and professional body prizes awarded.
Any University-approved achievements undertaken outside the course curriculum will also be added, e.g. the
Bolton Award, Volunteering, Students’ Union Society positions, Student Representative roles, University
Board/ Committee/Panel membership, as well as in due course Peer Mentoring, Peer-Assisted Study Skills
tutoring and Student Ambassador work. Over time, the range of achievements which can be recorded on a
HEAR will increase. Further details are available at: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/hear/ under ‘Additional
Recognised Achievements’.
Students can use their HEAR to help them review progress and plan what they want to achieve at University,
e.g. with their Personal Academic Tutor or a Careers Advisor. Through the Gradintelligence web portal,
students can share their HEAR with employers and others whilst at University and afterwards, to provide
evidence of achievements at University.
Any queries or problems about the HEAR that cannot be resolved by visiting the website
at
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https://www.bolton.ac.uk/hear/ or by asking a tutor, can be sent via email to: hear@bolton.ac.uk.

2. Communications and Attendance
2.1 Communication Systems
Communication to individual students is usually through email. As a policy, University staff
will only respond to emails sent from a student’s University Outlook account. This is to ensure
that data protection legislation is complied with.
A University Outlook account can be set up to forward emails to a personal email address. See:
http://www.bolton.ac.uk/ITSupportServices/Managing-Your-Email.aspx
Please note, however, that students will need to respond to any University emails using the
University Outlook account. A student number should be included in the email.
Most Module Tutors will post announcements through Moodle, the University’s virtual

learning environment (VLE). It is important therefore that students familiarise themselves
with how to access this electronic information.
In some cases, letters may be sent to a student’s local or home address. It is important to
ensure that student details are therefore kept up to date on the student record.
Useful web addresses:
• University of Bolton website: www.bolton.ac.uk
• University of Bolton Student Area: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-area/
• University of Bolton Student Record:
https://evision.bolton.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_LGN
• University of Bolton Library: www.bolton.ac.uk/library
• University of Bolton Moodle: https://moodle.bolton.ac.uk/
• University
of
Bolton
Student
Support
Live
Chat
Ask
Us:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/student-support/student-services/ask-studentservices/
• Add partner web address if Off-Campus
• Add any PSRB web addresses
We also post news items on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UniversityofBolton and Twitter:
@BoltonUni

2.2 Contacting Staff
The best way to contact staff is by email. Staff will endeavour to respond to emails within two
full working days. If a face-to-face discussion is required, students may arrange a mutually
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convenient appointment with their Programme Leader, (or Course Manager
if Off-Campus)
Module Tutor or Personal Academic Tutor.

2.3 Programme Staff
The table below identifies programme staff together with their locations and contact details.
Staff name

Position
Programme Leader
Module Tutors
Personal Academic
Tutors
Head of Area

Location

Tel.

Email

2.4 Information about University Offices
Office

Location

Contact Details

Ask Us – Student
Support Live Chat

Online

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-services/ask-student-services/

Bolton Students’ Union

Chancellor’s Mall

Website: https://www.boltonsu.com/
Tel: 01204 900850
Email: info@boltonsu.com
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Twitter: @Bolton_SU

Careers Service

Chancellor’s Mall

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/careers/
Tel: 01204 903080
Link for appointments: https://studenthub.bolton.ac.uk
Twitter: @boltoncareers

Disability Service

Chancellor’s Mall
via Student
Centre

Website:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/studentservices/disability/
Tel: 01204 903067
Email: disabilityinfo@bolton.ac.uk for queries & appointments

IT Help Desk

Peter Marsh
Library

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/ITSupportServices/MailForms/Contact-IT-Support-Services-OLD.aspx#gsc.tab=0
Tel: 01204 903444

Bolton Central Building
Reception Delete if not
relevant

Great Moor
Street, Bolton

Tel: 01204 903500

Life Lounge
Student Mental Health

T2 – Eagle Tower

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/life-lounge/

and Wellbeing, including:
Mental Health Advisors,
Counsellors, CBT and
Wellbeing Advisor/
Coordinator

Tel: 01204 903566
Email: lifelounge@bolton.ac.uk for queries & appointments
Online Resources: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/lifelounge

Peter Marsh Library

Chancellor’s Mall
via SLZ

Website: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/home
Tel: 01204 903094
Twitter: @BoltonUniLib

Queen’s Specialist
Building Reception
Delete if not relevant

Queen Street,
Farnworth,
Bolton

Tel: 01204 903200

Sport and Wellness

Bolton One

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/sportand-wellness/
Tel: 01204 903172
Email: sportscentre@bolton.ac.uk

Student Centre –
Student Advisors

Chancellor’s Mall

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-services/
Tel: 01204 903733
Email:studentadvisors@bolton.ac.uk for queries &
appointments

Student Liaison Officers

TBC

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-liaison-officers/
Tel: 01204 903229 or 01204 903489
Email: SLO@bolton.ac.uk

University Main
Reception/
General Enquiries

Senate House

Tel: 01204 900600
Email: enquiries@bolton.ac.uk

2.5 Attendance and Engagement
In order to progress and achieve the award for which they are registered, students must attend all scheduled
sessions. The University attendance and engagement policy is located at:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022
Add any programme/centre specific attendance requirements.
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Please note that attendance and/or engagement is taken into account when making Assessment
Board decisions.
Students may be withdrawn due to poor attendance and/or engagement

3. Student Support
3.1 Programme Support
Adapt for Off-Campus partners – see Operations Manual
Programme Leader
Programme Leaders are responsible for the organisation and management of a programme. They oversee the
scheduling and delivery of modules, support programme developments, co-ordinate marketing and
recruitment activities, and ensure programme quality standards are maintained.

Module Tutor

Module Tutors are academics who are responsible for the organisation and delivery of a
particular module. Module Tutors also design and mark module assessments. If there is an
academic problem with a specific module, the first point of contact should always be the
Module Tutor. If the query is not resolved, students should contact their Programme Leader or
Student Representative.
Personal Academic Tutor
The University of Bolton operates a proactive Personal Academic Tutoring scheme to support students’
personal, professional and academic development. Personal Academic Tutors are members of the academic
team within a School and provide support for students with their transition into and through the University
journey.
Students are allocated a Personal Academic Tutor prior to their arrival at the University. Personal Academic
Tutors act as a student’s first port call to advise on academic and pastoral matters and to signpost students to
other services as required.
Peer Support
It is important that students build networks of friends and course mates during their studies. Having the right
support from fellow students can make a big difference to life at University and can help students to learn
more effectively. To enhance support from experienced students, the University operates peer (student to
student) support schemes on a one to one basis. A group scheme, involving Peer Assisted Study Sessions
(PASS) may also be available. Students can contact their personal academic tutor, the Student Liaison Officers
or Peer Support Coordinator, for further information.
Enhanced Personal Academic Tutors
Each School has a group of Enhanced Personal Academic Tutors (EPATs) who oversee personal academic
tutoring and ensure that students get the right help and support they need. Enhanced Personal Academic
Tutors will also co-ordinate the PASS schemes mentioned above.

3.2 Other Student Support
Adapt for Off-Campus partners
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Student Services
The Student Services team is based in the Student Centre, Chancellor’s Mall. There is also a satellite
service at Queen’s Specialist Building and the Institute of Management, which operates at specified times
from the Student Information Centre on the ground floor. Student Services is staffed by Student Advisors
and specialist support staff who provide information, advice and guidance to students (current, past and
prospective) and staff.

Student Advisors are the first point of contact for the following services:
• Academic Advice and Guidance - General academic advice, Mitigating Circumstances (see Section 6.1),
Appeals (see Section 6.2), Complaints (see Section 6.3) timetable queries, module choices, suspending
studies, withdrawing from the University.
• Documentation - Bank letters and official letters, Council Tax exemptions, student ID cards.
• Other services - Accommodation, Chaplaincy, Disability Service (see Section 3.3), Disclosure and Barring
Service, International Student Support, student funding, bursaries and scholarships, and the Student
Support Fund, formally the Hardship Fund.

Life Lounge
The Life Lounge currently operates a range of specialist mental health and wellbeing services, which are free
for students to access. The Life Lounge Team comprises the Mental Health Advisor Service, the Student
Counselling Service, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) clinic, which is overseen by the team’s qualified CBT
therapist, a Wellbeing Coordinator and Wellbeing Advisor. The team offer dedicated mental health and
wellbeing provision to any student in need of support during their course of study; including one to sessions,
workshops and online support resources.

The Life Lounge also offers students a quiet place to go to relax away from other distractions on campus.
Specialist external partners also use the Life Lounge, working in collaboration with Life Lounge staff, in order
to complement the support available for students.
Student Liaison Officers
Despite all the best intentions studying doesn’t always go to plan. There are many reasons why students find
themselves struggling to study, from personal problems such as illness, through to academic issues such as
study skills development, or from simply feeling overwhelmed and not knowing where to start.
If students are experiencing difficulties which are affecting their studies the Student Liaison Officer is here to
help by providing impartial advice, encouragement and assistance.
The Student Liaison Officer is able to support students to navigate the University’s policies and procedures
(e.g. Mitigating Circumstances, Appeals, Academic Misconduct etc.), to develop and improve skills for
independent learning (e.g. Referencing, Academic Writing, Time Management, Goal Setting, etc.) and to
connect with other academic staff and/or professional support services (e.g. Student Funding, Counselling,
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CBT, etc.) as required.
The Multi-faith Chaplaincy

Revd Dr Gill Smart is the University Co-ordinating Chaplain and works
with a team of Chaplains and pastoral assistants of different faiths.
The multi-faith Chaplaincy can be found at the back of the Chancellors
Mall, just past the SLZ and the Athena Café and is for all students, both
those of faith and no faith. Chaplains and pastoral assistants are
always ready to talk, in confidence, if students have any concerns over
any aspect of their life. The multi-faith Chaplaincy won’t judge and
won’t talk about religion/faith unless asked to. A virtual meeting can
be arranged via Zoom if preferred.

Revd Dr Gill Smart was an academic staff member in the School of Engineering so she understands the
pressures that students experience, especially when assessment and exam times come round. Students are
welcome to call in and have a chat. Gill can be contacted via email on chaplain.gill@bolton.ac.uk or
telephone or text 07967 585670.

Students’ Union Advice Unit
Bolton Students’ Union has an independent Advice Unit based within the Students’ Union Office. The Advice
Unit offers free, impartial and confidential advice to all University of Bolton students on academic issues, such
as Appeals, Mitigating Circumstances, Complaints and Academic Misconduct, as well as on issues such as
money concerns, problems with accommodation and housing. To arrange a chat, students can call into SU
Office in Chancellor’s Mall or email on info@boltonsu.com.

3.3 Support for Students with Disabilities
Adapt for Off-Campus partners
The University of Bolton welcomes students with disabilities and/or additional support requirements and will
make every effort to support their needs. The Disability Service provides specialist advice and guidance to
disabled students including those with physical and sensory impairments, mental health concerns, medical
conditions and Specific Learning Disabilities (SpLD) which have a severe impact on day to day activities or life
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at the University.
Disability Advisors are available to discuss the individual adjustments students need based on up to date
evidence being provided by an appropriate professional. The service offers bookable appointments as well as
drop in sessions, throughout the week; details of which are available from the Student Centre.
Student Services staff can offer online appointments via Zoom or MS Teams, please email the relevant team
to organise this. Students can also chat with staff on Ask Us (https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-services/ask-student-services)

3.4 Support for Part-Time Students
Delete section if not relevant
Part-time students can follow their programme in the same way as full-time students. However, attendance is
restricted to a maximum number of modules each academic year in order to maintain part-time status.
Students should contact their Programme Leader or Personal Academic Tutor to clarify their programme
requirements.

Changing from part-time study to full-time study may be possible for those who have successfully completed
the modules undertaken, providing the programme is offered on a full-time basis and full-time fees can be
met. Students should contact their Programme Leader in the first instance if this is something they are
considering.

3.5 Careers Support
Adapt for Off-Campus partners
Careers Service
The Careers Service supports students in planning their future careers and helps them to develop key skills
and graduate attributes. Students may already know what career path they wish to follow, but alternatively,
they may still be undecided at this stage.
The Careers team hosts a number of employability workshops and employer events, including an annual
Careers and Opportunities Fair. They also advertise full and part-time job vacancies, placements and
internships on the jobs portal which can be accessed at https://studenthub.bolton.ac.uk
The Careers Service helps students to look at a range of employment options and provides the resources to
help them to succeed. The comprehensive support on offer includes:
• Bespoke careers advice and guidance with a professionally qualified Adviser
• Help in the preparation of job applications and cover letters
• Guidance on creating and improving a CV
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• Access to full-time, part-time and vacation work opportunities
• Information on different career paths
• Information on a range of employers, both nationally and locally
• Support with finding a placement or graduate internship
• The opportunity to gain a range of employability skills and graduate attributes
• The chance to build contacts and networking opportunities
• The chance to explore further study.
• Access 24/7 to a wide range of digital and online resources

The Bolton Award
The Bolton Award is an employability and enterprise programme for all undergraduate and postgraduate
students at the University of Bolton. It has been designed to enable students to benefit from work
experience, skills development and a range of enrichment activities. Intended to be an achievement that is
independent from academic studies, the Bolton Award is an extra-curricular programme, which requires a
minimum commitment of 35 hours in total. It is free and can be completed at a convenient pace. Full support
is also available. Please see: https://studenthub.bolton.ac.uk
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4. The Student Voice
4.1 Student Representatives and Committees
Adapt for Off-Campus partners
In order to continuously improve the student experience, volunteer Student Representatives are selected to
represent the voice of the student population on key committees. Student Representatives for every course
level are elected annually and are then trained and supported throughout their term of office by Bolton
Students’ Union.
The role of a Course Representative is to gather the views (what is working well and areas for improvement)

from other students on their programme on academic matters and other elements of the student experience.
These matters are then discussed at course level committees called Student-Staff Liaison Committees (SSLCs).
SSLCs are usually chaired by a Programme Leader and comprise Module Tutors, as well as representatives
from the Library and Administration teams.
School Representatives are also nominated from the pool of Course Representatives to sit on a School-wide
committee called the School Board, which is chaired by the Head of School and comprises other academics
and professional services staff. Representatives on these committees are expected to comment on schoolwide matters.
Students interested in becoming Student Representatives will need to put themselves forward for election at
the start of the academic year. Elected Student Representatives are then contacted by the Students’ Union
and invited to a training session where they are given support and further information.

4.2 Programme Feedback
All students have the opportunity to contribute to the monitoring and enhancement of their course of study.
Students can approach their Student Representative (see above), Programme Leader or Module Tutor on an
informal level to discuss issues. The SSLC is also an important forum at which elected Student Representatives
can speak on behalf of their peers.
In addition, students are asked to complete a satisfaction questionnaire for each module and an annual
programme questionnaire. The programme questionnaire may be in the form of the National Student Survey,
the UK Engagement Survey or the Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey, depending on their programme
and level of study.
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Survey feedback is important as it is used by the programme team and other services to enhance the
provision and improve the student learning experience.

4.3 The Students’ Union
Adapt for Off-Campus partners

A Message from the SU President 2021-22: Nihit Tiwari
Bolton Students’ Union is part of the National Union of Students (NUS). We work in partnership with both the
University and the NUS to promote the Student Voice and to ensure that there are opportunities for all
students to Love Student Life.
Bolton Students’ Union wants students to get involved by:
• Becoming an elected representative.
Students can be involved at different levels of academic delivery, by becoming a Course Representative, a
School Board member or a programme approvals panel member.
Each year we run the Leadership Race (elections), where students can stand as candidates to lead the SU,
as Student President, to represent the University at the NUS National Conference, and each year we
appoint two students s full members of the SU Board of Trustees. All students at the University of Bolton
are eligible to stand for election.
• Getting involved with our clubs and societies.
The SU supports over 30 academic, cultural and social student societies. Students can volunteer to
become a Society Officer or even start their own society with our support! Societies offer opportunities to
gain new skills through involvement with local and national NUS campaigns, other universities and
organisations linked with the Students’ Union.
As an independent organisation, we can also offer impartial advice, guidance on and support for both
personal and academic issues (see Section 3.2).
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5.

Learning Resources

5.1 Library Resources

The Library provides access to a large range of resources to help students succeed in their studies. Over

200,000 ebooks and a host of online journals and databases can be accessed via Discover@Bolton on the
Library website.
Students will need their University of Bolton username and password to access online library resources.
Information on getting started using the Library can be found at https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/get-started .
Subject Guides provide a subject-specific overview of Library services and have been developed by Academic
Librarians to highlight the most useful resources for specific academic areas. Please see
https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/subject-guides - This is a great starting point for research for assignments.
Students should also look for the Resource Lists Online (RLO) link on their Moodle sites. Resource Lists Online
will provide a link to the resources recommended by module tutors. This will include a direct link to key
eBooks, eJournals and databases plus links to check for the availability and location of print titles (delete blue
text for those studying off-campus and online). Students can create their own profile in RLO to add personal
notes to their lists.
Students can also check their library account and access online resources via the Library section of the
MyBolton app.
Delete blue section for those studying off-campus and online
Students will find an extensive print book collection and a range of study spaces to suit them in the Peter
Marsh Library. There’s a wide choice of PCs available throughout the Library, as well as a self-service laptoploan service for use in the Library and Social Learning Zone (SLZ). Wi-fi is available throughout.
Several multi-functional machines within the Library provide printing, photocopying and scanning facilities
with A4, A3, colour and black and white output. There is an initial free quota each semester and this can be
topped-up online and at a print kiosk in the Library. There are also PCs and printing facilities at the Queens
Library and Institute of Management Learning Resource Centre.
Students registered with the University as having a need for additional learning support, are able to benefit
from a range of enhanced services, such as extended book loans and access to accessible versions of ebooks
via RNIB Bookshare. In addition, assistive technology software is available on the network and in specified
rooms where specialist hardware is also available.
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5.2 Library Support
Adapt for Off-Campus partners

Students will be set up with a University Network Account when they enrol: they will receive the login details
by email. Students will use these login details to access the majority of the Library’s resources. For further
information, see the Accessing Online Library Resources guide:
https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/accessingresources
Academic schools/areas may arrange a Library induction session when students start their programmes of
study. The Library also offers online sessions on its resources at various times of the year that they can sign up
to. Visit the Library website for details.
As well as delivering inductions, the Academic Librarian team provides support to students in the form of
workshops, help guides and videos and bookable online appointments.
Videos are available via the Library website and YouTube channel. Students can also find answers to
Frequently Asked Questions via the Library website and the MyBolton app.
Students can get help with Library resources and services as follows:
• Online: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/about-us/contact-us
• By online chat, between Monday-Friday: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/home
• By phone (during staffed opening hours) on 01204 903094
• By email: Contact our Helpdesk team via librarydesk-staff@bolton.ac.uk. You can contact the
Academic Librarians via SubjectHelp@bolton.ac.uk.
• Book an online appointment with an Academic Librarian:
https://libcal.bolton.ac.uk/appointments/online
•

In person: at the Library Helpdesk during staffed hours Delete bullet point for those studying offcampus and online

5.3 LEAP Online
LEAP Online is the University of Bolton’s award-winning interactive online tutorial which is designed to
support students through their academic and personal development journey, with the emphasis on getting
the most out of their time at University. The content can be used to help achieve academic and personal
development goals.
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Sections include My Student Engagement, My Academic Development, My Digital Literacy,
and My Personal
Development. It is packed with activities and assessments for students to complete and to work towards
digital badges which demonstrate to their tutors that they have completed the section and have improved
their knowledge and skills in areas such as referencing or time management.

If students are undertaking modules such as study skills or employability skills it is ideal to use in portfolios or
as evidence of CPD/development. LEAP Online is located at: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/leaponline/Home.aspx

6. Mitigating

Circumstances, Academic Appeals
Complaints and Report & Support

6.1 Mitigating Circumstances
A Mitigating Circumstances request is one in which a student makes a case that their performance in
assessment has been significantly and adversely affected by circumstances that are exceptional, unforeseen
and/or outside of their control. Mitigating Circumstances requests must be presented prior to an Assessment
Board and before the Mitigating Circumstances deadline specified.
Students who believe they have grounds for Mitigating Circumstances should contact their Personal Academic
Tutor, Student Services or the SU Advice Unit.
For further details, see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-202165
2022/mitigating-circumstances-regulations-and-procedures-2021-22

6.2 Academic Appeals
Academic appeals may be submitted following an Assessment Board (and before the appeals deadline
specified) if a student believes that:
• Circumstances affected his/her performance which, for good reason, the Assessment Board may not
have been made aware of when making assessment decisions, or
• there was a material administrative error or procedural irregularity in the assessment process; or
• there is evidence of prejudice or bias or lack of proper assessment on the part of one or more of the
tutors/assessors
Please note: An appeal which questions the academic or professional judgement of those charged with the
responsibility for assessing a student’s academic performance or professional competence will not be
accepted.
Students who believe they have grounds for an Appeal should contact their Personal Academic Tutor, Student

Services, an SLO or the SU Advice Unit for advice. Appeal forms should be submitted to:
appeals@bolton.ac.uk
For further details, see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-20212022/academic-appeals-regulations-and-procedures-2021-22

6.3 Complaints
The University welcomes comments and suggestions about how things might be improved, we also recognise
that students and others with a legitimate interest have a right to complain if they feel that something is
wrong.
Student Services and the SU Advice Unit can help to advise students on the procedure for making a formal
complaint, including whether other procedures are more appropriate. Further details can be found at:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022/student-complaintsprocedure-guidance-and-forms-2021-22

Off campus replacement text for complaints – delete section if not relevant
Partner Name welcomes comments and suggestions about how things might be improved. We also
recognise that students and others with a legitimate interest have a right to complain if they feel that
something is wrong.
If the complaint is about services provided by Partner Name, students should complain using Partner
Name’s procedures- See XXX (weblink to complaints policy).
If the complaint relates to the quality of teaching, the curriculum and/or the standards of the
programme, then students should raise the complaint using Partner Name’s process initially. If a
student is unhappy with the outcome of Partner Name’s formal response, they can then ask that the
decision be reviewed using The University of Bolton’s procedure. Further details can be found at:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022/student-complaintsprocedure-guidance-and-forms-2021-22

6.4 Report & Support
Students are able to report cases of harassment, bullying, discrimination and victimisation
to the University
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where the perpetrator is a University of Bolton student, member of staff, visitor or contractor. More
information is available in the Students' Dignity at Study Policy and Procedure
(https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/). Students can report any cases using the following Report
and Support Form - https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/student-support/student-complaintsprocedure/report-and-support-form/

7. Health and Safety
Please adapt section for off campus partners

7.1 On Campus Health and Safety following the Coronavirus
Pandemic
Whilst there are continued arrangements in place in relation to on-campus learning, students should adhere
to the Coronavirus updates on the web for additional health and safety guidance. Please see
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-area/student-coronavirus-update/

7.2 Safeguarding and Prevent
Safeguarding is a process of making sure children and adults at risk are protected from being
abused, neglected or exploited. The University of Bolton recognises that it is unacceptable for a
child or adult at risk to experience abuse of any kind and recognises its responsibility to
safeguard children and adults at risk of harm within the University and those who come into
contact with University activities. There are many forms of abuse and neglect. Some examples
of types of abuse are: sexual abuse, physical abuse, psychological/emotional abuse, domestic
abuse, discriminatory abuse, and financial abuse.
The University’s safeguarding responsibilities include Prevent which is about safeguarding
people and communities from the threat of extremism/terrorism. Prevent is one of the
four elements of Contest, the Government’s counter-terrorism strategy. It aims to stop people
becoming radicalised, extremists/terrorists or supporting terrorism.
If students have any safeguarding/Prevent concerns, are experiencing any kind of abuse or are
concerned about another student, they can speak with one of our Senior Designated
Safeguarding Champions who can be contacted via the Life Lounge or alternatively speak with
a Designated Safeguarding Champion within their Faculty/School. All of the contact details of
the Senior Designated Safeguarding Champions and Designated Safeguarding Champions can
be found with further information in our Safeguarding Policy and Procedure which is available
here: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/assets/Uploads/Safeguarding-Policy-and-Procedure-v-42021-22.pdf
For further information please email safeguarding@bolton.ac.uk
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7.3 First Aid on Campus
Students requiring first aid, or seeking first aid assistance for somebody else, should inform any available
member of University staff. The staff member or the student should request a First Aider by dialling the
University emergency number - 666 from an internal phone or 01204 903666 from any phone.
If, for some reason, there is no immediate reply on the University emergency number, and the incident is
considered serious, an ambulance should be called by dialling 999 directly. In all cases of collapse where the
person seems unresponsive, or where the person is unwell and suffering central chest pain, this should be
made clear so that an AED (defibrillator) and AED responder can also be provided.

7.4 Accident Reporting on Campus
Students should always report all accidents, no matter how minor, and make sure that an accident report
form is filled in. Students should report accidents as soon as possible to either their Module Tutor, if in class,
or to a relevant member of University Staff e.g. Programme Leader, Librarian, Site Supervisor etc. If a student
wishes to raise any concerns about the incident, they can report these to Security on 01204 903700.

Students should also report accidents which occur off-site when undertaking an activity sanctioned by the
University e.g. a field trip.

7.5 Fire Evacuation Procedure on Campus
The emergency evacuation alarm is a siren. If the alarm sounds, buildings should be evacuated following the
procedures set out below.
1. When the alarm sounds, windows should be closed and all machines, gas valves, equipment and electrical
appliances switched off (other than LSS computer installations).
2. Students should leave the building by the nearest designated emergency exit in accordance with the
instructions given by staff, closing doors as directed.
3. Disabled students should be assisted as required. In the event that any disabled student is unable to be
evacuated, the Fire Marshall should be made aware of the location of the student, and any other relevant
information which may assist in his/her evacuation.
4. Students should not re-enter the building unless advised by a member of staff known to them.
5. On no account should lifts be used.
6. Holdalls, briefcases or any other bulky items which would impede evacuation should not be taken.
7. Students should report to the designated assembly point irrespective of the exit by which the building was
evacuated. They must not leave the assembly point unless authorised by a recognised member of staff.
8. If a student is concerned that another student has not been able evacuate the building, he/she should
advise a member of staff of that person's last known location.

7.6 Smoke Free Policy on Campus
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It is the policy of the University that all of its workplaces are smoke free, and all students and employees have
a right to work and study in a smoke free environment. Smoking is therefore not allowed in all University
buildings and around their entrances and open windows. This ensures that smoke does not enter a building
from outside and that people entering or exiting the premises are not exposed to second-hand smoke. Should
someone become exposed to second-hand smoke in this way, they have the right to request that the smoker
moves and the smoker is expected to respect that request. Please note that the Smoke-Free Policy also
applies to electronic cigarettes.

7.7 Additional Health and Safety Requirements
Certain teaching spaces may have additional Health and Safety requirements, based on the equipment,
chemicals or other risks which may be present. Students must always follow the instructions of staff in the
area, to ensure their safety, and the safety of others
Add any additional programme specific H&S requirements here e.g. for lab work.

8. Environmental Sustainability
The University of Bolton firmly believes in the principles of sustainability and is committed to working towards
exceeding the requirements of relevant environmental legislation to enhance, improve and regularly review
its environmental performance. Students play an incredibly important role in supporting their University with
pursuing sustainability goals and ambitions. Students, as key stakeholders of the University and the largest
group of facilities users, have the ability to initiate, drive, and achieve sustainability goals through
engagement with sustainability initiatives and application of knowledge and skills.
It is important that upon graduation students leave the University of Bolton as sustainability ambassadors,
equipped to recognise and apply sustainability principles within their discipline and profession. We hope that
students recognise the value they can add individually and collectively to manage climate change, here at the
University of Bolton and beyond. For more information about Environmental Sustainability at the University of
Bolton, please see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/governance/policies-and-legal/sustainability/
You can become involved in many different environmental sustainability projects, focus groups and planning
workshops for future developments. The environmental sustainability projects range from a University of
Bolton herb garden working with catering to use ingredients from seed to plate, the Orlando community
garden, student-led events like Welcome Week, Waste and Resource management and Vegetarian / Vegan
week. These are just a flavour of what students can champion and drive forward for a truly sustainable
campus. Student involvement in Environmental Sustainability is vital and this is why we are linking student
involvement into the GAME (Graduate Attributes Matrix for Employability) framework and the prestigious
Bolton Award (see Sections 1.8 and 3.5) so this is a call for action to get involved and become a future leader
for Environmental Sustainability. Students are the change makers of the future, this is why we need you to
spearhead, trailblaze and champion environmental sustainability.

9. The Role of the External Examiner
All University programmes have at least one External Examiner. As the title implies, External Examiners come
from other institutions and play a key role in ensuring that marking and the standard of our programmes are in
line with other UK Universities. External Examiners are involved in the assessment of student work and are key
members of Assessment Boards. They will write an annual report to the University outlining their findings.
Students can view copies of reports for each programme via the link below:
https://boltonuni.sharepoint.com/sites/ExternalExaminersReports
The External Examiner for this programme is:
Name:
Position:
University:
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XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
University of XXXXXXX

Please note that the External Examiner details are provided for information only. If students have any
comments or issues relating to their programme, they should contact their Programme Leader (Course
Manager for Off-Campus), Personal Academic Tutor or Student Representative.

Appendix 6e Proforma for Approval of Programme Handbook at School level
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Programme Handbooks are approved by the Academic Co-ordinator SELE or their nominee. For Off-Campus Programmes,
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Please delete all red highlighted guidance text
Insert relevant pictures and images throughout

Programme Handbook
Programme Name
Delivered Online

Full-time/Part-time

2021-22

Frequent reference is made throughout this Programme Handbook to University of Bolton policies, procedures,
regulations and guidance which apply to you. Parts of these are sometimes summarised here for your benefit.
In all cases, these summaries are subject to the full University versions referred to. In the case of any conflict
between the latter and any summaries presented here, it is the full University versions which apply.
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Welcome
Welcome to the 2021-22 academic year at the University of Bolton
This Programme Handbook has been produced to provide you with useful information which you will need
during your studies. It includes details about your programme, key contacts, the online study resources and
support available, as well as information about how you can help us to improve your University of Bolton
experience.
As a teaching intensive, research informed University, we aim to provide you with a unique curriculum
that is contemporary, stimulating, employment-focused and informed by the latest research in your
discipline. Student success is at the heart of everything we do at this University. You will receive customised
support ranging from study skills development to personalised assignment feedback. You will be presented
with opportunities to pursue your areas of interest, develop employability skills and achieve your life goals.
We have created an online learning environment which is designed to enable you to excel and
succeed. Your tutors are well qualified and committed to your success. This is an excellent opportunity
for you to realise your potential in partnership with the University and its staff. This will require you to
make the time to engage in scheduled sessions and undertake independent learning activities, as well as
take advantage of the wide range of support available and participate in extra-curricular activities.
I would like to wish you every success in your studies.
Dr Julian Coleman
Chair of the Committee of Deans
Assistant Vice-Chancellor (Academic Operations)
A Welcome from the Dean of Faculty Amend for other faculties/school
Welcome to the School of Education & Psychology at the University of Bolton. The School comprises a
diverse range of undergraduate, postgraduate and professional development programmes, and in
relation to this particular programme, houses a range of initial teacher education programmes.
This programme aims to provide you with academic perspectives alongside experience-based insights
from the professional field. We hope you will enjoy your time with us and use the learning to improve
and enhance your practice in teaching and supporting learners. The programme is specifically tailored
to meet your professional and personal development needs, and to do this at a pace that suits your
employing organisation.
We intend your programme to educate, challenge and stimulate your personal development and your
professional career.
I hope you find the Handbook useful. Do let us know how we can improve it. I hope you find your time
with us rewarding and stimulating.
Dr Gill Waugh
Dean of Faculty of Professional Studies

1. Programme Details, Calendar and Timetable
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1.1 Programme Overview
Copy programme overview text over from marketing materials
The Programme Page on the University’s VLE, Moodle provides links to students to key programme
information including support for learning (including English language support), pastoral support, peer
support mechanisms, learning resources and module information.
An induction will take place at the start of the programme which familiarises students with
expectations for study and signposts them to the support available via the Programme Page on
Moodle.
This online postgraduate qualification is delivered and assessed at level HE7 and complies with the
Assessment Regulations for the Postgraduate Programmes. These are accessible via the Student
Information-Policy Zone on the web:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022

1.2 Programme Aims
Copy over from Programme Specification: See - programmes.bolton.ac.uk
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1.3 Programme Structure
Please complete the table below for your programme
Core/ Option

Credits

EDM8001

Core

20

EDM8002

Core

20

Leading Curriculum Design, Teaching and EDM8006
Learning

Core

20

EDM8007

Core

320

EDM8008

Core

20

Module and Weblink

Module No.

Leadership and Organisational
Transformation
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/modules/EDM8
001/Academicyear/2016-17

Research Methodologies in Professional
Education
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/modules/EDU8002/
Academicyear/2013-14

http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/modules/EDM8
006/Academicyear/2017-18

Thesis
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/modules/EDM8007
/Academicyear/2017-18

Practicum
http://modules.bolton.ac.uk/modules/EDM8008
/Academicyear/2016-17

1.4 Programme Calendar and Module Tutors (Can be merged with 1.5
and/or 1.7)
Please complete the table below for your programme
Year
of
Study

Semester

1
Year
1
2

1
Year
2
2
Year
3

Module
Page
for prereading

Module Code and
Title

UoB
Lecturer(s)

Programme
Induction
EDM8001
Leadership and
Organisational
Transformation
EDM8006 Leading
Curriculum Design,
Teaching and
Learning
EDU8002
Research
Methodologies in
Professional
Education

Prof David
Hopkins
Prof David
Hopkins

Essay 5000
words

Dr Sarah
Telfer

Essay 5000
words

Dr Duncan
Cross

EDM8008
Practicum

Prof David
Hopkins

Written
piece 5000
words
equivalent,
including
RE1/2
Essay 5000
words

EDM8007 Thesis

Director of
Study

50,000
Thesis
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Workshop Dates

Assessment

Date of
Assessment
Board

1.5 Programme Timetable
The Programme Timetable is displayed on the Programme Page on Moodle and indicates when “live” online
sessions are taking place. This page also links to the Module Pages on Moodle which provide information
about individual live sessions and how to access these.

1.6 Teaching and Learning
This programme is delivered online via live sessions and structured independent study.
Live sessions may include lectures, demonstrations, break-out room discussions, group project work,
guest speaker input and virtual visits. These may be recorded to allow students to check/refresh
learning. Adapt for your programme
When engaging in live sessions online, students are expected to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

write their full name and student number in their Zoom/Teams profile in advance of the session;
find a quiet workspace where they are less likely be interrupted for the duration of session – and/or
wear a headset to reduce background noise disruption;
ensure their appearance and surroundings are appropriate for the online classroom (or use an
appropriate background picture);
be prepared for the session and join punctually;
keep their cameras on to show engagement with the session (and agree with the tutor beforehand if
this is not possible);
keep their microphones on mute when they are not speaking in the session to ensure background
noise does not disrupt the session;
stay seated, be present and participate during the live session, as well as in breakout room
discussions;
use the chat function to ask questions and raise points;
ensure what they write in the chat is relevant to the session and courteous;
use the hand up/wave icon if they wish to raise a point verbally.

Before each live session, students will normally be expected to undertake preparation activities as
specified on the relevant Module Page on Moodle. To consolidate and extend learning, interactive postsessional activities will take also place. These may include social learning activities such as problem
solving in action-learning sets. Adapt for your programme
Structured independent study before and after each live session supports students in their development
of skills including planning, time-management, research, communication, critical analysis, teamwork,
digital literacy and creative problem solving. Adapt for your programme

1.7 Assessment
Please see below an outline of assessments this academic year and the planned submission dates.
Provide Assessment Plans for each level. Ensure assessment deadlines are spread out. Try and set
one piece of work early on in a semester to give an early feedback opportunity.
Example Adapt for your programme
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Year 1
Module

Semester
and Year

Assessment

Submission Deadline

EDM8001 Leadership and
Organisational Transformation

S1
2021/22

Essay 5000 words

Week X: date

EDM8006 Leading Curriculum
Design, Teaching and Learning

S2
2021/22

Essay 5000 words

Week X: date

Year 2
Module

Semester
and Year

EDU8002 Research Methodologies
in Professional Education

S1
2022/23

EDM8008 Practicum

S2
2022/23

Assessment

Written piece 5000
words equivalent,
including RE1/2
Essay 5000 words

Submission Deadline

Week X: date

Week X: date

1.8 Professional Body Recognition, Personal Development, Graduate
Attributes Development
Identify any relevant PSRBs
Highlight any personal development opportunities/modules
POSTGRADUATE ATTRIBUTES: GAME+
Building on the University of Bolton’s undergraduate GAME (Graduate Attributes for
Employability Matrix) model, postgraduate students are supported to develop higher-level skills and
attributes. In order to provide a framework for enhanced career velocity, all postgraduate students will work
towards GAME+.
GAME+ is uniquely focused on preparing high-performing postgraduate students, ready for any context in the
world of work. The application of the Graduate Attributes Matrix for Employability at Post graduate level
builds on the pedagogical model for the Matrix at undergraduate level, but explicitly relates to Master’s level
outcomes consistent with Level 7, within the Framework of Higher Education Qualifications.
The five strands of GAME+ are:
•
•
•
•
•

Influence and impact
Critical self-management
Critical Creativity and innovation
Professional identity
Skills mastery

A key part of the postgraduate learning experience is about acquiring the attributes in different contexts,
which will allow further demonstration of the ability to quickly adapt and apply critical skills to different
situations. GAME+ provides a mechanism for planning, promoting and supporting the personal, professional
and career development of postgraduate students in higher education.
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1.9 Higher Education Achievement Record (HEAR)
The HEAR is an extended degree transcript, providing students with a comprehensive record of their
University learning and experience – both academic and co-curricular. Students will have a HEAR if they are
aiming for an undergraduate degree, a taught postgraduate degree, or a range of additional certificate and
diploma qualifications. Students eligible for a HEAR will receive an invitation email from Gradintelligence
(accountregistration@gradintel.com), the University’s technology partner which provides the web portal
where students can view and share their HEAR. The Gradintelligence account must first be activated before
use.
The HEAR includes a student’s programme aims and objectives; module marks and grades; qualification result;
grading and classification scheme; plus any professional, statutory and regulatory body recognition. It also
includes any University, School and professional body prizes awarded.
Students can use their HEAR to help them review progress and plan what they want to achieve at University,
e.g. with their Personal Academic Tutor or a Careers Advisor. Through the Gradintelligence web portal,
students can share their HEAR with employers and others whilst at University and afterwards, to provide
evidence of achievements at University.
Any queries or problems about the HEAR that cannot be resolved by visiting the website at
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/hear/ or by asking a tutor, can be sent via email to: hear@bolton.ac.uk.

2. Communications and Attendance
2.1 Communication Systems
A student’s primary points of contact will be their Personal Academic Tutor and Module Tutor(s)
(Please see section 3). Communication is usually conducted through email, Moodle discussion
fora and via the chat function during live online sessions.
Please note that when communicating through email, University staff will normally only
respond to emails sent from a student’s University Outlook account. This is to ensure that data
protection legislation is complied with.
A University Outlook account can be set up to forward emails to a personal email address. See:
http://www.bolton.ac.uk/ITSupportServices/Managing-Your-Email.aspx
A student number should be included in emails to University staff.
Most Module Tutors will post group announcements through the Module Page on Moodle.
Some useful web addresses are provided below:
• University of Bolton Moodle: https://moodle.bolton.ac.uk/
• University of Bolton website: www.bolton.ac.uk
• University of Bolton Student Area: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-area/
• University of Bolton Student Record:
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•
•

•

https://evision.bolton.ac.uk/urd/sits.urd/run/SIW_LGN
University of Bolton Library: www.bolton.ac.uk/library
University
of
Bolton
Student
Support
Live
Chat
Ask
Us:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/student-support/student-services/ask-studentservices/
Add any PSRB web addresses

We also post news items on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UniversityofBolton and Twitter:
@BoltonUni

2.2 Contacting Staff – Response times
Staff will endeavour to respond to emails and messages via the VLE within two full working
days. If a face-to-face online discussion is required, students may arrange a mutually convenient
appointment with their Programme Leader, Module Tutor or Personal Academic Tutor.

2.3 Programme Staff
The table below identifies programme staff together with their locations and contact details.
Staff name

Position

Location
and Email Address and other
Time Zone
contact methods

Programme Leader
Module Tutors
Personal Academic
Tutors
Head of Area
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2.4 Information about University Offices
Office

Location

Contact Details

Ask Us – Student
Support Live Chat

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-services/ask-student-services/

Bolton Students’ Union

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.boltonsu.com/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 900850
Email: info@boltonsu.com
Twitter: @Bolton_SU

Careers Service

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/careers/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903080
Link for appointments: https://studenthub.bolton.ac.uk
Twitter: @boltoncareers

Disability Service

Bolton, UK

Website:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/studentservices/disability/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903067
Email: disabilityinfo@bolton.ac.uk for queries & appointments

IT Help Desk

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/ITSupportServices/MailForms/Contact-IT-Support-Services-OLD.aspx#gsc.tab=0
Tel: + 44 (0) 1204 903444

Life Lounge
Student Mental Health
and Wellbeing support.

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/life-lounge/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903566
Email: lifelounge@bolton.ac.uk for queries & appointments
Online Resources: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/lifelounge

Library

Bolton, UK

Website: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/home
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903094
Twitter: @BoltonUniLib

Student Advisors

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-services/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903733
Email:studentadvisors@bolton.ac.uk for queries &
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appointments

Student Liaison Officers

Bolton, UK

Website: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/studentsupport/student-liaison-officers/
Tel: + 44 (0)1204 903229 or+ 44 (0)1204 903489
Email: SLO@bolton.ac.uk

University Main
Reception/
General Enquiries

Bolton, UK

Tel: + 44 (0)1204 900600
Email: enquiries@bolton.ac.uk

2.5 Attendance and Engagement
In order to progress and achieve the award for which they are registered, students must attend all scheduled
live sessions and complete the structured independent activities set. If a student is unable to attend a live
session due to circumstances outside their control, they should notify the Module Tutor via email in good time
and watch a recording following the session, if/once available.
Students will be able to track their own progress on each Module Page on Moodle via the Course Completion
Report link.
The University attendance and engagement policy is located at:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022
Please note that attendance and/or engagement is taken into account when making Assessment
Board decisions.
Students may be withdrawn due to poor attendance and/or engagement

3. Student Support
3.1 Programme Support
Programme Leader
Programme Leaders are responsible for the organisation and management of a programme. They oversee the
scheduling and delivery of modules, support programme developments, co-ordinate marketing and
recruitment activities, and ensure programme quality standards are maintained.
Personal Academic Tutor (Primary Contact 1)
The University of Bolton operates a proactive Personal Academic Tutoring scheme to support students’
personal, professional and academic development. Students are allocated a Personal Academic Tutor prior to
their enrolment on an online programme.
Personal Academic Tutors are members of academic staff who support students in their learning journey.
They monitor student progress, and offer advice and guidance to those who encounter problems with
attending live sessions and/or engaging in online learning activities.
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Personal Academic Tutors act as a student’s first port call to advise on academic and pastoral matters and to
signpost students to other services as required. Their availability for face-to-face tutorials is shown on the
Programme Page on Moodle.
Module Tutor (Primary Contact 2)

Module Tutors are academics who are responsible for the organisation and delivery of a
particular online module. Module Tutors also design and mark module assessments. If there is
an academic problem with a specific module, the first point of contact should always be the
Module Tutor. If the query is not resolved, students should contact their Programme Leader or
Student Representative.
Peer Support
It is important that students build networks of friends and course mates during their studies. Having the right
support from fellow students can make a big difference to their online experience and can help students to
learn more effectively.
A link to peer support mechanism(s) for a specific programme/cohort can be found on the Programme Page
on Moodle.

3.2 Technical Support
Any issues in relation to accessing Moodle, Zoom and/or Teams can usually be resolved by contacting
the relevant Module Tutor. Alternatively, students can use the self-service system to contact the
University’s IT Support Services via https://itsupport.bolton.ac.uk/, or by telephone 01204 903444
(international calls +441204 903444).

3.3 Other Student Support
Student Services
Student Services is staffed by Student Advisors and specialist support staff who provide information, advice
and guidance to students (current, past and prospective) and staff. The Student Advisors can be contacted
using the links and email addresses in Section 2.4 Information about University Offices.
Student Advisors are the first point of contact for the following services:
• Academic Advice and Guidance - General academic advice, Mitigating Circumstances (see Section 6.1),
Appeals (see Section 6.2), Complaints (see Section 6.3) timetable queries, module choices, suspending
studies, withdrawing from the University.
• Other services -Disability Service (see Section 3.3), Disclosure and Barring Service, student funding,
bursaries and scholarships.
Life Lounge
The Life Lounge currently operates a range of specialist mental health and wellbeing services, which are free
for students to access. These services include one to sessions, therapy, workshops and online support
resources.
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Students studying outside the UK are able to access emotional and wellbeing support from the Life Lounge.
However, the University is unable to offer therapeutic support such as Counselling or Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy to non UK-based students due to legal and regulatory reasons. Staff in the Life Lounge are able to
support non UK-based students in exploring services in their country of study. Please note that the Life
Lounge cannot be held accountable for the quality, nature and speed of services delivered by local external
organisations.

Student Liaison Officers
Despite all the best intentions studying doesn’t always go to plan. There are many reasons why students find
themselves struggling to study, from personal problems such as illness, through to academic issues such as
study skills development, or from simply feeling overwhelmed and not knowing where to start.
If students are experiencing difficulties which are affecting their studies the Student Liaison Officer is here to
help by providing impartial advice, encouragement and assistance.
The Student Liaison Officer is able to support students to navigate the University’s policies and procedures
(e.g. Mitigating Circumstances, Appeals, Academic Misconduct etc.), to develop and improve skills for
independent learning (e.g. Referencing, Academic Writing, Time Management, Goal Setting, etc.) and to
connect with other academic staff and/or professional support services as required.
Students’ Union Advice Unit
Bolton Students’ Union has an independent Advice Unit based within the Students’ Union Office located at
the University of Bolton. The Advice Unit offers free, impartial and confidential advice to all University of
Bolton students on academic issues, such as Appeals, Mitigating Circumstances, Complaints and Academic
Misconduct, as well as on issues such as money concerns, problems with accommodation and housing.

3.4 Support for Students with Disabilities
The University of Bolton welcomes students with disabilities and/or additional support requirements and will
make every effort to support their needs. The Disability Service provides specialist advice and guidance to
disabled students including those with physical and sensory impairments, mental health concerns, medical
conditions and Specific Learning Disabilities (SpLD) which have a severe impact on day to day activities or life
at the University.
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Disability Advisors are available to discuss the individual adjustments students need based on up to date
evidence being provided by an appropriate professional. The service offers bookable appointments accessible
face to face and online via Zoom or MS Teams. Students should email via disabityinfo@bolton.ac.uk to
organise this. Students can also chat with staff via the Ask Us live chat – See Section 2.4

3.5 Careers Support
The Careers Service supports students in planning their future careers and helps them to develop key skills
and graduate attributes. Students may already know what career path they wish to follow, but alternatively,
they may still be undecided at this stage.
The Careers Service helps students to look at a range of employment options and provides the resources to
help them to succeed. The comprehensive support on offer includes:
• Bespoke careers advice and guidance with a professionally qualified Adviser
• Help in the preparation of job applications and cover letters
• Guidance on creating and improving a CV
• Access to full-time, part-time and vacation work opportunities
• Information on different career paths
• Support with finding a placement or graduate internship
• The opportunity to gain a range of employability skills and graduate attributes
• The chance to build contacts and networking opportunities
• The chance to explore further study.
• Access 24/7 to a wide range of digital and online resources
The Careers team hosts a number of employability workshops and an annual online Careers and Opportunities
Fair.

4. The Student Voice
4.1 Student Representatives and Committees
In order to continuously improve the student experience, volunteer Student Representatives are selected to
represent the voice of the student population on key committees. Student Representatives for every course
level are elected annually and are then trained and supported throughout their term of office by Bolton
Students’ Union.
The role of a Course Representative is to gather the views (what is working well and areas for improvement)
from other students on their programme on academic matters and other elements of the student experience.
These matters are then discussed at course level committees called Student-Staff Liaison Committees (SSLCs).
SSLCs are usually chaired by a Programme Leader and comprise Module Tutors, as well as representatives
from the Library and Administration teams.
School Representatives are also nominated from the pool of Course Representatives to sit on a School-wide
committee called the School Board, which is chaired by the Head of School and comprises other academics
and professional services staff. Representatives on these committees are expected to comment on schoolwide matters.
Students interested in becoming Student Representatives will need to put themselves forward for election at
the start of the academic year. Elected Student Representatives are then contacted by the Students’ Union
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and invited to a training session where they are given support and further information.

4.2 Programme Feedback
All students have the opportunity to contribute to the monitoring and enhancement of their course of study.
Students can approach their Student Representative (see above), Programme Leader or Module Tutor on an
informal level to discuss issues. The SSLC is also an important forum at which elected Student Representatives
can speak on behalf of their peers.
In addition, students are asked to complete a satisfaction questionnaire for each module and an annual
programme questionnaire.

Survey feedback is important as it is used by the programme team and other services to enhance the
provision and improve the student learning experience.

4.3 The Students’ Union

A Message from the SU President 2021-22: Nihit Tiwari
Bolton Students’ Union is part of the National Union of Students (NUS). We work in partnership with both the
University and the NUS to promote the Student Voice and to ensure that there are opportunities for all
students to Love Student Life.
Bolton Students’ Union wants students to get involved by:
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• Becoming an elected representative.
Students can be involved at different levels of academic delivery, by becoming a Course Representative, a
School Board member or a programme approvals panel member.
Each year we run the Leadership Race (elections), where students can stand as candidates to lead the SU,
as Student President, to represent the University at the NUS National Conference, and each year we
appoint two students s full members of the SU Board of Trustees. All students at the University of Bolton
are eligible to stand for election.
• Getting involved with our clubs and societies.
The SU supports over 30 academic, cultural and social student societies. Students can even start their own
society with our support! Societies offer opportunities to gain new skills through involvement with local
and national NUS campaigns, other universities and organisations linked with the Students’ Union.
As an independent organisation, we can also offer impartial advice, guidance on and support for both
personal and academic issues (see Section 3.3).

5.

Learning Resources

5.1 Library Resources

The Library provides access to a large range of resources to help students succeed in their studies. Over
200,000 ebooks and a host of online journals and databases can be accessed via Discover@Bolton on the
Library website.
Students will need their University of Bolton username and password to access online library resources.
Information on getting started using the Library can be found at https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/get-started .
Subject Guides provide a subject-specific overview of Library services and have been developed by Academic
Librarians to highlight the most useful resources for specific academic areas. Please see
https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/subject-guides - This is a great starting point for research for assignments.
Students should also look for the Resource Lists Online (RLO) link on their Module Pages on Moodle. Resource
Lists Online will provide a link to the resources recommended by module tutors. This will include a direct link
to key eBooks, eJournals and databases. Students can create their own profile in RLO to add personal notes to
their lists.
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Students can also check their library account and access online resources via the Library section of the
MyBolton app.
Students on online programmes are entitled to visit the University of Bolton Campus at any time to use library
print resources. They will need to show their ID cards which are displayed on the MyBolton app.

5.2 Library Support
Students will be set up with a University Network Account when they enrol: they will receive the login details
by email. Students will use these login details to access the majority of the Library’s resources. For further
information, see the Accessing Online Library Resources guide:
https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/accessingresources
Academic schools/areas may arrange a Library induction session when students start their programmes of
study. The Library also offers online sessions on its resources at various times of the year that they can sign up
to. Visit the Library website for details.
As well as delivering inductions, the Academic Librarian team provides support to students in the form of
workshops, help guides and videos and bookable online appointments.
Videos are available via the Library website and YouTube channel. Students can also find answers to
Frequently Asked Questions via the Library website and the MyBolton app.
Students can get help with Library resources and services as follows:
• Online: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/about-us/contact-us
• By online chat, between Monday-Friday: https://libguides.bolton.ac.uk/home
• By phone (during staffed opening hours) on 01204 903094
• By email: Contact our Helpdesk team via librarydesk-staff@bolton.ac.uk. Students can contact the
Academic Librarians via SubjectHelp@bolton.ac.uk.
• Book an online appointment with an Academic Librarian:
https://libcal.bolton.ac.uk/appointments/online

5.3 LEAP Online
LEAP Online is the University of Bolton’s award-winning interactive online tutorial which is designed to
support students through their academic and personal development journey, with the emphasis on getting
the most out of their time at University. The content can be used to help achieve academic and personal
development goals.
Sections include My Student Engagement, My Academic Development, My Digital Literacy, and My Personal
Development. It is packed with activities and assessments for students to complete and to work towards
digital badges which demonstrate to their tutors that they have completed the section and have improved
their knowledge and skills in areas such as referencing or time management.
If students are undertaking modules such as study skills or employability skills it is ideal to use in portfolios or
as evidence of CPD/development. LEAP Online is located at: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/leaponline/Home.aspx
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6. Mitigating

Circumstances, Academic Appeals and
Complaints

6.1 Mitigating Circumstances
A Mitigating Circumstances request is one in which a student makes a case that their performance in
assessment has been significantly and adversely affected by circumstances that are exceptional, unforeseen
and/or outside of their control. Mitigating Circumstances requests must be presented prior to an Assessment
Board and before the Mitigating Circumstances deadline specified.
Students who believe they have grounds for Mitigating Circumstances should contact their Personal Academic
Tutor, Student Services or the SU Advice Unit.
For further details, see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-20212022/mitigating-circumstances-regulations-and-procedures-2021-22

6.2 Academic Appeals
Academic appeals may be submitted following an Assessment Board (and before the appeals deadline
specified) if a student believes that:
• Circumstances affected his/her performance which, for good reason, the Assessment Board may not
have been made aware of when making assessment decisions, or
• there was a material administrative error or procedural irregularity in the assessment process; or
• there is evidence of prejudice or bias or lack of proper assessment on the part of one or more of the
tutors/assessors
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Please note: An appeal which questions the academic or professional judgement of those charged with the
responsibility for assessing a student’s academic performance or professional competence will not be
accepted.
Students who believe they have grounds for an Appeal should contact their Personal Academic Tutor, Student
Services, an SLO or the SU Advice Unit for advice. Appeal forms should be submitted to: appeals@bolton.ac.uk
For further details, see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-20212022/academic-appeals-regulations-and-procedures-2021-22

6.3 Complaints
The University welcomes comments and suggestions about how things might be improved, we also recognise
that students and others with a legitimate interest have a right to complain if they feel that something is
wrong.
Student Services and the SU Advice Unit can help to advise students on the procedure for making a formal
complaint, including whether other procedures are more appropriate. Further details can be found at:
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-policy-zone/student-policy-zone-2021-2022/student-complaintsprocedure-guidance-and-forms-2021-22

7. Reporting Concerns
7.1 Bullying and Harassment including Online/Cyber Bullying
The University of Bolton is committed to a policy of equality of opportunity and aims to ensure all students
have the right to be treated with respect. The University aims to deal with any concerns raised at an early
stage promptly, impartially, effectively and with sensitivity.
Bullying or harassment may be physical, verbal or non-verbal, e.g. via e-mails, text messages, social media, or
by attitude or behaviour. The University expects everyone to be sensitive to the needs of others and to
respect individual differences.
Students are able to report cases of harassment, bullying, discrimination and victimisation to the University
where the perpetrator is a University of Bolton student, member of staff, visitor or contract, using the Report
and Support Form - https://www.bolton.ac.uk/student-life/student-support/student-complaintsprocedure/report-and-support-form/
More information is available in the Students' Dignity at Study Policy and Procedure
https://www.bolton.ac.uk/assets/Uploads/Students-Dignity-at-Study-Policy-and-Procedure-2021-22.pdf
Please note that the University does not therefore tolerate the victimisation of a student making allegations of
bullying or harassment in good faith, or the victimisation of those supporting a student. Any victimisation
which is proven will lead to the implementation of the University’s Student Non-Academic Conduct and
Disciplinary Policy and Procedure. https://www.bolton.ac.uk/assets/Student-Non-Academic-Conduct-and95

Disciplinary-Policy-and-Procedure-2021-22.pdf

7.2 Safeguarding and Prevent
Safeguarding is a process of making sure children and adults at risk are protected from being abused,
neglected or exploited. The University of Bolton recognises that it is unacceptable for a child or adult at risk to
experience abuse of any kind and recognises its responsibility to safeguard children and adults at risk of harm
within the University and those who come into contact with University activities. There are many forms of
abuse and neglect. Some examples of types of abuse are: sexual abuse, physical abuse,
psychological/emotional abuse, domestic abuse, discriminatory abuse, and financial abuse.
The University’s safeguarding responsibilities include Prevent which is about safeguarding people and
communities from the threat of extremism/terrorism. Prevent is one of the four elements of Contest, the UK
Government’s counter-terrorism strategy. It aims to stop people becoming radicalised, extremists/terrorists
or supporting terrorism. If students have any safeguarding/Prevent concerns, are experiencing any kind of
abuse or are concerned about another student, they can speak with one of our Senior Designated
Safeguarding Champions. All of the contact details of the Senior Designated Safeguarding Champions and
Designated Safeguarding Champions can be found with further information in our Safeguarding Policy and
Procedure which is available here: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/assets/Uploads/Safeguarding-Policy-andProcedure-v-4-2021-22.pdf
For further information please email safeguarding@bolton.ac.uk or contact your Personal Academic Tutor.

8. Environmental Sustainability
The University of Bolton firmly believes in the principles of sustainability and is committed to working towards
exceeding the requirements of relevant environmental legislation to enhance, improve and regularly review
its environmental performance. Students play an incredibly important role in supporting their University with
pursuing sustainability goals and ambitions. Students, as key stakeholders of the University, have the ability to
initiate, drive, and achieve sustainability goals through engagement with sustainability initiatives and
application of knowledge and skills.
It is important that upon graduation students leave the University of Bolton as sustainability ambassadors,
equipped to recognise and apply sustainability principles within their discipline and profession. We hope that
students recognise the value they can add individually and collectively to manage climate change, here at the
University of Bolton and beyond. For more information about Environmental Sustainability at the University of
Bolton, please see: https://www.bolton.ac.uk/governance/policies-and-legal/sustainability/

9. The Role of the External Examiner
All University programmes have at least one External Examiner. As the title implies, External Examiners come
from other institutions and play a key role in ensuring that marking and the standard of our programmes are in
line with other UK Universities. External Examiners are involved in the assessment of student work and are key
members of Assessment Boards. They will write an annual report to the University outlining their findings.
Students can view copies of reports for each programme via the link below:
https://boltonuni.sharepoint.com/sites/ExternalExaminersReports
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The External Examiner for this programme is:
Name:
Position:
University:

XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
University of XXXXXXX

Please note that the External Examiner details are provided for information only. If students have any
comments or issues relating to their programme, they should contact their Programme Leader Personal
Academic Tutor or Student Representative.
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Appendix 7a: Terms of reference and membership of the University Standing Panel
University Standing Panel (Route A)
Strategic Vision: Teaching Intensive, Research Informed (TIRI)
The University of Bolton is a teaching intensive, research informed higher education institution
whose distinctive high quality, student-focused, undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes attract applications from all over the world.
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. Authority of the Panel
On behalf of Senate the panel is responsible for scrutinising proposals for new or revised
academic programmes of study that lead to University or external qualifications.
2. Duties of the Panel
i.

In advance of meeting, to review, electronically, the Proposal Development
Record for designated programme proposals, according to the Agenda and
notification from the USP Secretary;

ii.

To consider whether for each programme proposal there is sufficient evidence
that due process has been followed at programme and School/ Division levels;

iii.

To attend the relevant meeting of the Panel and to be prepared to discuss the
suitability of designated programme proposals for approval;

iv.

In advance and at the meeting, to sample and review, electronically, the evidence
held in each Proposal Development Record on the Moodle site or (in future) the
SharePoint site.
The essential process documents for review (in this order) are:
• SEO Secretary’s Report
• Report from the Academic Coordinator (SELE)
• Consultation Report from the External Advisor(s) / PSRB representative(s)
• For off-campus partnerships: the Partnership Operations Manual
The essential programme documents for review are:
• The Programme Specification(s) with the learning outcomes map(s) and
assessment map(s)
• The Module Specifications
• The Programme Handbook(s)
The process documents available for sampling, electronically, as required, include:
• Report of the consultation with students
• Report of the consultation with employers / professionals
• The Programme Approval criteria
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The programme documents available for sampling, electronically, as required,
include:
• Evidence to show how the proposal meets University requirements
• Programme/ Placement/ Mentoring Handbook(s)
• Staff CVs and module / leadership responsibilities
• Any curriculum mapping
• Information to confirm provision of learning resources
• Any specific programme regulations/ PSRB requirements
• Marketing materials
• Records of Academic Approval
v.

At the meeting of the Panel: to consider and confirm whether for each
programme proposal there is sufficient evidence that due process has been
followed at programme and School/Centre level. To reach a clear decision, the
Panel can sample, electronically, the evidence in the folder containing the
Programme Development Record, on the Moodle site.

vi.

To make recommendations to the University Senate on whether or not to validate
of a programme proposal. The possible outcomes are:
• Approval for a 5-year period or until the next Periodic Review and Reapproval;
• Approval for a designated period that is less than 5-years;
• Non-approval with detailed reasons;
• Exceptionally, the Panel can require that the proposal is returned to an
appropriate earlier stage. Detailed reasons would accompany this decision.
• Exceptionally the Panel can require that a proposal be considered at a
Programme Approval event. Detailed reasons would accompany this decision.

vii.

To identify any commendations;
Panels are invited to commend features of good practice. A feature of good practice is a process or way of
working that, in the view of the Panel makes a particularly positive contribution in relation to: assurance of
academic standards; the quality and/or enhancement of the learning opportunities forstudents; the quality of
the information produced about the higher education provision.

viii.

To produce a USP Report about each proposal for the Education Committee and
Senate, the purpose of which will be to
• list the new and existing University qualifications and programme tiles
approved during the meeting;
• provide assurance that due process has been followed;
• highlight features of good practice for dissemination across the institution.

3. Membership
Members:
• Chair;
• External Reviewer with experience of external quality assessment (QAA review,
Ofsted Inspection, and when relevant, Quality Assessment by HEFCE/BIS Teaching
Excellence Framework);
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•
•
•

1 Student Reviewer nominated by the Bolton Students’ Union, who must be
independent from the programme(s) requiring approval;
1 Internal Reviewer who will be members of University staff independent from the
programme(s) requiring approval, with experience of programme approval and
review;
the USP Secretary.

4. Quorum
Meetings shall be quorate when the following are present:
• the Chair;
• the External Reviewer;
• One other member – either an Internal Reviewer or a Student Reviewer.
5. Appointment of Chair/ Deputy Chair
The Chair will be the Academic Registrar or an independent and experienced Chair of
Programme Approval/ Validation Panels.
6. Meetings
Meetings shall be held nine times during each academic year, as determined by the
volume of business.
7. Committee Reporting
The Panel reports to Senate through its sub-committee, Education Committee.
8. Review
Terms of reference are reviewed at the final meeting of the Panel annually and any
changes are subject to approval by Senate.
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Appendix 7b Agenda for a meeting of the University Standing Panel
University Standing Panel (Route A)

AGENDA
University Standing Panel
A sub-committee of Education Committee
Insert time and date of meeting
Insert location of meeting including the Zoom link, meeting ID and password.
1. Welcome and introductions and to confirm attendance and/or note apologies:
Chair:
External Reviewer:
Student Reviewer:
Internal Reviewer:
Secretary:
2. Terms of reference and membership;
3. To note any conflicts of interest;
4. To confirm the purpose(s) of the meeting and which proposals are under consideration at the
meeting:
• Insert all programme title(s) and link(s) to the PDR for each proposal
5. To confirm that members obtained access to the Proposal Development Records for the
proposals under consideration at the meeting;
6. For each proposal, to consider and confirm whether for each programme proposal(s) there is
sufficient evidence that due process has been followed at programme and School/Division levels.
The discussion will focus on reviewer’s comments from prior review of the following:
The essential process documents for review (in this order) are:
• SEO Secretary’s Report
• Report from the Academic Coordinator (SELE)
• Consultation Report from the External Advisor(s) / PSRB representative(s)
• For off-campus partnerships: the Partnership Operations Manual
The essential programme documents for review are:
• The Programme Specification(s) with the learning outcomes map(s) and assessment
map(s)
• The Module Specifications
• The Programme Handbook(s)
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To reach a clear decision, members of the Panel may sample, electronically, further evidence
from the Proposal Development Record which may be drawn from the following:
The process documents available for sampling, electronically, as required, include:
• Report of the consultation with students
• Report of the consultation with employers / professionals
• The Programme approval criteria
The programme documents available for sampling, electronically, as required, include:
• Evidence to show how the proposal meets University requirements
• Programme/ Placement/ Mentoring Handbook(s)
• Staff CVs and module / leadership responsibilities
• Any curriculum mapping
• Information to confirm provision of learning resources
• Any specific programme regulations/ PSRB requirements
• Marketing materials
• Records of Academic Approval
7. To take comments on this proposal from members in turn:
Insert programme title(s) and link(s) to the PDR
a. External Reviewer
b. Student Reviewer
c. Internal Reviewer
d. Secretary
e. Chair
8. To identify any required action and by whom
9. For each proposal to make recommendations to the University Senate on / non-approval of a
programme proposal. The possible outcomes are:
• Approval for a 5-year period or until the next Periodic Review and Re-approval;
• Approval for a designated period that is less than 5-years;
• Non-approval with detailed reasons. (In such cases the Panel will normally recommend
that the proposal returns to an appropriate earlier step in the approval process.)
• Exceptionally the Panel can recommend that a proposal be considered at a Programme
Approval event. Detailed reasons would accompany this decision.
10. For each proposal that is recommended for approval, to identify any commendations
•

Panels are invited to commend features of good practice. A feature of good practice is a process or way of
working that, in the view of the Panel makes a particularly positive contribution in relation to: assurance of
academic standards; the quality and/or enhancement of the learning opportunities forstudents; the quality of the
information produced about the higher education provision.

11. For each proposal, the Chair to complete the Programme Approval and Sign-Off form
[NB. For off-campus proposals the relevant written agreement must be signed beforehand]
12. For each proposal, the Secretary (and Chair) to compile a USP Report to Education Committee
and Senate.
13. Close.
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Appendix 7c: Programme Approval and Sign Off Form
University Standing Panel

Recommendation to Senate for Programme Approval
To be completed by the Chair of the University Standing Panel following a decision to
recommend approval of a Programme proposal by Senate.
1. The Programme Specification, Module Specifications and Programme Handbook(s) are
approved in relation to the following programme(s):
Award(s) and Programme title(s) and name(s) of any partner organisation/PSRB/ external
awarding body or organisation, as relevant:
Qualification & Programme Course Code
Name of any partner
Title
organisation
Insert or delete rows as required

2. At its meeting on .......................................................................... the University Standing
Panel confirmed that the Programme(s), listed above, have been designed and developed in
accordance with University requirements.
The following commendations were identified:

3. It is recommended to Senate that the programmes listed above be approved for a period of
………………….. years, or until the next Periodic Review and Re-approval.

Signature of the Chair of the University Standing Panel:
Name of Chair of University Standing Panel:
Date:
Note: For Off Campus Provision: USP Secretary to send a copy of this form to Davina Fairclough, D.Fairclough@bolton.ac.uk
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Appendix 7d: Template for the USP Report
University Standing Panel (Route A)

Report
University Standing Panel
A sub-committee of Education Committee
For completion by the USP Secretary following consideration of a Programme Proposal by the
University Standing Panel.
Academic Year
Date of the USP Meeting
1. Qualification and Programme title
(e.g. BSc (Hons) Consumer Sciences)
2. Course code

Please insert academic year
Please insert date of meeting
Please complete

3. Qualification (including exit)

Include the target qualification and all possible
exit awards

4. Mode of attendance

Insert full time/ part time / both

5. Anticipated number of intakes per year

Indicate number and month(s) of intake(s)
E.g. 2 – in September and January
Any approved by current or previous Panels

6. Approved site(s) for delivery of the
programme
7. Proposed start date

Insert course code

Month and year

8. School or Division

Please complete

9. Programme Leader

Please complete

10. Professional body / alternative awarding
organisation relationship to note
11. Did USP members obtain timely access to the
PDR for the Proposal?

Please complete

12. Did USP members review each of the
following essential items of evidence?
• Report from the SEO Secretary
• Report from Academic Coordinator (SELE)
• Programme Specification(s)
• Module Specifications
• Programme Handbook(s)

Delete as applicable. Negative responses require
explanation
YES/ NO
YES/ NO
YES/ NO
YES/ NO
YES/ NO

YES/ NO
Delete as applicable. Negative responses require
explanation.
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13. Did members find sufficient evidence that
due process (cf. Chart 1) had been followed
at programme level?

YES/ NO
Delete as applicable. Negative responses require
explanation

14. Did members find sufficient evidence that
due process (cf. Chart 1) had been followed
at School/Centre level?

YES/ NO
Delete as applicable. Negative responses require
explanation

15. What is the final decision of the USP on its
Delete as applicable
recommendation to Senate regarding
approval?
a. YES/ NO
a. Approval for a 5-year period or until the
next Periodic Review and Re-approval;
b. YES/ NO
b. Approval for a designated period that is less
than 5-years;
c. YES/ NO. For positive responses, please
c. Non-approval with detailed reasons. In such
specify the step in the approval process
cases the Panel will normally specify the
to which the proposal should return (cf.
appropriate earlier step in the process to
Chart 1)
which the proposal should return.
d. Exceptionally the Panel can recommend
d. YES/ NO
that a proposal be considered at a
Programme Approval event. Detailed
reasons would accompany this decision.
16. Reasons for the final decision of the USP:

Delete as applicable
Reasons for decision b:
Detailed reasons for decision c or d:

17. Date for completion any required follow up
action, and for representation of the proposal,
normally a future USP:

Delete as applicable
Date for completion of follow up action:
USP at which the proposal is to be
reconsidered:

18. List any commendations
Panels are invited to commend features of good practice. A
feature of good practice is a process or way of working that,
in the view of the Panel makes a particularly positive
contribution in relation to: assurance of academic standards;
the quality and/or enhancement of the learning
opportunities forstudents; the quality of the information
produced about the higher education provision.

insert
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Appendix 8a: Terms of reference and membership of the Programme ApprovalPanel
Programme Approval Panel (Route B)

Terms of Reference:
Programme proposals will be considered by a Programme Approval Panel, which has the following
responsibilities:
1. To ensure that the proposed/modified programme will fulfil the University's
expectations of academic standards and quality;
2. To ensure that the provision meets the University’s programme approval criteria (Appendix
5);
3. To ensure that students will have the opportunity to develop and achieve the agreed
learning outcomes of the programme;
4. To ensure that students will have the opportunity to engage as partners in the quality
assurance of their education;
5. To identify and commend good practice in programme design and delivery;
6. To identify and commend good practice in the management of academic standards and
quality of the students’ educational experience;
7. To ensure that the provision meets the requirements of any relevant PSRB and/or
external awarding body/organisation;
To advise the University Senate on whether or not to approve the proposal and whether there should
be any conditions (mandatory) or recommendations (discretionary) associated with that approval.
Membership
A Programme Approval Panel will normally comprise the following members, as a minimum.
1. Chair
2. Internal Panel Member
3. Student Panel Member
4. External Advisor
5. SEO Officer
1. The Chair will be a member of University staff, external to the proposing School/Division, with
considerable experience of and training in the Programme Approval process. The Chair’s main
responsibilities are as follows:
• To attend the Planning Meeting and agree the schedule of meetings for the event;
• To understand the broad nature of the proposal;
• To scrutinise the documents and identify lines of inquiry and any requirements for additional
evidence;
• To submit a written indication of the lines of inquiry and requests for evidence to the SEO
Officer by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting;
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In advance of the event, with the SEO Officer, to collate lines of inquiry and any
requirements for additional evidence from the Panel in a timely manner;
To chair the Programme Approval event in a manner that enables the Panel to explore
lines of inquiry and test the proposal against the programme approval criteria,
(Appendix 5);
To help ensure that the Programme Approval process and event is conducted in a
respectful and collegiate manner that is transparent and fair;
To work in an open and transparent way that supports the Programme Proposer, AC (SELE),
and programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of the process;
At the conclusion of the Programme Approval event to summarise the outcomes and
provide a verbal report to the Programme Proposer and AC (SELE);
To enable the outcomes of the Programme Approval event to be recorded formally by the
SEO Officer;
To contribute to the production of the Summary Report and Report of the Programme
Approval event that is written by the SEO Officer;
To review evidence that a proposal has met any conditions of approval and will
address recommendations for action;
To sign off the final approved proposal and submit the Programme Approval and SignOff Form to the SEO Officer by an agreed date.

2. An Internal Panel Member will be a member of University staff, external to the proposing
School/Division, with experience of and/or training in the Programme Approval process. The
role of the Internal Panel member is as follows:
• To understand the broad nature of the proposal;
• In advance of the event, to scrutinise the documents and identify lines of inquiry and any
requirements for additional evidence;
• To submit a written indication of the lines of inquiry and requests for evidence to the SEO
Officer by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting;
• To help ensure that the Programme Approval event is conducted in a respectful and
collegiate manner that is transparent and fair;
• To work with others constructively and as an effective member of the Panel;
• With others, to explore the lines of inquiry and test the programme proposal against
University requirements, the Quality Code and any relevant external requirements;
• To work in an open and transparent way that supports the Programme Proposer and
programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of the process;
• To support the Chair in ensuring that the outcomes of the Programme Approval event are
summarised effectively in a verbal report to the Proposer and in the Report;
•

As required, to assist with the production of the Report and/or the review of evidence that a
proposal has met conditions of approval and will address recommendations for action.

3. A Student Panel Member will be a current or recent student of the University, external to the
proposing School/Division and is a trained member of the Panel. The Student Panel Member is
nominated by the Students’ Union as a full member of the Panel. The role of student Panel
members is as follows:
• To understand the broad nature of the proposal;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In advance of the event, to scrutinise the documents and identify lines of inquiry and any
requirements for additional evidence;
To submit a written indication of the lines of inquiry and requests for evidence to the
SEOOfficer by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting;
To help ensure that the Programme Approval event is conducted in a respectful and
collegiate manner that is transparent and fair;
To work with others constructively and as an effective member of the Panel;
With others, to explore lines of inquiry and test the proposal against the programme approval
criteria, (Appendix 5);
To work in an open and transparent way that supports the Programme Proposer and
programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of the process;
To support the Chair in ensuring that the outcomes of the Programme Approval event are
summarised effectively in a verbal report to the Proposer and in the Report;
As required, to assist with the production of the Report and/or the review of evidence that a
proposal has met conditions of approval and will address recommendations for action.

4. An External Advisor, who will be a subject specialist nominated by the Programme Proposer
and approved at the Planning Meeting in line with University criteria. The role of External
Advisor is as follows:
• From the perspective of her/his subject specialist knowledge, industrial role and/or
professional expertise to advise the Panel on the suitability of the proposal;
• To understand the broad nature of the proposal;
• In advance of the event, to scrutinise the documents and identify lines of inquiry and any
requirements for additional evidence;
• To submit a written indication of the lines of inquiry and requests for evidence to the SEO
Officer by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting;
• To help ensure that the Programme Approval event is conducted in a respectful and
collegiate manner that is transparent and fair;
• To work with others constructively and as an effective member of the
Programme Approval/Standing Approval/ISR Panel;
• With others, to explore lines of inquiry and test the proposal against the programme approval
criteria, (Appendix 5);
• To work in an open and transparent way that supports the Programme Proposer and
programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of the process;
• To support the Chair in ensuring that the outcomes of the Programme Approval event are
summarised effectively in a verbal report to the Proposer and in the Report;
•

As required, to assist with the production of the Report and/or the review of evidence that a
proposal has met conditions of approval and will address recommendations for action.

5. The SEO Officer, who will normally be a members of the Standards and Enhancement
Office, or, exceptionally, a member of Academic Support Services. The role of the SEO
Officer is as follows:
• To manage the operation and recording of the Programme Approval event
effectively;
• To organise and attend the Planning Meeting and note the meeting formally;
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

To recruit the Panel and provide them with guidance about their role in the Programme
Approval process and with access to the Proposal Development Record (PDR) in Moodle
containing the proposal documents;
To make all necessary housekeeping arrangements for the Programme Approval event,
including the access information for virtual meetings; any hotel and travel arrangements, as
required, for members of the Panel;
To help ensure that the External Advisor receives the claim form for expenses and
payment of the agreed fee and to process the completed form;
To understand the broad nature of the proposal and to have reviewed the
documents;
In advance of the event, by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting, with the Chair, to collate
lines of inquiry and the draft themes fordiscussion;
In advance of the event, by a date agreed at the Planning Meeting, to send the collated
list of lines of inquiry and any requests for further evidence to the Programme Proposer
and AC (SELE);
To support the Panel to explore lines of inquiry and test the proposal against the programme
approval criteria, (Appendix 5);
To ensure that the event is conducted in a respectful and collegiate manner that
istransparent and fair;
To work in an open and transparent way that supports the Programme Proposer, AC (SELE)
and programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of the process;
To ensure that the main points of discussion and the outcomes of each meeting and the
overall event are recorded formally;
At the conclusion of the event to provide a written summary of the outcomes and
support the Chair to provide a verbal report to the Programme Proposer(s);
To write the Summary Report of the Programme Approval event in a timely manner
(normally, within five working days) in the agreed format;
To use the formal written record of the event to inform the preparation of the Report;
To write the Report of the Programme Approval event in a timely manner (normally, within
20 working days) in the agreed format;
To monitor the timeliness of the response by the Programme Proposer to any
conditions of approval and recommendations for action, issuing reminders as
necessary;
To alert the Standards and Enhancement Senior Officer and Head of Quality Systems in
cases of late submission (any more than 5 working days) of responses to conditions of
approval and recommendations for action;
To receive evidence that a proposal has met any conditions of approval and/or
recommendations for action. To make this evidence available to the Chair and/or other
members of the Panel, as required;
To confirm that the Chair signs off the final approved proposal and submits the
Programme Approval and Sign-Off Form to the SEO Officer by the required
date;
To maintain a full electronic record of the Programme Approval process from start to
finish in the agreed manner within SEO;
To submit the Report of the event to Education Committee in a timely manner (i.e. the
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•

next meeting after the event);
To submit the Summary Report of the event to Senate in a timely manner and
once all relevant requirements have been met.

The exact composition of the Panel is determined at the Planning Meeting. The number of internal
and external Panel members will normally be increased for large and/or diverse provision and/or
where collaborative partnerships or external awards are involved.
In the case of a proposal comprising off campus provision, the Panel members and especially the
External Advisor shall have relevant experience of the approval of collaborative provision. For
proposals that involve a partner outside the UK the External Advisor shall normally have experience
of approval of international collaborative provision.
Members appointed on behalf of a PSRB, and/or an external awarding body / organisation, as relevant,
can be included in the Panel. Their responsibilities will normally be similar to those outlined above, but
the precise remit of such members is normally determined by the relevant PSRB/external awarding
body/organisation. The arrangements for integration of external approval arrangements with the
University approval processes will be determined at the Planning Meeting.
Training and mentoring for members of a Panel
Training is provided to ensure that all members of a Panel are informed about the University’s current
process for Programme Approval. All Panel members, including Chairs, should successfully complete
the University’s training for members of Programme Approval Panels. SEO Officers are required to
undertake training that is provided within the Standards and Enhancement Office.
Mentoring arrangements are provided for novice Chairs and members of Programme Approval
Panels, information about which is available on request from SEO (see Key contacts, see Appendix
2).
Panel decisions and reporting
The Programme Approval Panel is required to make a recommendation to the University Senate on
approval/ non-approval of the proposal.
The decisions of the Programme Approval Panel will be as follows:
1. Approval for a 5-year period or until the next Periodic Review and Re-approval;
2. Approval for a designated period of time (less than 5-years);
3. Non approval with detailed reasons.
Additionally, the Panel may specify mandatory Conditions of approval and/or
discretionary Recommendations for action, as follows.
Conditions of approval
• Definition: A condition of approval is a mandatory requirement that must be completed
prior to the approval and sign-off of the proposed programme.
• The current approach to Programme Design and Development (cf. Chart1) is intended to
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•
•
•

obviate the need for academic conditions of approval.
If the proposal has followed the process for preparation of programme documents, there
should not be any academic or documentary conditions of approval.
Where the Panel considers that a small number of conditions of approval are required,
exceptionally, before a programme is fit for purpose, these should be specified.
Where the Panel considers that more than five conditions of approval are required before a
programme is fit for purpose, the decision of the Panel should be non-approval. In such cases,
guidance is available from the Academic Registrar and members of SEO (see Appendix 2).

Recommendations for action
• Definition: A recommendation for action is a discretionary requirement for consideration and
action, normally, within the first year of programme operation.
• The maximum number of recommendations for action is normally no more
than three.
• Any recommendation should describe action that will enhance the fitness for purpose of
the programme.
• Prior to the approval and sign-off of the proposed programme, the Programme Proposer may be
required to provide a written indication of the ways in which any recommendation(s) will be
addressed.
• Any recommendation should be the subject of monitoring and evaluation by the programme
leader, AC (SELE) and programme team during the first year of operation of the programme.
• A report of progress on Recommendations to be included in the Programme Plan that is
completed for annual monitoring of the first year of operation.
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Appendix 8b: Schedule for a Virtual Programme Approval Event
Programme Approval Panel (Route B)
During the Coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic, the University is conducting virtual meetings using Zoom
technology. In line with good practice for use of Zoom meeting technology, theoptimum duration of
face to face meetings is 30-40 minutes. This means that the panel members will be asked to submit
the following in advance: lines of enquiry, detailed comments using a proforma.
The event schedule will normally consist of a series of focused meetings (30-40 min) of thePanel
with the following groups:

1. Private Panel Meetings
2. The proposing team leader(s) and partner representatives, as relevant, for
introductions and a focused presentation to orient the panel (20 minutes)

3. A representative group of prospective or current students (30 minutes)
4. The programme team and senior managers (30-40 minutes)
5. An optional virtual learning resources tour
The Panel will consult the written report of the stakeholder consultation with employersand
professionals (Appendix 14 a) to gain the perspective of this group. The Panel will consult
written evidence and video clips, as required, to confirm the human and physicallearning
resources for the proposal.
The Planning Meeting will consider and agree the timings and the overall Schedule. Thefollowing is an
example of a typical Schedule.
In advance
•

-7 days8

•

-5 days

Private
Panel
Meeting

SEO Officer sends the Zoom meeting link, Meeting ID and Password to all
participants.
• Panel Members submit lines of enquiry to SEO Officer using the template for lines
of enquiry,
• SEO Officer collates lines of enquiry, which are incorporated within the themes for
discussion, and uploads to PDR.
To confirm the themes for discussion for the meeting with staff and the meeting with
students. Duration: 20-40 minutes, according to complexity of the proposal.
• Chair to welcome members and invite introductions, explain the remit of the Panel
and the arrangements for the Schedule of virtual meetings.
• Chair to invite SEO Officer to share on screen the collated lines of enquiry with
Panel members and to invite comments from Panel. Lines of enquiry adjusted live
on shared screen.
Comfort break, as required

Meeting 1

8

The proposing team leader(s) present the proposal to the Panel, which covers the
following criteria:
Rationale for the programme, market demand and employment prospects for
graduates
1. Alignment with the strategic priorities of the University. To include the
Curriculum Philosophy; either the undergraduate or postgraduate version

Working days
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of the Graduate Attribute Matrix for Employability (GAME); Teaching
Intensive and Research Informed (TIRI) nature of the curriculum; Learning,
Teaching and Assessment Strategy.
2. Market research and other evidence of demand, including findings from
consultation with current and prospective students.
3. Demonstrable employment prospects for successful graduates including
findings from consultation with employers andprofessionals.
Additional considerations for any of the following types of provision:
4. Off Campus partnership with other organisations.
5. Qualifications awarded in conjunction with another degree awarding body or
awarding organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for Edexcel awards).
6. A proposal that involves accreditation by a Professional, Statutory and
Regulatory Body (PSRB).

Private
Panel
Meeting

Duration: 20-30 minutes incl. questions, according to complexity of the proposal.
Comfort break, as required
To review the outcomes of the presentation and make any required adjustments to the
themes for discussion.
Duration: 10-15 minutes

Meeting 2

Panel meets a representative group of 6-10 prospective or current students
Chair uses the agreed themes fordiscussion to manage the meeting, within which
all members ofthe panel ask questions of the students, as follows:
1. Students invited to introduce themselves, identifying their programme and level
of study, and if they are student representatives
2. Reasons for choice of HE Provider/ interest in proposed programme of study
3. Involvement of students in design and development of the proposal
4. Students’ thoughts about the proposal:
a. Rationale for the programme, market demand and employment
prospects for graduates
b. Programme structure and curriculum content
c. Provision’s strengths and areas for improvement.
5. Students’ comments on the planned approaches to
a. learning, teaching and assessment
b. enabling student development, achievement and engagement
c. human and physical learning resources
d. maintenance of academic standards and enhancement of quality at module
and programme level.
Members of staff do not attend meetings with students.

Private
Panel
Meeting

Duration: 30 minutes
Comfort/ lunch break, as required.
To consider the outcomes of the Student Meeting. Duration: 30 minutes
• Chair and Panel make any required adjustments to the remaining themes for
discussion for use during the meeting with staff.
Comfort break, as required
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Meeting 3

Panel meets the programme team and senior managers
Duration: 30-40 minutes
Meeting to cover the following criteria, by exception9:
Standards
1. Whether the programme meets the Expectations10 for Standards (UK Quality
Code):
a. The academic standards of courses meet the requirements of the relevant
national qualifications framework.
b. The value of qualifications awarded to students at the point of qualifications
and over time is in line with sector-recognised standards
2. Whether the programme meets the following Core Practices11 for Standards (UK
Quality Code):
a. The threshold standards for the qualifications are set and maintained at a level
consistent with the relevant national qualifications frameworks [S1].
b. Those who study the programme will have the opportunity to achieve
standards beyond the threshold level that are reasonably comparable with
those achieved in other UK providers [S2].
c. Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, the
standard of the qualification(s) is credible and secure irrespective of where or
how delivered or who delivers the provision [S3].
d. The programme team uses external expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners, employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable, fair and transparent [S4].
Quality
3. The programme meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK Quality Code)
a. Programmes are well-designed, provide a high-quality academic experience for
all students and enable a student's achievement to be reliably assessed.
b. From admission through to completion, all students are provided with the
support that they need to succeed in and benefit from higher education.
4. The programme meets the following Core Practices12 for Quality (UK Quality Code
for Higher Education):
i. The programme has reliable, fair and inclusive admissions arrangements [Q1]
that enable the University's policy on widening access and participation.
j. The programme is designed to deliver a high-quality educational experience
for students [Q2].
k. The programme team comprises sufficient appropriately qualified and skilled
staff to deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q3].
l. The provider has sufficient and appropriate facilities, learning resources and
student support services to deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q4].
m. The programme team actively engages students, individually and collectively,
in the quality of their educational experience [Q5].

9

Excluding those items about which the Panel has already satisfied itself.
Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their
awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
11 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
12 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
10
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n. There are fair and transparent procedures for handling complaints and appeals
which are accessible to all students [Q6].
o. Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, it has
in place effective arrangements to ensure that the academic experience is
high-quality irrespective of where or how courses are delivered and who
delivers them [Q8].
p. The programme team supports all students to achieve successful academic and
professional outcomes [Q9].

Private
Panel
Meeting

Conclusion

5. Additional considerations for any of the following types of provision (Appendix 5):
a. Off Campus partnership with other organisations (Responsibilities checklist).
b. Qualifications awarded in conjunction with another degree awarding
body or awarding organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for Edexcel awards).
c. A proposal that involves accreditation by a Professional, Statutory and
Regulatory Body (PSRB).
To consider the outcomes of Meeting 3 and of the event. Duration: 30-40 minutes
To determine the outcome of the event: whether to recommend approval of the
programme(s) to Senate
1. Chair outlines the responsibilities of the Panel and the decision to be made;
2. Chair to confirm whether the Panel has sufficient evidence on which to
reach a decision;
3. The decision of the Programme Approval Panel, to be one of the following:
a) Approval for a 5-year period or until the next Periodic Review and Reapproval
b) Approval for a designated period of time (less than 5 years)
c) Non-approval with detailed reasons and proposal returned to an earlier step
in the process (cf. Chart 1)
4. Exceptionally, the Panel may specify mandatory Conditions of approval and/or
discretionary Recommendations for action
Comfort break, as required
Final Meeting: Chair to provide verbal report on outcomes to the Programme
Proposer and available staff and managers, to include:
• Thanks for participation in the approval process, the provision of documents and
engagement in the meetings
• Positive observations about the meeting with students, written
feedback from employers
• Indicate the decision…“We will be recommending to Senate that…(a, b, or c)
• Any Commendations
• Any Conditions with date for receipt of evidence of completion
• Any Recommendations with date for receipt of a written indication of planned
response from proposing team. Reminder about the need to monitor progress
with recommendations and to report on outcomes during annual monitoring in
the Programme Plan.
• Thank the Panel
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Appendix 8c: Programme Approval and Sign-Off Form
Programme Approval Panel (Route B)
Programme Approval and Sign-Off Form
To be completed by the Chair of the Panel at the end of the event and/or on satisfactory
completion of any mandatory Conditions of approval and receipt of a satisfactory response
to Recommendations for action.
I confirm that:
1. the Programme Specification, Module Specifications and Programme Handbook(s)
are approved in relation to the followingprogramme(s)
2. the Programme Proposer/Team has satisfactorily responded to the specified

conditions of the approval event held on .......................................... (insertdate)
3. the Programme Proposer/Team has satisfactorily responded to the specified

recommendations of the approval event held on................................ (insertdate)
Award(s) and Programme title(s) and name(s) of any partner organisation/PSRB/ external
awarding body or organisation, as relevant:
Award and Programme Title

Course code

Partner (if applicable)

Signature of Chair of Panel:
Name of Chair of Panel:
Date:

CHAIR COMMENTS - please indicate if there is anything you wish to note regarding the above:

This form should be returned to the SEO Officer of the Programme Approval Panel
by the date agreed at the approval event.
For Off Campus Provision: SEO Officer to send a copy of the completed form to: Davina Fairclough
D.Fairclough@bolton.ac.uk
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Appendix 8d: Template for the Summary Report
Programme Approval Panel (Route B):

Summary
Report
Programme Approval Panel
A sub-committee of Education Committee
Summary Report of a Programme Approval Panel held on (insert date xx-xx-20xx) to
consider the following proposals:
Qualification

Course Code

Programme Title

Insert extra rows as required-insert list of target qualifications and programme titles

1.

DECISION
The decision of the Programme Approval Panel is to recommend the following to
the University Senate:
a. To approve the provision for a 5-year period, or until the next Periodic Review
b. To approve the provision for a designated period of time (less than 5-years)
c. That the provision is not approved for the following detailed reasons
Delete outcomes that do NOT apply. For 1c. insert list of reasons for non-approval.

2.

COMMENDATIONS
Panels are invited to commend features of good practice. A feature of good practice is a process or
way of working that, in the view of the Panel makes a particularly positive contribution in relation to:
assurance of academic standards; the quality and/or enhancement of the learning opportunities for
students; the quality of the information produced about the higher education provision.

The Panel commends the programme team on the following features of good practice:
• [Insert features of good practice]
3.

CONDITIONS
To ensure that the programme is fit for purpose, exceptionally, the Panel requires the
completion of the following CONDITIONS of approval, by (insert date xx-xx-2020/21)
1. ………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS (Maximum of three)
To ensure that the programme(s) remains fit for purpose, the Panel makes the
following recommendations for action during the first year of operation, [insert
academic year].
1. ………………………………………………
2. ……………………………………………….
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Progress on these recommendations should be reported during the annual monitoring
of the Programme(s) in the Programme Plan for the first year of operation, [insert
academic year].
Name of SEO Officer (insert):
Standards and Enhancement Office
(insert date xx-xx-2020)
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Appendix 8e: Template for the Report
Programme Approval Panel (Route B):

Report
Programme Approval Panel
A sub-committee of Education Committee
Report of a Programme Approval Panel held on [insert date xx-xx-20xx] to consider the
following proposals:
Qualification
Programme Title

Insert extra rows as required-insert list of target qualifications and programme titles

5.

6.

DECISION
The decision of the Programme Approval Panel is to recommend the following to the
University Senate:
d. To approve the provision for a 5-year period, or until the next Periodic Review
e. To approve the provision for a designated period of time (less than 5-years)
f. That the provision is not approved for the following detailed reasons
Delete outcomes that do NOT apply. For 1c. insert list of reasons for non-approval.
COMMENDATIONS
Panels are invited to commend features of good practice. A feature of good practice is a process or
way of working that, in the view of the Panel makes a particularly positive contribution in relation to:
assurance of academic standards; the quality and/or enhancement of the learning opportunities for
students; the quality of the information produced about the higher education provision.

The Panel commends the programme team on the following features of good practice:
(Insert features of good practice)
1. ………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………
7.

CONDITIONS
To ensure that the programme is fit for purpose, exceptionally, the Panel requires the
completion of the following CONDITIONS of approval, by (insert date xx-xx-2020/21)
1. ………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………

8.

RECOMMENDATIONS (Maximum of three)
To ensure that the programme(s) remains fit for purpose, the Panel makes the
following recommendations for action during the first year of operation, [insert
academic year].
1. ………………………………………………
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2. ……………………………………………….
Progress on these recommendations should be reported during the annual monitoring
of the Programme(s) in the Programme Plan for the first year of operation, [insert
academic year].
9.

PANEL MEMBERS AND PARTICIPANTS OFMEETINGS

Panel:
Title and Name
e.g. Prof. Jane Smith
Insert rows as required

Job title
Head of School/Division

Meeting with current students (anonymised):
Number of participants
Programme, level

Role on Panel
Chair

Student representative
[insert tick]

Insert rows as required

Meeting with programme team and senior managers:
Title and Name
Job title
Insert rows as required
Academic Coordinator (SELE)
Programme Leader
Module leader
Module leader

10.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSAL:

The Panel evaluated the proposal against the Programme Approval Criteria (Appendix 5 of the
Programme Approval Handbook), through its scrutiny of the documentation contained in the
Proposal Development D=Record located in Moodle at: ................ and during its meetings with
those listed above.
The following lines of enquiry had been submitted in advance of the event and were pursued
by the panel:
Line of inquiry
Insert rows as required
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11.

CONCLUSIONS

Resultant
Met:
Y/N/
Condition
RecommendPartially
ation
Presentation of the Proposal: Rationale for the programme, market demand and
employment prospects for graduates are met
Programme Approval Criteria

Alignment with the strategic priorities of
the University. To include the Curriculum
Philosophy; either the undergraduate or
postgraduate version of the Graduate
Attribute Matrix for Employability (GAME);
Teaching Intensive and Research Informed
(TIRI) nature of the curriculum; Learning,
Teaching and Assessment Strategy.
Market research and other evidence of
demand, including findings from
consultation with current and prospective
students.
Demonstrable employment prospects for
successful graduates including findings
from consultation with employers and
professionals.

Standards: Whether the programme meets the Expectations13 for Standards (UK Quality
Code):
The academic standards of programmes
meet the requirements of the relevant
national qualifications framework.
The value of qualifications awarded to
students at the point of qualifications and
over time is in line with sector-recognised
standards
Whether the programme meets the following Core Practices14 for Standards (UK Quality Code):
The threshold standards for the
qualifications are set and maintained at a
level consistent with the relevant national
qualifications frameworks [S1].
Those who study the programme will have
the opportunity to achieve standards
beyond the threshold level that are
reasonably comparable with those achieved
13

Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their
awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
14 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
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in other UK providers [S2].
Where the programme is offered in
partnership with other organisations, the
standard of the qualification(s) is credible
and secure irrespective of where or how
delivered or who delivers the provision [S3].
The programme team uses external
expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners,
employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable,
fair and transparent [S4].

Quality: Whether the programme meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK Quality Code)
Programmes are well-designed, provide a
high-quality academic experience for all
students and enable a student's
achievement to be reliably assessed.
From admission through to completion, all
students are provided with the support that
they need to succeed in and benefit from
higher education.
Whether the programme meets the following Core Practices4 for Quality (UK Quality Code):
The programme has reliable, fair and
inclusive admissions arrangements [Q1]
that enable the University's policy on
widening access and participation.
The programme is designed to deliver a
high-quality educational experience for
students [Q2] and it:
i) Aligns with the University’s curriculum
design philosophy and TIRI agenda
ii) Demonstrates a blended and flexible
learning environment
iii) Promotes an inclusive, diverse and
relevant assessment strategy
The programme team comprises sufficient
appropriately qualified and skilled staff to
deliver a high-quality academic experience
[Q3].
The provider has sufficient and appropriate:
i)
Facilities and learning resources
ii) Student support services
to deliver a high-quality academic
experience [Q4].
The programme team actively engages
students, individually and collectively, in the
quality of their educational experience
[Q5].
There are fair and transparent procedures
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for handling complaints and appeals which
are accessible to all students [Q6].
Where the programme is offered in
partnership with other organisations, it has
in place effective arrangements to ensure
that the academic experience is highquality irrespective of where or how
courses are delivered and who delivers
them [Q8].
The programme team supports all students
to achieve successful academic and
professional outcomes [Q9].
Whether the additional considerations for any of the following types of provision have been
satisfactorily covered:
Off Campus partnership with other
organisations (Responsibilities checklist).
Qualifications awarded in conjunction with
another degree awarding body or awarding
organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for Edexcel
awards).
A proposal that involves accreditation by a
Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Body
(PSRB).

Name of SEO Officer (insert):

Standards and Enhancement Office
(insert date xx-xx-2020)
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Appendix 8f: Lines of Enquiry Template for use by Panel Members
Programme Approval Panel (Route B):

Date of Programme Approval Panel Meeting:
Programme Title:

Panel Members
Role on Panel
Chair
Internal Panel Member
External Panel Member
Student Panel Member
SEO Officer
SEO Officer’s email
address and direct dial
tel. number

Name and contact details:

The following table identifies the areas for consideration for the programme listed above and
identifies which member of the panel is to lead on each aspect.
The documentation is located on the Proposal Development Record (PDR) Moodle site. The site
is located at: (SEO Officer to insert Moodle Site Link)
The site is fairly intuitive, but if you have any difficulties navigating your way around the site
please contact your SEO Officer as detailed above.
You are asked to review the documents for the panel on which you are serving and determine:
• whether sufficient information and evidence is present within the documentation or
• if specific topics need to be explored through a line of enquiry and point of discussion
during the Programme Approval meeting.
Once the panel members have completed this form, the combined content of the forms will help
to create the themes for discussion during the meetings and will in part provide information
which will be included in the Programme Approval Report.
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Please answer the questions in the following table assigned to your role on the panel and insert ‘YES’,’NO’, or ’Variable’ to indicate your answer and
add comments. Where your answer is No or Variable you are asked to provide comment about your findings and opinions. Where your answer is Yes
or Variable you may wish to provide examples of good practice.
Panel Member
Criteria for Programme Approval
Response
Please insert
Responsible
Yes / No / Variable
below, as relevant

Chair:

A. Rationale for the programme – is there evidence of:
1. Alignment with the University’s strategic priorities?
2. Market demand?
3. Employment prospects for graduates?
Comments:

Chair:

B. Standards: Is there evidence that the programme meets the Expectations15 for Standards (UK
Quality Code), aligning with:
1. National qualifications framework?
2. Sector recognised standards?
Comments:

Internal Panel
Member

C. Is there evidence that the programme meets the Core Practices16 for Standards (UK Quality
Code):
1. Threshold standards of the programme are consistent with national qualifications framework?
2. Opportunities for students to achieve beyond threshold standards?
3. External expertise is utilised?
4. Assessment and classification processes are reliable, fair and transparent?
5. For OFF CAMPUS PROVISION: standard is credible and secure, irrespective of delivery site?

15

Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are
mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
16 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory
requirements for all UK providers.
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Comments:
External Panel
Member

Internal Panel
Member

D. Quality: Whether the programme meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK Quality Code), is
there evidence that:
1. The programme is well-designed and enables a student’s achievement to be reliably assessed?
2. There are appropriate levels of student support?
Comments:
E. Whether the programme meets the Core Practices17 for Quality (UK Quality Code), is there
evidence of:
1. Reliable, fair and inclusive admissions arrangements?
Comments:

External Panel
Member

2. The programme having been designed to deliver a high-quality educational experience for
students, which
a. Aligns with the University’s curriculum design philosophy and TIRI agenda?
b. Demonstrates use of blended and flexible learning?
c. Promotes an inclusive, diverse and relevant assessment strategy?
Comments:

External Panel
Member

3. The programme team comprising sufficient appropriately qualified and skilled staff to deliver
the programme?
Comments:

External Panel
Member

4. Sufficient and appropriate
a. Facilities and physical learning resources?
b. Student support services?
to deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q4].

17

Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory
requirements for all UK providers.
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Internal Panel
Member &
Student Panel
Member
Internal Panel
Member &
Student Panel
Member
Internal Panel
Member &
Student Panel
Member

Chair
Internal Panel
Member
External Panel
Member

Comments:
5. Students being actively engaged in the quality of their educational experience?
Comments:

6. Fair and transparent procedures for handling complaints and appeals?
Comments:

7. Students being supported to achieve successful academic and professional outcomes
Comments:

F. Whether the additional considerations for any of the following types of provision have been
satisfactorily covered:
1. Off Campus partnership with other organisations?
Comments:
2. Qualifications awarded in conjunction with another degree awarding body?
Comments:
3. Proposals involving accreditation by a Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Body (PSRB)?
Comments:

Please return the completed Lines of Enquiry Template to the SEO Officer, named above.
Submitted by (Panel Chair/Member):
Name:
Date:
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Appendix 9: Virtual Planning Meeting Agenda and Notes
During the Coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic, the University is conducting virtual meetings
using Zoom technology. This includes the current academic year, when all meetings will
continue to be virtual, whether staff are on site or working remotely.
In line with good practice for use of Zoom meeting technology, the optimum duration of
face to face virtual meetings is 30-40 minutes. We aim to keep the planning meeting
focused and short.
In advance

Organisation:

-10 days

SEO Officer sends the Zoom meeting link, Meeting ID and Password to invite the
following participants to join the virtual meeting:
• Programme Proposer(s)
• Academic Coordinator (SELE) from the School/Centre that owns the proposed
programme, whether on or off campus
• Head of School/Centre or Operational Lead for Subject
• For Route B proposals: Chair of the Programme Approval Panel
• SEO Officer
• Academic Registrar (or nominee) to chair the meeting

In advance
-10 days

In advance
-10 days

-5 days

For off-campus provision:
• a representative from the Partner Organisation
• the Off-Campus Senior/Academic Partnership Manager
• SEO Officer to contact the Programme Proposer and AC (SELE) and ask them to
nominate an External Advisor using Appendix 10, External Advisor Nomination
Form, for consideration at the meeting.
• Proposer can consult Appendix 10: Approved List of External Advisors (new).
• SEO Officer to add key information about the proposal to the Agenda for the
Planning Meeting: including the relevant Minute, extracted from the Minutes
of the meeting of SPRDC and /or the Programmes Committee at which the
proposal was given strategic or academic approval.
• SEO Officer to set up the Proposal Development Record on Moodle and add
the link to the Agenda for the Planning Meeting.
SEO Officer to distribute to all invitees e-versions of the following:
• Appendix 9: Agenda for Planning Meeting
• Chart 1: ‘Programme Approval at a glance’ and/or the equivalent version for
any Degree Apprenticeships
• Appendix 1: Timelines for Programme Approval
• Appendix 13b: Slides on Programme Design and Development Guide (new)
• Appendix 6a: Proposal Development Record
• Appendix 10: Completed External Advisor Nomination Form
• Appendix 10: Approved List of External Advisors (new)
• Appendix 11a: List of internal ‘Critical Friends’ (new)
• A sheet containing the hyper link to the Programme Approval Handbook and
Appendices on the SEO webpages
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Virtual Planning Meeting
Agenda & Action Notes18
Date:
Zoom link:
List of those in attendance:
The Proposed Programme

Notes

Link to Proposal Development Record
(PDR) in Moodle

SEO Officer to set up and insert link here before the
meeting

Name of the proposed programme(s) and
target qualification(s)
Date of SPRDC approval
Extracted Minute of SPRDC and status of
required action on any conditions:
Date of Programmes Committee
Extracted Minute of Programmes
Committee and status of required action
on any conditions:
Route A or B approval:

SEO Officer to complete
SEO Officer to extract and insert here before the meeting

SEO Officer to extract and insert here before the meeting

Agreed programme title(s):
Mode(s) of study: full and/or part time
Qualifications: target and exit plus any
CPD modules
Planned student recruitment and start
date(s)
Name and details of any relevant
Professional Statutory and Regulatory
Body/ Bodies (PSRB)
Name and location of any partner
organisation
Intended delivery location
Nature of the partnership (e.g. franchise/
validation/ articulation/ flying faculty)
Delivery model
Any specific course assessment
regulations
Any specific considerations

18

Notes of Planning Meeting are circulated to participants by the SEO Officer, normally within 5 working days.
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Use the next table to record details for Route A proposals

Route A: University Standing Panel
Timeline for the development:

Notes

Using Appendix 1, to confirm the date of
the target University Standing Panel
22-Oct-21; 19-Nov-21; 10-Dec-21;
21-Jan-22; 18-Feb-22; 18-Mar-22;
20-May-22; or 17-Jun-22

Common Steps – all proposals whether Route A or B
Working backwards from the agreed date of the USP, to confirm the target dates for the STEPs:
Step 12: PDR made available to USP
members (at -3 weeks)
Step 11: SEO Officer’s Overview Report (at
-4 weeks)
Step 10: PDR Completion Check
(at -5 weeks)
Step 9: (at -6 weeks)
Proposing team finalise documents and
AC SELE completes Report and confirms
PDR readiness
Step 8: (at -8 weeks)
• AC (SELE) to confirm documents
ready for Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny Meeting
• SEO Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny Meeting
Step 7: (at -10 weeks)
SEO Officer to invite the participants
External Scrutiny and proposer to finalise
documentation
Step 6: (by -14 weeks at latest)
Stakeholder consultation: students
Step 5: (by -16 weeks at latest)
Stakeholder consultation: employers,
profession +/- PSRB
Step 4: (by -17 weeks at latest)
Programme Design and Development
using slides on Programme Design and
Development Guide (new) and in
consultation with SEO Advisor, as required
To select an External Advisor, either from Appendix 10: Approved List of External Advisors (new);
or to confirm the suitability of the nominated External Advisor(s) on Appendix 10.
Name of the agreed External Advisor(s)
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Use the next table to record details for Route B proposals

Route B: Programme Approval Panel
Timeline for the development:

Notes

Using Appendix 1, to confirm the target
date of the Programme Approval Panel:
w/b ……
To select an External Advisor, either from Appendix 10: Approved List of External Advisors (new);
or to confirm the suitability of the nominated External Advisor(s) on Appendix 10.
Name of the Panel Chair:
Name of the agreed External Advisor(s)
Internal Panel member:
Student Panel member:
PSRB representative, as relevant:

Common Steps – all proposals
Working backwards from the agreed date of the USP, to confirm the target dates for the STEPs:
Step 12:
• PDR made available to USP members
(at -3 weeks)
• Panel Members submit lines of
enquiry to SEO Officer using template
for lines of enquiry (at -7 days)
• SEO Officer collates lines of enquiry
and uploads themes for discussion to
PDR (at -5 days)
Step 11: SEO Officer’s Overview Report (at
-4 weeks)
Step 10: PDR Completion Check
(at -5 weeks)
Step 9: (at -6 weeks)
Proposing team finalise documents and
AC SELE completes Report and confirms
PDR readiness
Step 8: (at -8 weeks)
• AC (SELE) to confirm documents
ready for Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny Meeting
• SEO Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny Meeting
Step 7: (at -10 weeks)
External Scrutiny and proposer to finalise
documentation
Step 6: (by -14 weeks at latest)

SEO Officer to invite the participants
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Stakeholder consultation: students
Step 5: (by -16 weeks at latest)
Stakeholder consultation: employers,
profession +/- PSRB
Step 4: (by -17 weeks at latest)
Programme Design and Development
using slides on Programme Design and
Development Guide (new) and in
consultation with SEO Advisor, as required

Schedule for Virtual meeting of Programme Approval Panel (Appendix 8b)
Private Panel Meeting
Duration: 20-40 minutes, according to
complexity of the proposal.
To confirm the Agenda’s for the meeting with
staff and the meeting with students.
Alternatively, Agenda to be confirmed in
advance, by exchange of emails (-1 day)

Comfort break, as required

Meeting 1: Presentation
Duration: 20-30 minutes incl. questions,
according to complexity of the proposal The
proposing team leader(s) present the proposal
to the Panel.

Comfort break, as required

Private Panel Meeting
Duration: 10-15 minutes
To review the outcomes of the presentation
and make any required adjustments to the
Agenda. SEO Officer to email Agenda to
members of the Panel for their private/
individual use during the meetings with
students and staff.

Meeting 2: Students
Duration: 30 minutes
Panel meets a representative group of 6-10
prospective or current students. Members
of staff do not attend meetings with
students.

Comfort/ lunch break, as required.

Private Panel Meeting
Duration: 30 minutes

Chair and Panel make any required adjustments to the
themes for discussion for use during the meeting with staff.

Comfort break, as required

Meeting 3: Staff
Duration: 30-40 minutes
Panel meets the programme team and senior
managers
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Private Panel Meeting
Duration: 30-40 minutes
To record outcomes of Meeting 3 and of the
event.

To determine the outcome of the event:whether to
recommend approval of theprogramme(s) to Senate

Comfort break, as required

Meeting 4: Conclusion
Duration: 5-10 minutes
Chair to provide verbal report on outcomes to
the Programme Proposer and available staff
and managers.
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Appendix 10a: The role of External Advisor and/or PSRB representative(s)
An External Advisor/PSRB representative will be a subject specialist nominated by the Programme
Proposer and approved at the Planning Meeting (Appendix 9) in line with University criteria (Appendix
10). The External Advisor may be drawn from an approved pool of subject specialists or be a new
nominee. The role of External Advisor/PSRB representative is as follows:
1. From the perspective of her/his subject specialist knowledge, industrial role and/or professional
expertise to understand the broad nature of the proposal and to advise the Proposer and University
on the suitability of the proposal.
2. To access the programme documents in the Proposal Development Record, using the login details
provided by the SEO Secretary. The following documents can be accessed for consideration:
• Programme Specification incorporating
o the learning outcomes map
o the assessment methods map
• Programme Handbook
• Module Specifications
• Staff CVs and module/ leadership responsibilities
• Mentoring/ placement handbooks, as relevant
• Operational Manuals, for off-campus programmes, as relevant
• Curriculum mapping, where relevant, e.g. for Apprenticeships, progression or articulation of
programmes
• Evidence of stakeholder consultation: employers, professions and students.
3. To review the programme proposal(s) within the Proposal Development Record (PDR) and to
provide written comments in a Report for which a template is provided (Appendix 10d); reviewing
any amended documentation; and providing a final response to the University. The PDR includes a
forum within which the External Advisor can engage with the programme team.
4. To test the programme proposal against expectations and requirements in the subject, the revised
UK Quality Code for Higher Education and external requirements in the subject, relevant occupations
and/or profession. In particular, the External Advisor/PSRB representative is invited to provide advice
in relation to:
• subject standards and PSRB requirements
• the Subject Benchmark Statements and any relevant Characteristics Statement
• knowledge of practice in the subject area
• subject specific legislative and regulatory requirements.
5. To work in an open and transparent way that is respectful and collegiate, which supports the Proposer
and programme team in meeting the demands and requirements of theprocess.
6. To ensure that the outcomes of the scrutiny of the proposal and discussion with the Proposer are
summarised effectively to the Proposer and the University in a written External Advisor’s
Consultation Report.
7. The External Advisor is paid a fee and expenses and claim forms are available from and should be
submitted to the SEO Officer (Appendix 10e).
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Appendix 10b: Criteria for the appointment of an External Advisor
The University values the contribution made by external peers to its approval of
academic programmes.
The School/ Centre/ Division that owns the proposal nominates an External Advisor for
consideration during the Virtual Planning Meeting. The nomination form to be
completed can be found in Appendix 10c. The completed form and a curriculum vitae
should be submitted to the SEO Officer who convenes the Virtual Planning Meeting.
A list of Approved External Advisors is available on request from the SEO Officer
for consultation, and nominees can either be selected from the list or identified
through advertising.
The University seeks to appoint External Advisors able to offer an informed, critical and
constructive scrutiny of proposed programmes in written Reports and whilst serving as
external Panel members. External Advisors will most often be drawn from UK higher
education providers and may sometimes be UK based independent consultants or
practitioners from industry, commerce or the professions. Where multiple External
Advisors are appointed, at least one of them should be an experienced academic from UK
higher education.
External Advisors should meet the followingcriteria:
1. Academic and/or professional qualifications matched to the programme(s) under
consideration, in respect of both the subject and level of thosequalifications. The level of
highest qualification attained by an External Advisor should normally be higher than the
level of the programme under consideration.
2. Sufficient standing, expertise and experience to judge arrangements for setting and
maintaining standards and the quality of education.This may be indicated by:
• present (or last, if retired) and previouspost(s)
• range and depth of experience across UK Higher Education and/or the
professions and/or relevantemployment
• current and recent active involvement in research and/or scholarly and/or
professional activities in the relevant field ofstudy.
3. In the case of collaborative provision, the External Advisor shall have relevant
experience of the approval of collaborative provision in therelevant national
setting. For proposals that involve a partner outside the UK, the External Advisor
shall have experience of international collaborative provision.
4. A proposed External Advisor will ideally have recent and relevant experience of the
EA role, or comparable related external experience. If a proposed External Advisor
does not have experience of external involvement in either of these capacities,
then the nomination should be supported by:
• involvement in programme approval, review, accreditation, recognition or
similar activities within employing HE provider;
• other relevant and recent experience likely to support the proposed role.
5. In making the nomination and in agreeing to be nominated, the relevant School/Centre/
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Division and the nominee will confirm to the best of their knowledge that the
followingconditions apply:
• A proposed External Advisor should not normally be directly or indirectly (e.g.
through a third party) be affiliated with the University in any way, nor have been so
within the previous five years.
• A proposed External Advisor should not be or be likely to be:
o personally associated with the sponsorship of current or future students on the
programme(s) under scrutiny;
o involved in the assessment of students following the programme(s)under
scrutiny;
o in a position to influence significantly the employment of existing or potential
students following the programme(s) under scrutiny;
o involved with work placements or training of students following the
programme(s) under scrutiny
o an external examiner in the School/Centre/Division from which the proposal
under consideration originates.
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Appendix 10c: Nomination form for the appointment of an External Advisor.

1.

NAME of SUBJECT(S) TO BE REVIEWED OR FULL TITLE AND QUALIFICATION OF
PROGRAMME(S) TO BEAPPROVED

2.

DATES BETWEEN WHICH THE EXTERNAL ADVISOR WILLSERVE

From:
To:
3.

FOR PROGRAMME APPROVAL EVENTS, INCLUDE LOCATION OF DELIVERY AND NAME
OF PARTNER ORGANISATION, WHERE RELEVANT:

4.

TITLE AND NAME OF NOMINEE:

5.

PRESENT POST OF NOMINEE:

6.

PLACE OF WORK OF NOMINEE:

LIST OF THE NOMINEE’S EXPERIENCE AS AN EXTERNAL ADVISOR (e.g. service on Panels
outside employing HE Provider, QAA review work, External Examining)
Insert summary of relevant experience from the CV, here:
7.

8.

ADDRESS AT WHICH NOMINEE MAY BE CONTACTED, INCLUDING
TELEPHONE AND EMAIL:
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9.

DETAILS OF NOMINEE'S ASSOCIATION, IF ANY, WITH THE PROGRAMME TEAM(S),
PARTNER ORGANISATION OR SCHOOL/CENTRE DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS:

PLEASE NOTE: It is essential that the nominee is able to provide independent external
input to the event. A nominee should not have had certain types of association with the
University in the last 5-years (e.g.) as an external examiner, as an external consultant
providing advice on programme development.
If you have any queries regarding the eligibility of a nominee, please consult the relevant
SEO Officer before making this nomination.
10.

EVIDENCE OF NOMINEE'S ACADEMIC STANDING AND APPROPRIATENESS TO THE
SUBJECT(S) AND PROGRAMME(S) BEINGCONSIDERED.

ATTACH CV to show: Qualifications, Teaching Experience, Internal and External
Validation/Review Panel Membership, involvement in National Bodies or Agencies, External
Examiner experience, Programme Leadership and Management roles held, Experience of
Collaborative Provision, Research and Scholarly activities
11. NAME OF STAFF MEMBER MAKING THENOMINATION (insert)

12. Insert the NAME of Head of School/Division or nominee who approves this nomination

Name (insert)
.........................................................
Date

.........................................................

Completed nomination forms should be submitted to the SEO Officer who is convening the
Virtual Planning Meeting.
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE RETURNED
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Appendix 10d
Template for Consultation Report from the External Advisor and/or PSRB representative(s)
This report template should be completed at STEP 7, External Scrutiny. Payment will be made following
completion of this template and submission of a claim form19 to the SEO Officer.

Qualification and programme title:
Name of External Advisor (EA):
Date of initial report20:
Date of final report1:
1. Please indicate whether the programme meets the Expectations21 for Standards (UK Quality
Code for Higher Education), as follows:
a. The academic standards of courses meet the requirements of the relevant national
qualifications framework.
b. The value of qualifications awarded to students at the point of qualifications and over
time is in line with sector-recognised standards
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

1 a. YES/NO
1 b. YES/NO
Please type comments here:
2. Please indicate whether the programme meets the following Core Practices22 for Standards
(UK Quality Code for Higher Education):
a. The threshold standards for the qualifications are set and maintained at a level
consistent with the relevant national qualifications frameworks [S1].
b. Those who study the programme will have the opportunity to achieve standards beyond
the threshold level that are reasonably comparable with those achieved in other UK
providers [S2].
c. Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, the standard
of the qualification(s) is credible and secure irrespective of where or how delivered or
who delivers the provision [S3].
d. The programme team uses external expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners, employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable, fair and transparent [S4].
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

2 a. YES/NO
2 b. YES/NO
2 c. YES/NO
2 d. YES/NO
19

Available from the SEO Officer
Where relevant
21
Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their
awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
22 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
20
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Please type comments here:
3. Please indicate whether the programme meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK Quality
Code for Higher Education)
a. Programmes are well-designed, provide a high-quality academic experience for all
students and enable a student's achievement to be reliably assessed.
b. From admission through to completion, all students are provided with the support that
they need to succeed in and benefit from higher education.
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

3 a. YES/NO
3 b. YES/NO
Please type comments here:
4. Please indicate whether the programme meets the following Core Practices23 for Quality (UK
Quality Code for Higher Education):
a. The programme has reliable, fair and inclusive admissions arrangements [Q1] that
enable the University's policy on widening access and participation.
b. The programme is designed to deliver a high-quality educational experience for students
[Q2].
i.
Aligns with the University’s curriculum design philosophy and TIRI agenda
ii.
Demonstrates a blended and flexible learning environment
iii.
Promotes an inclusive, diverse and relevant assessment strategy
c. The programme team comprises sufficient appropriately qualified and skilled staff to
deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q3].
d. The provider has sufficient and appropriate
i.
facilities, learning resources and
ii.
student support services
to deliver a high-quality academic experience [Q4].
e. The programme team actively engages students, individually and collectively, in the
quality of their educational experience [Q5].
f. There are fair and transparent procedures for handling complaints and appeals which
are accessible to all students [Q6].
g. Where the programme is offered in partnership with other organisations, it has in place
effective arrangements to ensure that the academic experience is high-quality
irrespective of where or how courses are delivered and who delivers them [Q8].
h. The programme team supports all students to achieve successful academic and
professional outcomes [Q9].
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

4 a. YES/NO
4 b. YES/NO
4 c. YES/NO
4 d. YES/NO
23

Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
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4 e. YES/NO
4 f. YES/NO
4 g. YES/NO
4 h. YES/NO
Please type comments here:
5. Please indicate, as relevant, whether the programme meets the additional University
requirements (Appendix 5, Programme Approval Handbook) for the approval of the
following types of provision:
a. That offered in partnership with other organisations.
b. Qualifications awarded in conjunction with another degree awarding body or
awarding organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for Edexcel awards).
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

5 a. YES/NO
5 b. YES/NO
Please type comments here:
For programmes that are seeking PSRB accreditation, please name the PSRB and comment
below on whether the programme proposal meets the requirements of the professional body:
Please type comments here:
Please list any features of good practice in learning, teaching and assessment that you would
wish to bring to the attention of the University:
Please type comments here:
Has the programme proposer responded adequately to your comments on the suitability of the
proposal, during its development?
(Delete as relevant. A negative response requires explanation)

YES/NO
Any other comments?
Author to insert

Thank you
Please upload the completed template to the Proposal Development Record (PDR) or return to
the SEO Officer in the Standards and Enhancement Office (Appendix 2).
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Appendix 10e: Payment of fees and expenses to an External Advisor
The University offers the following fees to an External Advisor:
•
•
•

£250 for provision of subject specific advice on a Proposal
Reasonable travel expenses will be paid (not likely to be applicable for virtual meetings)
Overnight accommodation can be arranged, if required (not likely to be applicable
for virtual meetings)

Where the proposal is an Off-campus partnership
•
•
•

Travel within the UK: 1 day at £100
Travel within the Middle East: 3 days at £100 per day
Travel long haul: 4 days at £100 per day

The External Advisor is invited to contact the relevant SEO Officer to acquire a claim form for
the fee and any associated travel expenses (see Appendix 2). The Proposer will normally be
able to provide the External Advisor with the name and contact details of the relevant SEO
Officer. Overnight accommodation can be booked by the SEO Officer, if required.
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Appendix 11a: The role of the Academic Coordinator (SELE) during programme
design, development and approval.
The role of the Academic Coordinator (SELE) during programme design, development and
approval:
1. To provide expert advice and leadership from within the proposing School/Centre
about University requirements for programme design, development and approval.
2. To ensure that you have a detailed knowledge and understanding of the University’s
process for Programme Design, Development and Approval and to have participated in
an updating session for the current year, with the Standards and Enhancement Office.
3. In conjunction with the programme proposer to nominate an External Advisor using the
nomination form, advertisement and/or the list of Approved External Advisors (new)
(Appendix 10)
4. To attend the Virtual Planning Meeting at Step 3. (Appendix 9).
5. To ensure that you and the programme proposer have a detailed knowledge and
understanding of the content of the Appendices 13a A Best Practice Guide to
Curriculum Design and 13b Programme Design and Development - Step 4(new).
6. In conjunction with the programme proposer, to design and develop the Proposal
following guidance in Appendix 13 and consulting the SEO Advisor as required (see
Appendix 2 for contact details).
7. To ensure that the proposing team consult stakeholders (employers/ students) and use
their views in the design and development of the proposal. (Steps 5 and 6)
8. To ensure that the proposal is fully documented in the PDR ready for External Scrutiny by
the External Advisor at a time to be agreed at the Virtual Planning Meeting. (Step 7)
9. To ensure that the programme proposer and team consider and respond, as required,
to the comments within the Consultation Report from the External Advisor. To include
finalizing the documentation and completing the PDR. (Step 7)
10. To ensure that the final version of all documents about the proposal are complete, and
ready in the PDR for consideration by the SEO Officer’s Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny. (Step 8)
11. In conjunction with the programme proposer to respond in a timely manner to the
comments from the SEO Officer to amend/finalise the documentation.
12. To complete a Consultation Report on the development of the proposal and to formally
sign-off the PDR as ready for a University Standing Panel or a Programme Approval
Panel, as relevant. (Step 9)
13. To be available to participate in the meeting(s) of the University Standing Panel or
Programme Approval Panel, as relevant. (Step 12)
14. In conjunction with the programme proposer to respond in a timely manner to any
conditions and recommendations from the Panel. (Step 14c)
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Appendix 11b
Template for Consultation Report from the Academic Coordinator (SELE)
This report template should be completed at STEP 9.

Section 1: Programme Information
Qualification and programme title
Course Code(s)
Name of Academic Coordinator (SELE)
School/Centre/Faculty
Date of this report

Section 2:
Please confirm whether the following documents have been produced and whether you are satisfied
that they have been developed in accordance with due process, and with appropriate reference to
relevant internal and external requirements.
Programme Documents:

Confirmation and commentary to explain response:
Please type your comments in this column

Programme Specification(s) (pdf)
incorporating
1. the learning outcomes map
2. the assessment methods map
3. evidence of how the programme meets
the TIRI requirement
4. evidence of how the programme uses for
student-centred pedagogy and meets the
LTA Strategy
5. evidence of how the programme meets
requirements for University
enhancement themes
Module Specification(s) (pdf) for all modules

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evidence of stakeholder consultation:
employers and professionals
Evidence of stakeholder consultation:
students
Programme Handbook

YES/NO (delete as relevant)

Staff CVs and module/ leadership
responsibilities
Marketing information (Programme leaflet/
prospectus entry)
Mentoring/ placement handbooks

YES/NO (delete as relevant)

Operational Manuals, for off-campus
programmes, as relevant
Curriculum mapping, where relevant for
Apprenticeships, progression or articulation
of programmes.

YES/NO/NA (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)
YES/NO/NA (delete as relevant)

YES/NO/NA (delete as relevant)
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For Apprenticeships, whether an EPAO has
been appointed.
How the programme meets any PSRB
accreditation requirements
External Advisor’s final report (and evidence
of a response from the programme team if
applicable)
Evidence of a response from the programme
team, if applicable, to SEO Officer’s
comments from the Curriculum Design and
Specification Scrutiny.

YES/NO/NA (delete as relevant)
YES/NO/NA (delete as relevant)
YES/NO (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)

Section 3: University requirements
Based on the evidence provided in the documentation listed above and your involvement with the
design and development, please indicate whether the programme(s) and qualifications listed on the
Programme Specification(s)…

…Match the University Curriculum Philosophy
including the requirements for TIRI, GAME or
GAME+
…Meet University requirements for student centred pedagogy, diverse assessment and having
fewer larger modules.

Yes/No and commentary to explain response
and signpost the evidence:
YES/NO (delete as relevant)

YES/NO (delete as relevant)

Section 4: Programme Approval Criteria
6. Please indicate whether the programme
meets the Expectations24 for Standards (UK
Quality Code for Higher Education), as
follows:
c. The academic standards of courses meet
the requirements of the relevant
national qualifications framework.
d. The value of qualifications awarded to
students at the point of qualifications
and over time is in line with sectorrecognised standards
Please type comments here:

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

7. Please indicate whether the programme
meets the following Core Practices25 for
Standards (UK Quality Code for Higher
Education):
e. The threshold standards for the

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

1 a. YES/NO
1 b. YES/NO

2 a. YES/NO

24

Expectations - express the outcomes providers should achieve in setting and maintaining the standards of their
awards, and for managing the quality of their provision. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
25 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
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qualifications are set and maintained at a
level consistent with the relevant
national qualifications frameworks [S1].
f. Those who study the programme will
have the opportunity to achieve
standards beyond the threshold level
that are reasonably comparable with
those achieved in other UK providers
[S2].
g. Where the programme is offered in
partnership with other organisations, the
standard of the qualification(s) is
credible and secure irrespective of
where or how delivered or who delivers
the provision [S3].
h. The programme team uses external
expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners,
employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable,
fair and transparent [S4].
Please type comments here:

2 b. YES/NO
2 c. YES/NO
2 d. YES/NO

8. Please indicate whether the programme
meets the Expectations1 for Quality (UK
Quality Code for Higher Education)
c. Programmes are well-designed, provide
a high-quality academic experience for
all students and enable a student's
achievement to be reliably assessed.
d. From admission through to completion,
all students are provided with the
support that they need to succeed in and
benefit from higher education.
Please type comments here:

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

9. Please indicate whether the programme
meets the following Core Practices26 for
Quality (UK Quality Code for Higher
Education):
i. The programme has reliable, fair and
inclusive admissions arrangements [Q1]
that enable the University's policy on
widening access and participation.
j. The programme is designed to deliver

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

a high-quality educational experience
for students [Q2].
i. Aligns with the University’s

3 a. YES/NO
3 b. YES/NO

4 a. YES/NO
4 b. YES/NO
4 c. YES/NO
4 d. YES/NO
4 e. YES/NO
4 f. YES/NO
4 g. YES/NO
4 h. YES/NO

26

Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
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ii.
iii.

curriculum design philosophy and
TIRI agenda
Demonstrates a blended and
flexible learning environment
Promotes an inclusive, diverse and
relevant assessment strategy

k. The programme team comprises
sufficient appropriately qualified and
skilled staff to deliver a high-quality
academic experience [Q3].
l. The provider has sufficient and
i.
ii.

appropriate
facilities, learning resources
student support services
to deliver a high-quality academic
experience [Q4].

m. The programme team actively engages
students, individually and collectively, in
the quality of their educational
experience [Q5].
n. There are fair and transparent
procedures for handling complaints and
appeals which are accessible to all
students [Q6].
o. Where the programme is offered in
partnership with other organisations, it
has in place effective arrangements to
ensure that the academic experience is
high-quality irrespective of where or how
courses are delivered and who delivers
them [Q8].
p. The programme team supports all
students to achieve successful academic
and professional outcomes [Q9].
Please type comments here:
10. Please indicate, as relevant, whether the
programme meets the additional University
requirements (Appendix 5, Programme
Approval Handbook) for the approval of the
following types of provision:
c. That offered in partnership with other
organisations.
d. Qualifications awarded in
conjunction with another degree
awarding body or awarding
organisation (e.g. Pearson Ltd., for
Edexcel awards).
Please type comments here:

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

5 a. YES/NO
5 b. YES/NO
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For programmes that are seeking PSRB accreditation, please name the PSRB and comment below on
whether the programme proposal meets the requirements of the professional body:
Please type comments here:
Please list any features of good practice in learning, teaching and assessment that you would wish to
bring to the attention of the University:
Please type comments here:
Has the programme proposer responded
adequately to your comments on the suitability
of the proposal, during its development?
Please type comments here:

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation
YES/NO

Any other comments?
Please type comments here:

Thank you
Please upload the completed template to the Proposal Development Record (PDR) or return to
the SEO Officer in the Standards and Enhancement Office (Appendix 2).
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Appendix 12: Stakeholder consultation: employers, professionals and students
Consulting stakeholders about the University’s programme proposals is essential to satisfy the
following Programme Approval Criteria (Appendix 5):
Criteria
The programme meets the following Core Practices27 for Standards (UK Quality Code for Higher
Education):
• The programme team uses external expertise (i.e. consults external advisors,
professional bodies, external examiners, employers) and uses assessment and
classification processes that are reliable, fair and transparent [S4].
The programme meets the following Core Practices28 for Quality (UK Quality Code for Higher
Education):
• The programme team actively engages students, individually and collectively, in the
quality of their educational experience [Q5].
• The programme team supports all students to achieve successful academic and
professional outcomes [Q9].
Examples of good practice include:
• Employer identification of market demand and need
• Development of programmes that address specific skills, knowledge and expertise gaps.
• the contribution of employers to the design of programmes to ensure that programmes
o are relevant, valid and current
o develop appropriate skills, knowledge and expertise
o provide access to work-relevant tasks and assessment
o provide access to industry standard resources
o provide access to workplace learning
o include contributions by industry professionals with relevant expertise.
•

The role of PSRBs in embedding academic and professional standards within the curriculum
as part of Programme Approval or accreditation.

The consultation process:
The University requires that programmes are developed in consultation with:
1. Employers/ professionals
2. Any relevant Professional Statutory, Regulatory Body (PSRB)
3. Students and/or prospective students
4. Standards written for Degree and Higher Degree Apprenticeships
The consultation process is the responsibility of the School/Centre. The following consultation
format is recommended:

27

Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
28 Core practices - represent effective ways of working that underpin the delivery of the Expectations and result in
positive outcomes for students. They are mandatory requirements for all UK providers.
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1. The proposing team to identify appropriate and willing stakeholders at an early stage in the
programme design and development process. To include employers/ professionals (for
example the members of an Industry Advisory Board or similar professional network) and
students.
2. Employers/ professionals/students receive draft programme specifications and are invited
to provide initial feedback. Draft documents can include:
• Draft marketing information (Programme leaflet/ prospectus entry) for employers
• Draft programme specification for students
3. Each participating employer/professional is invited to complete the report template
(Appendix 12a). Or a member of the proposing team summarises email comments in the
report template.
4. A member of the proposing team completes the report about students’ views (Appendix
12b)
5. The reports from employers are collated and scanned. Copies are uploaded to the PDRfolder. The views expressed by the employers are used in the design and development of
the programme.
6. Standards written for Degree and Higher Degree Apprenticeships should be embedded in
the curriculum.
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Appendix 12a: Report template for consultation with employers and professionals
during programme design
Qualification and programme title:
Course Code:
Name of Employer:
Job title & organisation:
PSRB (if relevant):
Date of report:
Please return this report by:
Please return this report to:
Please confirm whether you have received
the following information:
7. An outline of the proposed programme for
use in marketing
8. Programme Specification about the proposed
programme

Delete as relevant. A negative response requires
explanation

1. YES/ NO/ Not applicable
2. YES/ NO/ Not applicable

Insert comments here:
Please comment below on the extent to which the proposed programme seems relevant, and
likely to satisfy a market demand / need:
Insert comments here:
Please comment below on the extent to which the proposed programme is likely to develop
relevant skills, knowledge and expertise.
Insert comments here:
Please comment below on the extent to which the proposed programme will provide access to
tasks and assessment of relevance to future employment.
Insert comments here:
Please comment below on the extent to which the proposed programme is likely to provide
students with access to industry standard resources/ current thinking and practices in the
profession/ industry, as relevant.
Insert comments here:
Please comment below on whether you/your organisation would be prepared to provide
contributions to the programme, for example guest lectures, research project briefs.
Insert comments here:
Please comment below on whether your organisation would seek to provide work-related
learning (live projects) for students to undertake, at the University, whilst studying the
programme.
YES/NO (delete as relevant). If your response is positive, please outline the type of work-related
learning that you envisage:
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Please comment below on whether your organisation would seek to provide work-based
learning (placements) for students to undertake in your workplace during their studies.
YES/NO (delete as relevant). If your response is positive, what might be the terms (e.g. likely
duration, full or part time, with/without payment):
Please comment below on whether your organisation would seek to employ successful
graduates from this type of proposed programme.
YES/NO (delete as relevant). A negative response requires explanation:
Any other comments?

Thank you
Once completed, please return this form to the Programme Proposer at the University
for uploading to the Proposal Development Record.
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Appendix 12b: Report Template for consultation with students/ applicants during
programme development
This template is for use by the Proposer to record how s/he has engaged and consulted students during
programme design and development.

Proposed qualification and programme title:
Course Code:
Name of Programme Leader:
Date of meeting with students / survey of
students:
Programme title(s), level of study, status & number of students consulted
Please provide the following details
Programme title
How many students?

Indicate the level on which the
students were studying:
Insert HE4, HE5, HE6, HE7

Add extra rows if required

Nature of student engagement:
Please indicate how students engaged in the programme design and development process. E.g. timing
of their involvement plus the dates of any meetings / surveys that have been held / conducted:

Insert comments here:
What programme information did you give to the students as part of this process?
Please tick as relevant and/or list additional items
 Programme Specification
 Marketing materials
 Programme Handbook
 Module Specifications
 Other (list additional items)
List student comments that you used to inform design and development of the programme
For example, what do they think about the proposed curriculum or the programme more generally?
Please provide both positive & negative opinions
List any evidence you have uploaded to PDR. For example, questionnaires, email correspondence,
minutes of Board of Study or focus group.
Insert comments here:

Briefly outline how you used student comments in design & development of the
programme(s):
Insert comments here:

Any additional comments not covered by the above?
Insert comments here:
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Prompt: Please include an overview and any specific points about the process and the approaches
adopted by the programme team that you would wish to draw to the attention of the USP/
Programme Approval Panel.
Prompt: Where applicable, a statement should be included to indicate that any actions identified at
STEP 7: External Scrutiny have been completed and the documentation updated accordingly.
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A Best Practice Guide to Curriculum Design 2021-22
This document supports the use of innovative programme design of taught programmes at all
levels. The guide is divided into 3 main sections:
1. Rationale
2. The University of Bolton Curriculum Philosophy
3. Practical Guidance for Curriculum Design
Section 1: Rationale
The aim of the guide is to ensure that University of Bolton programmes are designed using a
unique and highly effective curriculum architecture in order to:
• Provide a distinctive, stimulating and attractive learning offer
• Allow for the development of a personalised, relevant and challenging student learning
experience
• Enhance student satisfaction
• Improve student achievement and retention
• Improve student employability
• Enhance stakeholder involvement
• Promote the University of Bolton Graduate Attributes Framework (GAME/GAME+)
Teaching Intensive, Research Informed: Accordingly, emphasis is placed on the support and
empowerment of tutors to develop innovative and effective learning, teaching and assessment
strategies, which are underpinned by cutting edge research and scholarly activity.
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Section 2: The University of Bolton Curriculum Philosophy

Section 3: Practical Guidelines
Curriculum design takes place at programme approval stage. Please refer also the Guidelines
for Preparing Programme Specifications and Guidelines for Preparing Module Specifications.
Component 1: Programmes at the University of Bolton are underpinned by learning and teaching
practices informed by reflection, scholarship and cutting-edge research (TIRI)
• Research and scholarly activity should be used to inform curriculum design - to ensure
programme content is relevant, current and interesting.
•

Allow for flexibility at programme and module level by outlining broad strategies for
learning and teaching. Examples of learning and teaching methods should be presented,
and not a finite list. In this way, academics can adopt delivery methods which are relevant,
stimulating and underpinned by educational scholarship and research.

Component 2: Programmes at the University of Bolton offer a stimulating, relevant,
personalised and inclusive experience
• When writing programme and module learning outcomes, consider the wording carefully,
recognising the diverse nature of the student body, the dynamic external environment and
international perspectives.
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• Allow for flexibility at programme and module level by outlining broad strategies for
learning, teaching and assessment (formative and summative).
•

Where possible/appropriate, describe the methods of assessment on a module
specification in broad terms e.g. written piece, oral piece, practical skills assessment,
portfolio of evidence. This will allow students and/or employers to have an input into the
type of assessment set.

•

Embed formal opportunities for setting and reflecting on goals, as well as professional
development planning at each stage of the programme

Examples of academic written assessments include: reports, essays, seminar papers and
academic journal articles
Examples of more practical written assessments include: blogs, trade journal articles, newspaper
articles, press releases and reflective diaries
Examples of oral assessments include: PowerPoint/Prezi presentations, seminar presentations,
poster presentations, role plays, interviews, professional discussions and vivas
Examples of practical skills assessments include: projects, portfolio outputs, OSCEs,
performances, + designing artefacts, programmes, tools, resources etc.
Component 3: Programmes at the University of Bolton develop students as autonomous, selfdirected, critical and reflective learners
At each level make explicit where and how students will develop and reflect on key on
academic, professional/practical and life skills within a relevant context. Skills should be
embedded in the curriculum and there should be clear progression from dependent to
independent learning – culminating in an independent research project.
At each level use appropriate verbs for learning outcomes – demonstrating expectations. e.g:
Level 3 and HE4: explain, describe, discuss. HE5: Analyse, appraise, compare and contrast.
HE6 and HE7: Critically appraise, critically evaluate, synthesise. HE7 also include: Solve
complex problems, develop creative or innovative solutions/ recommendations
Examples of academic skills: information literacy, academic writing, referencing, presentation
and research skills
Examples of life skills: rhetoric, logic, analysis, creativity, planning, time-management, flexibility,
communication, negotiation, conflict management, team working, leadership, enterprise, grit
and resilience.
Component 4: Programmes at the University of Bolton develop knowledge and skills to ensure
graduates achieve their personal, academic and professional goals
• Consider both specialist and interdisciplinary knowledge – informed by Benchmark
Statements, Apprenticeship Standards, PSRBs (if relevant), as well the present and future
needs of industry.
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• Leading research and scholarly activity should be used to inform curriculum design - to
ensure programme content is relevant, current and interesting.
•

Embed formal opportunities for setting and reflecting on personal, academic and
professional goals at each stage of the programme.

•

Consider how enterprise and work-related learning can be integrated effectively into the
teaching learning and assessment of a programme. Work-related learning may include
placements, live project briefs, guest speakers, industry visits etc. Note: Keep details of
projects, speakers and visits general to allow for flexibility and to ensure CMA guidelines
are not breached.

•

If a programme includes a period of work experience then a Placement Handbook will need
to be provided which includes the roles and responsibilities of the student, academic
supervisor and placement provider. See the Code of Practice for Work Based and
Placement Learning.

•

You may want to consider including an enterprise (or entrepreneurship/intrapreneurship)
module in your programme in order to develop creativity, innovation, managed risk-taking
and commercial skills.

Component 5: Programmes at the University of Bolton employ effective assessment/ feedback
practices which support knowledge and skills development
• See annual assessment guidance
Component 6: Programmes at the University of Bolton are developed, delivered and evaluated
in partnership with students and other stakeholders
• Current/perspective student opinions must be sought when designing a programme.
Group presentations to students are a useful way of outlining discuss key programme
features, as well as gaining feedback.
•

Potential employer feedback can be sought via email and /or via School Industry Advisory
Boards. The draft programme specification together with a brief outline of each module
give employers a useful overview.

•

Apprenticeship and PSRB standards will also influence curriculum content.

Component 7: Programmes at the University of Bolton use resources and technology effectively
to support learning, teaching and assessment
• A list of programme learning resources and specialist resources is required at validation.
• It is expected that learning, teaching and assessment is supported by the use of VLE.
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• Try not to be too specific about technological resources in the programme and module
specifications – in order to future-proof them. Promotional materials can contain details of
specific resources, as these can be updated when required.
Component 8: Programmes at the University of Bolton provide graduates with the opportunity
to develop a unique and effective set of attributes
• Consider how graduate attributes can be developed at each level e.g. through explicit skills
development, diverse assessments, independent and group learning opportunities, workrelated learning, opportunities for reflection on outcomes and progress, personal
development planning, knowledge sharing and peer feedback and support.
GAME for Undergraduate Programmes
The following 10 core graduate attributes should be embedded in each undergraduate
programme of study and serve as the fundamental skills framework for University of Bolton
students:

GAME+ for Postgraduate Programmes
Building on the University of Bolton’s undergraduate GAME model, postgraduate students
should be supported to develop higher-level skills and attributes. In order to provide a
framework for enhanced career velocity, all postgraduate students should work towards
GAME+. The five strands of GAME+ are:
•
Influence and impact
•
Critical self-management
•
Critical Creativity and innovation
•
Professional identity
•
Skills mastery.

5

Appendix 13b Programme Design and Development - Step 4
Please refer to Appendix 13b, which is available here on the Programme Approval web page.
This contains Powerpoint slides.
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Appendix 14: SEO Officer’s Report
Route A and Route B proposals
Name of the Officer completing this report:
Date of report completion:

Section 1: Key Programme Information
Date when PDR was completed:
List of Qualification(s) and Programme Title(s):
Course code(s):
SPRDC Approval Date, where relevant:
Have any considerations or requirements from SPRDC
been addressed satisfactorily?
Programmes Committee Approval Date:
Have any considerations or requirements from
Programmes Committee been addressed
satisfactorily?
Target qualification(s) and all exit qualifications:
Name of School, Centre or Division:
Name of Academic Coordinator:
Name of Programme Leader:
Name of PSRB or awarding body:
Proposed start date (Month and year):
Anticipated number of intakes per year:
Mode of attendance:
Name and location of any relevant Partner
Organisation(s):
Approved site(s) for delivery of the programme:
Is there a signed and dated contract with the partner
organisation in place?

YES/NO
(Delete one, A negative answer requires
explanation)

YES/NO
(Delete one, A negative answer requires
explanation)

Insert full time/ part time / both
Insert full name of partner organisation

YES/NO
(Delete one, A negative answer requires
explanation)

Does the contract with the partner organisation include YES/NO
the programmes under consideration at this approval (Delete one, A negative answer requires
explanation)
event, and is the information accurate?
Date of Report from the External Advisor
(give dates for initial and final reports, as relevant):
Date of Report from AC (SELE) including sign-off for
progression to USP/ Programme Approval Panel:

Section 2: Process Details
[Note: The following text to be included as standard]:

Documentation has been completed in line with the agreed processes for Programme
Approval. This documentation has now been stored as evidence within the relevant PDRfolder and may be accessed via the following link: [Note: insert link to the PDR-folder]
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Prompt: Where applicable, a statement should be included to indicate that any
suggestions/comments included within the External Advisors’ final report have/ have not been
responded to by the programme team and the documentation updated accordingly.

Section 3: Outcomes of the SEO Curriculum Design and Specification Scrutiny:
Prompt: Where applicable, a statement should be included by the SEO Officer to indicate that
any suggestions/ comments from the SEO Officer’s scrutiny have/ have not been responded to
by the programme team and the documentation updated accordingly. For example:

I can confirm that the following items have been scrutinised, and any amendments
have been satisfactorily completed:
• The Programme Specification(s)
• Module Specifications
• Programme Handbook
Section 4: Outcomes of the PDR Completion Check:
[Note: The following text to be included as standard]:

The Report from the AC (SELE) recommended that the programme(s) listed in section one,
above, be considered by the University Standing Panel / Programme Approval Panel (SEO
Officer to delete one, as applicable) to run from (Note: SEO Officer to insert date).
The following Features of Good Practice (FGP) were noted:
From the External Advisor’s report:

From the Report of the Academic Coordinator (SELE):

The following recommendations were noted:
From the External Advisor’s report:

From the Report of the Academic Coordinator (SELE):
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